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FOREWORD 
The llurr:ose of the RECAT study has been to provide guidance on the 
direction future NASA research should take to conserve fuel in the commer-
cial air transport system. To this end, a number of fuel conserving opticD..:3 
were defined, none of which represents the likely future evolution of the 
system, but each of which includes potential elements of the future syst<3Uo 
Therefore the predictions of fuel usage, as well as fuel saved relative to 
the baseline case, should not be employed to draw conclusions regarding the 
single best direction for research. Rather, the reasons why certain options 
did or did not result in large estimated fuel savings should be analyzed and 
understood in order to determine whether a productive direction for research 
is implied in each case. In this report an attempt has been made to restrict 
the analysis of results to those areas where clear interpretations can be 
made and to stress the underlying reasons behind those results. 
This study was performed by TITRC under contract to NASA, Ames Research 
center. The NASA Technical Monitor was Mr. Louis J. Williams, of the Research 
Aircraft Projects Office. Associate contractors in the study were the 
DouglasAircraft Company, Lockheed-California Company and United Airlines. 
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Cost/Benefit Trade-offs for Reducing the Energy 
Consumption of Commercial Air Transportation 
(RECAT) 
SUMMARY 
A study has been performed to evaluate the opportunities for reducing the 
energy requirements of the U.S. domestic air passenger transport system through 
improved operational techniques, modified in-service aircraft, derivatives of 
current production model.s, or new aircraft using either current or advanced 
technology. Each of the fuel-conserving alternatives has been investigated 
individually to test its potential fc'~ fuel conservation relative to a hypo-
thetical baseline case in which current, in-production aircraft types are 
assumed to operate, without modification and with current operational techni-
ques, into the future out to the year 2000. 
Specific fuel-conserving options examined in the study, in addition to the 
baseline case, are: 
- Operational procedures with and without advanced Air Traffic Control (ATC) 
-Retrofit to, or modification of, current aircraft types 
-Derivatives of current aircraft types 
-New near-term aircraft using current technology 
-New far-term aircraft (propfan and turbofan) using advanced technology 
Characteristics of each of these options, as they affect either the 
aircraft themselves or the system in which they operate, were developed by 
associate contractors in the stu~ effort, and the system effects were analyzed 
by the United Technologies Research Center (UTRC). Aircraft and operational 
characteristics were developed by Douglas and Lockheed. These data 
were then reviewed by United Airlines to insure consistency and realism in 
the economic and operatio~al parameters characterizing each option, ~nd the 
data were then transmitted to UTRC for systems analysis. 
In the UTRC analysis of the air transport system, the fuel-conserving 
options were not simply introduced into the future system by mandat~; rather, 
elements of each option were accepted into the system only as they could com-
pete in an economic sense, th6rcby promoting realism as to the air transport 
system which would evolve from each option. The air system simulation involved 
the generation of the required fleet to meet the forecasted travel demand in 
each of four forecast years -- 1980,1985, 1990, and 2000. The forecasted 
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demand is itself affected by the quality of service offered in each option a
s 
measured by fare,trip time" and service frequency, since one element of the 
demand forecasting process involves a modal split among all competing trans-
portation modes (air, rail, bus, and automobile). 
Complete trSl.ltel statistics for each option -- passenger flow, fuel 
consumed, air system costs, environmental (noise and emission) impacts, and 
details of the aircraft fleet--are computed anually and cumulatlvely, and are 
compared with the baseline case and with each other. The f'uel conserving po
ten-
tial of each option is thus displayed for purposes of evaluation. In addition
, 
other effects of each option -- demand satisfied, user cost and time, noise 
and emissions, and reQuired government spend.ing -- are evaluated in a benef'it/ 
cost analysis to add insight into conclusions derived from energy considera-
tions alone. Based on the results generated in the system simulation, impac
ts 
of each fuel-conservation option on airlines, the aircraft industry, air 
T-ravelers, airports, and the government are quantified, and regulatory impli
-
cations associated with the possible impacts are discussed. B~nally, broad 
recommendations as to advisable action'relating to the fuel-conservation 
effort are offered. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Modeling Validity 
1. The 600 city-pair system on which the RECAT simulations were based provides 
a very good representation of the U.S. domestic air transportation system. In 
terms of origin-destination demand, the system accounts for 62 percent of the 
round-trip air passengers and 64 percent of' the air passenger-miles; on the 
basis of enplanements, it comprises 83 percent of the air passenger-trips and 
86 percent of the air passenger-miles. Consequently, the simulat~0n of :fuel-
conservation options in the study is adequately representive of the ~omestic 
scheduled air carrier system. 
2. When the passenger/fleet assignment model was tested to duplicate the 
1973 fleet, very good results were achieved, both with respect to total fleet 
size and fleet composition by airplane type, thereby indicating the validity 
of the fleet forecasts with :fuel-conservation options. 
Baseline Results 
1. In the baseline case, wherein only air~raft presently in production are 
available for assignment throughout the fore',ast period, a 37.1 percent 
improvement occurs in air system fuel effici~hcy (pass-mi/gal) between 1973 
and 1980, and minor improvements in later years. However, more than half of 
this improvement comes from study ground rules concerning increased load factor and 
seating density. Based on fleet mix alone, i.e., replacement of older models 
by less :fuel-intensive airplanes, particularly wide bodies, a 13.1 percent 
fuel efficiency gain occ'urs by 1980. Although further gains occur in later 
years, increased use of wide bodies on short, high-density routes, where their 
efficiency is not better than smaller models, depresses the magnitude of these 
additional savings. 
2. The effect of doubling the :fuel price in the baseline case leads to a required 
fare increase which results in a significant reduction in short-term (1980) 
demand. In terms of per~entages, the reduction in demand is slightly greater 
than the saving in fUel so that ·:fuel efficiency is actually reduced with high-
pri.ced :fuel. In later years the :fuel price effect diminishes because, with 
projected increasing income, fare becomes a smaller portion of total trip dis-
utility( cost). 
3. The primary mechanism by which :fuel could be .conserved in a short-term 
fUel-allocation scenario woulQ be by increasing load ~actor. However, a load 
factor increase alone could be counter-productive because the operating cost 
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saving it would be reflected by a fare reduction (assuming fixed return 
on investment (ROI) at the 12 percent CAB value) which would stimulate demand 
and thereby tend to increase fuel use. A more realistic fuel-allocation 
scenario, in which load factor is raised to 70 percent while simultaneously 
holding fares fixed at the baseline values, results in fuel savings of from 
20.1 percent in 1980 to 26.1 percent in 1990 and 23.5 percent in 2000. An 
alternative fUel-allocation'scenario characterized by arbitrarily restricting 
the increase in fuel used to 50 percent of the baseline increase achieves 
smaller savings in the short term (6.5 percent in 1980), but greater long-term 
savings (22.5 percent in 1990 ruld 32.5 percent in 2000). However, these fuel 
savings may not be achievable in practice because they entail very high system 
load factors for which there is no historical precedent. In particular, it is 
possible that significant demand rejection might occur under such conditions~ 
a factor which was not specifically modeled in the sim~l.ations. 
4. A significant effect in the fuel-allocation scenarios is increased use of 
three-engine wide-body aircraft (3EWB) relative to the baseline, and reduced 
reliance'on large~ four-engine wide bodies (4EWB). The reason for this dif-
ference in fleet compOSition is the higher fuel efficiency of the 3EWBs as 
compared with 4EWBs. (The fleet assignment algorithm was instructed to select 
aircraft on the basis of fuel efficiency rather than ROI in the fuel-allocation 
scenarios. ) 
Fuel-Conservation Options 
Operational Pr~cedures Options 
1. Implementation of changes in operational procedures to conserve fuel, 
vdthin the present air traffic control (ATC) system, produces a measurable 
saving in fuel at a negligible investment cost. The measures primarily respon-
sible for this saving are aerodynamic cleanup and improved engine maintenance 
standards. However, part of this saving comes from speed reductiohs which 
increase operating costs and fares, thereby depressing demand. On the basis 
of fuel efficiency (seat-mi/gal)~ there is an improvement (relative to the 
baseline case) of from 2.6 percent in 1980 to 3.3 percent in 2000. These 
improvements are accompanied by demand reductions (enplaned air pass-mi) of 
from 5.7 percent in 1980 to 2.8 percent in 2000. 
2. If gradual upgrading of the ATC system brings about significant reductions 
in unproductive time in the enroute and terminal phases of flight, further 
improvements in fuel ,J,Be can be effec'bed. Assuming a block time reduction of 
5 minutes/flight for each major hub in 1985 and beyond, and incorporating the 
o]?erational procedures changes as well, fuel efficiency rises to about a 5 per-
Gent improvement over the baseline case. In terms of total fuel used~ this 
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gain is largely negated by an equivalent stimulation in demand which is caused 
by reduced operating costs and fares. 
Retrofit/Modification Options 
1. Based on the projected retirement of existing aircraft, particularly four-
engine narrow bodies (4ENBS), retrofit/modification options result in annual 
demand-adjusted fuel savings (relative to the baseline) of between 0 and 6 per-
cent in the 1980s. Slightly higher cumulative savings are achieved when JT4-
and JT3D-powered 4ENBS are reengined with more efficient refanned JT8Ds than if 
reliance is placed strictly on aerodynamic modifications. 
2. An even more effective option in the 1980s is to res Grict the modifications 
to newer aircraft types only, i.e., no retrofit of out-of-production models 
which are retired according to the more rapid baseline schedule. This strategy 
results in about a 1 percent additional savings in annual fuel use in the 
1980s. Although retrofit/mod options should be viewed primarily for their 
near-term impact, the cumulative savings out to th~ year 2000 are not very 
different in any of the cases studied. 
3. When the basic retro/mod options are considered under the assumption that 
no retirements of existing models occur in the period from the present time 
(1975) to 1980, results change significantly. Because a delayed retirement 
schedule causes the retention of less fuel-efficient aircraft in the fleet for 
a .longer time, annual fuel savings, relative to the nominal retirement sched": 
ule, are considerably reduced in the 1980s. 
4. In the retro/mod options, the investment in new equipment, including 
retrofitting existing aircraft, is almost directly related to fuel savings. 
Delaying retirements by 'investing in retrofits yields the smallest fuel saving 
but also the smallest investment, and vice versa. If far-term (2000) results 
are disregarded, the best retrofit/modification option: on a system basis 
appears to be one in vrhich out-of-production aircraft presently in the fleet 
are not retrofitted and are retired by the mid-1980s, while existing and new 
deliveries of in-production aircraft are modified for improved aerodynamic 
efficiency. 
Aircraft Derivative Options 
1. Of the eight deri vati ve aircraft provided by the manufacturers, only 
three were economically attractive enough to compete successfully i'li th base-
line in-production models. The remainder were either not assigned to any 
routes or were assigned in such small numbers that they were best omitted. 
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2. Of the three derivatives that were assigned in significant numbers --
DC-9-30Dl, DC-IO~lOD~ and L-IOIIL -- the L-IOIIL was clearly the most attrac-
tive airplane. It has a large seating capacity, a low price and good fuel 
efficiency, making it an excellent replacement for the B-747 over the dense 
short and intermediate stage lengths to which that airplane had to be assigned 
in the b!;l.seline case for lack of a good alternative. 
3. In the basic derivative option, significant savings in demand-adjusted 
annual fuel use (17.1 percent) and cumulative fuel over the baseline case (9.7 
percent) were achieved by the year 2000. However, these savings were due 
almost exclusively to the favorable impact of the L-lOllL. When the L-IOIIL 
was omitted, ar~~ual demand-adjusted savings diminished to only 1.5 percent and 
cumulative savings to 1.3 percent. Therefore, the availability of an airplane 
with the fuel efficiency and cost parameters of the L-IOIIL would have a very 
favorable effect on fuel conservation. 
New Near-Term Aircraft Option 
1. The new near-term aircraft option is similar to the derivative case in that 
it combines relatively early availa1)iJ_ity with good improvement in fuel effi-
ciency over baseline in-production airplanes. The favorable economic charac-
teristics of these airplanes resulted in rapid introduction into the fleet, 
which is a vital prerequisite to achieving an impact on fuel conservation. 
2. By the year 2000, new near-term aircraft comprised more than 60 percent 
of the fleet, theJ..~eby resulting in annual demand-adjusted f'uel savings of 20.5 
percent over the baseline case, and cumulative savings of 1l.6 percent. This 
effect was achieved primarily through displacement of the B-747 and, to a 
lesser extent, the DC-IO/L-IOlland B-727-200. 
New Far-Term Aircraft Options 
1. The far-term options featuring the 200-passenger propfan with 1985 
technology (N85-200P) did not produce large fuel savings, despite the very 
good fuel efficiency of the airplane. BaSically, the disappointing results 
occur because only one airplane was introdUeed, its design range restricted 
its assignment to routes under 1500 miles, and its capacity i'Tas not big enough 
to displace existing ,ride bodies on the most dense routes. Even when the N85-
200P was given the benefit of an early introduction (prior to 1985) , its impact 
on fuel conservation was compromised by the above limitations. 
2. Very large fuel savings were aChieved by the far-term aircraft options 
which consisted of one ~.arge airplane (the N85-500) and one smaller airplane 
(either the N85-200 or the N85-200P). Cumulative demand-adjusted savings of 
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11.9 percent, relative to the baseline case, were achieved by the year 2000 
even though the airplanes did not enter service until a~ter 1985. By the end 
o~ the period, ~ar-term aircra~t comprised almost half of the ~leet. 
Impacts Analysis 
1. Airlines: Improvements in ATe are beneficial JO the airlines 
because they facilitate lower-cost operations without direct airline investment. 
The basic derivative option is also favorable from an ~irline viffiqpoint, 
especially in the long term, because of the relatively small investment 
required. 
2. Manufacturers: Manufacturer impacts are more favorable in the short term 
than in long term. The operational procedures option with ATe improvements 
is attractive to manufacturers for the same reason it is attractive to air-
lines. Retrofit/mod options are basically unattractive to manufacturers 
because they delay airline investment in nev equipment, and because some of 
the retro~its will be done by the carriers themSel~es. OVerall, the new near-
term aircraft option offers the most business to manufacturers, although all 
the derivative and new-aircraft options give some improvements compared with 
the baseline case. 
3. Airports: I~ airport activity is the most important measure, the best 
airport impacts are produced by the hew-and derivative-aircraft options in 
which large, low-noise airplanes predominate. Retrofit options are poor 
because they retain older, noisier aircraft longer than the baseline. 
4. Government: Derivative-and new-aircraft options save the most fue]. and 
give the best end.ssions reductions. Retro~it options are undesirable because 
they save less fuel than the high-technology options and because they increase 
emissions over the baseline. Of the derivative- and new-aircraft options, those 
options which require nevi technology involve considerably more R&D expense 
than those which do not, thereby favoring either the derivative or the new 
near-term aircraft options. However, the greater fuel saving of the far-term 
aircraft option helps to offset this cost. 
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RECO:MME11DATIONS 
The UTRC portion of the RECAT Study did not provide a strong basis for 
the formulation of technology recommendations. Technology aspects were treated 
by the other contractors in the specification of aircraft designs, and thes~ 
designs were employed in the fleet forecasts" Nevertheless, some of the 
primary results of the UTRC study do have i~plications for future research and 
technology effort. 
Recommendation No.1: Design of a large-capacity airplane aimed at good econ-
omic and fuel consumpt'::ion characteristics, specifically 
for short and intermed,~ stage lengths 
Much of the fuel savings estimated in the forecasts, including the base-
line option, derived from the replacement of existing narrow-body airplanes by 
wide bodies. Although this replacement occurred over 8. broad spectrum of stase 
lengths where very high service freCluencies would have 'been reCluired with 
narrow-body aircraft, fuel efficiency gains were not universal because, at 
short stage lengths, the fuel efficiency data for currently available '(-ride 
bodies was poorer than for the narrow bodies they replaced. Therefore, fuel 
efficiency gains tended to level off with time in the baseline option as 
present wide bodies were used at progressively shOJ.'ter average stage lengths. 
A conseCluence of this leveling off in the baseline was that those technology 
options which offered a more fuel-efficient replacement in the high-volume 
markets achieved significant gains over baseline fuel usage. 
Despite the fuel savings that were estimated in the derivative-and new-
aircraft options, the large-capacity aircraft which generated the savings were 
not necessarily conceived with good short-stage economics and fuel efficiency 
in mind. It would appear, therefore, that even greate:e fuel savings \'Tould 
be achieved if an adyanced wide-body airplane were designed specifically for 
the shor~-to-intermediate-range market. Such a design would have to stress 
features no~mally found only in smaller aircraft, such as ease of ITaneuvering 
on the ground, good airport compatioility, and general attractiveness for 
short-haul operations. Since the RECAT designs may not include such features, 
their assignments in this study may be oversta 4.:;ed. However, the historical 
trend of steadily increasing aircraft size is likely to accelerate in the 
future as a means of forestalling airs ide congestion at busy airports. Therefore, 
the decision to graduate to the largest aircraft ca:pacity available may be 
forced by future grovrth. The results of the baseline case shovr that efforts 
to conserve fuel would be severely oomprolnised if reliance is placed on presently 
available (long-range) wide-bodies. 
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Recorrmendation No.2: More precise deteImination of the cost incurred 
and fuel saved by improvements in operational 
procedures 
A second research and. technology option has been identified with respect 
to improvements~n operational procedures. Of all the fuel-conservation 
alternatives, procedural improvements offer the must immediate fuel-conservation 
benefits. Even though the fuel savings which are achievable by procedural 
changes may only amount to a few percent, the fact that early implementation 
is possible, plus the likely compatibility of procedural improvements with 
technology advances, makes this altern:!. tive worthy of further interest. 
In the RECAT study, the procedural improvements were defined in rather 
general terms. Rough es tima tes were made by the manufacturers of percentage 
fuel reductions for various airplanes in each of several categories such as 
speed reduction, climbing cruise, etc. These estimates were then reviewed by 
UAL, although only minor changes were made, and it appeared that uncertainty / 
existed with respect to the practicality of the suggested changes, particularly , 
! 
with regard to the possible cost of their implementation; hOl-TeVer, cost estimates 
were not made. 
It is reconnnended that further study be made of opexoational procedures 
in order to ascertain the real fuel savings that can be ~chieved and to 
identify the costs involved so that the likely implementation of the pro-
cedures can be addressed. The impact of fuel price and availability must 
be an important aspect of such studies. Furthermore, the gathering of basic 
technical and economic data to permit a better evaluation of procedural changes 
may be in order. An example is the economic trade-off between the increased 
cost of more frequent ~aintenance of engine and airframe systems and the 
decreased cost of fuel due to improved efficiency. Credible estimates of' 
the cost of such measures arLd the fuel savings they facili ta te may prompt 
carriers to adopt them more readily. 
Recommendation No.3: Design propfan-and turbofan-powered airplanes with 
equivalent technology assumptions i~ order that a 
fair canparison can be made between these propulsion 
,alternatives. 
The true fuel conservation potential of the propfan was not detjermined 
in the RECAT study because only one propfan-powered design was inco.rporated 
in the far-term aircraft options, and because the size and airfra.m~ technology 
assumptions of this design were not entirely compatible with the ~'ar-term, 
R76-9l2036-l6 
turbofan-powered designs. Nevertheless, on the basis of fuel efficienc~, the 
propfan airplane had an advantage over an equal-capacity turbofan airplane. 
Therefore, there is good reason to believe that fuel would be saved by switch-
ing from turbofan to propfan power if the comparison were made equitably. It 
is recon~ended that several propfan and turbofan aircraft be designed with 
seating capacities from 200 to at least 400, and with completely compatible 
assumptions as regards airframe and engine technology. These airplanes would 
then be compared as alternative options to future fuel conservation. The more 
attractive propulsor would then be utilized in the scenario comparisons rec-
omID.ended below. 
Recommendation No.4: Further study of a realistic scenario (c:£.' scenarios) 
which combine discrete fuel-conserving options for 
maximum benefj. t 
A final recommendation relates to the question of how to better estimate 
the actual fuel savings advanced +,echnology will bring. The nature of the 
RECAT options was quite selective; each one provides an indication of the 
conservation potential of one particular development and its implementation, 
but no single option, ~.ncluding the baseline, describes a likely future 
scenario. Therefore, strategies for future fuel savings cannot be well-
formulated on the basis of present RECAT results. Rather, the best RECAT 
options should be considered in various combu1ations to determine which 
options complement each other and which conflict. The potential savings 
available from an evoluti.onary strategy in which procedural and technology 
improvements are viewed together, rather than as alternatives, would provide 
a firmer basis for research and technology policy formulation. The model 
assembled in the RECAT study, and the aircraft data which were generated, 
are well adpated to further analyses of this type. 
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INTRODUCT ION 
Although the portion of transportation petroleum fuels consumed by 
commercial aircraft is only about 7 percent, it is generally recognized that 
airplanes compare unfavorably with other transportation vehicles in terms 
of energy intensity, though the deficiency is often overstated. This unfavor-
able position is related closely to the high installed power-to-weight ratio 
of the airplane, a consequence of its high speed, but considerations such as 
passenger and freight loadings, seating density, stage length and selected 
cruise speed are contributing factors. Historically, airplanes, like other 
transportation vehicles, have not been designed with fuel consumption as the 
primary consideration because the ready availability and relatively low cost 
of petroleum fuels did not warrant major emphasis on this one factor in the 
operating cost equation. This situation changed abruptly in recent years, 
as improved fuel economy has emerged as a high-priority research area through-
out the transportation sector. Because of their high energy intensity, cotl1-
mercial 9,ircraft are receiving a larger share of this attention than would 
appear appropriate considering the small fraction of the nation's fuel they 
consume. 
There are numerous ways by which aircraft fuel consumption can be reduced. 
These measures range from procedural improvements in the system to new designs 
incorporating advanced-technology components. Each alternative for saving 
fuel carries with it a cost and an implementation period which complicates 
the comparative evaluation process. Only a thorough analysis can sort out 
the costs and benefits of these alternatives and show them in context. The 
objective of this study has been to consider a wlde range of fuel-conserving 
options and to determin,e the cost/benefit trade-of:fs attendant to each. 
study Organization 
The structure of the RECAT Study was unusual in that NASA selected four 
contractors to carry out separate but interdependent studies. The contractors 
included two airplane manufacturers: Locl<:heed-Cal.ifornia Company (LCC) and 
Douglas Aircraft Company (DAC); one operator: United Airlines (UAL); and one 
consultant: United Technologies Research Center (UTRC). Although these 
participants were separately contracted to perform their individual tasks 
pursuant to the accomplishment of the study oojective, the nature of the tasks 
was such as to require close coordination throu1Shout the study, including 
mutual agreement on ground rules and methodology as well as sharing of data. 
The division of tasks among the RECAT contractors ean be generally summarized 
as follow's: 
II 
1 
1 
, 
i 
H 
ii 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
i 
contractor 
Manufacturers 
Operator 
Consultant 
Primary Responsibilit~ 
Aircraf't Designs, Modifications, Derivatives 
Design Review; Documentation of Current Air-
planes 
Demand and Fleet Forecasting; Benefit/Cost 
Analysis of Fuel-Conserving Options 
Although the demand and fleet forecasting task was the primary one in 
the UTRC study, several other tasks were also carried out, including: 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
development of a plan to coordinate the study; 
an assessment of the foreign market for used U.S. commercial aircraft; 
an estimate of the fuel used by all-cargo and international aircraft; 
consideration of the regulatory effects of fuel-conservation str&t-
egies; 
definition of new, far-term,.fuel-conserving aircraft based on the 
Boeing Terminal Area Compatibility Study; 
implementation of a fleet assignment model in combination with 
demand and modal-split models; 
determination of the impacts of fuel-conservation measures on 
operators, manufacturers, government, airports, and travelers; 
a benefit/cost analysis comparing the fuel-conserving options; and 
recommendation of research and techno~ogy areas for fuel conservation 
based on the RECAT results. 
The first two of these tasks were documented in the Interim Study Report, 
Ref'. 1, and.are not included in this report. The results of the third task 
are used in Appendix A to estimate fuel used by U.S. certificated carriers, 
and the derivation of far-term fuel-conserving aircraftis provided in 
Appendix B. All remaining tasks are documented fully in the main body of 
this report. 
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Fuel-Conservation Options 
~ualitatively, four types of fuel-conservation alternatives were 
considered in this study: improved operating procedures; modification of 
existing aircraft models; derivative mod.els of existing aircraft; and newly 
designed aircraft. The specific options for which results are presented in 
this report include several examples from each of these categories in addi-
tion to a baseline case in which the nominal evolution of the system was 
forecast in the absence of further fuel-conservation measures. Moreover, in 
view of the uncertainty of fuel price and availability in the future, several 
cases were studied with baseline assumptions except for higher fuel price 
and/or restricted fuel availability. In all cases, forecasts were made for 
the years 1980, 1985, 1990, and 2000, and comparisons were made with the base 
year, 1973. A summary of the fuel-conserving options considered in the RECAT 
Study appears in Table I. The specific features of each option are described 
in greater d~tail in a later section of this report, but can be summarized 
as follows. 
In the Baseline Option (I) only those aircraft listed in the "In-Produc-
tion" column were assumed to be available as replacements for retired air-
planes and to accommodate demand growth in the forecast years. As conceived, 
the Baseline Option represents an extension of present aircraft usage into 
the future. No fuel-conservation measures are enforced, beyond those already 
being practiced by airlines in 1973, and no new or derivative aircraft are 
introduced in the forecast period which extends to the year 2000. Although 
this definition of the Baseline Option is severe in that these assumptions 
are quite conservative and probably not realistic, it does represent a trac-
table datum from which to measure the effects of system improvements on fuel 
consumption. Furthermo!e, the range of seating capacitl.es covered by the 
baseline aircraft is broad enough (92 to 386 seats) to keep flight frequencies 
within manageable bounds. These same airplanes were retained as competitors 
to new and derivative aircraft in Options IV to VI; i.e., the fleet forecast-
ing model was presented with a mix of available aircraft, ±'or assignment to 
each route, which always included at least the baseline in-production airplanes. 
The Operational Procedures Option (II) was included to obtain an estimate 
of the fuel savings achievable by improvements in airline operations. These 
improvements are divided into two catagories: Option IIa, which incorporates 
airline operations and maintenance measures compatible with the present ATC 
system through relatively minor adaptations, and Option lIb, which combines 
these measures with an improved ATC environment assumed to be in existence by 
the mid-1980's. 
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Option 
I Baseline 
II a Operational 
Frocedures 
lIb Operational 
Proc. with .ATC 
IlIa Aero 
Retrofit 
IIIb Aero Retrofit 
Reengine 
IV Deri vati ves 
V New Near-Term 
Aircraft 
VI New Far-Term 
Aircraft 
:>t'~i'-c"-1 
;'~f .... <"'fI.t'-
, TABL'E" I 
RECAT FUEL CONSERVATION OPTIONS 
Description 
Extension of present aircraft usage. No 
fuel conservation measures beyond 1973 
practice. No new or derivative aircraft. 
Procedural improvements: Speed reduction 
to Long Range Cruise Speed; 2000 ft step 
climb; Load to aft e.g.; Aerodynamic cle~l­
up; Reduction in Operating Empty Weight; 
Improved engine standard; No ATC 
improvements 
Procedural imp'rovements in IIa plus im-
proved ATC 
Selected modifications to in-service air-
craft: Aerodynamic cleanup; Winglets; 
Fairings; No engine retrofit 
Selected modifications including JT8D Re-
engine of JT3D-powered airplanes 
Selected derivatives of DC-9, DC-IO, 
t-l011, B-121 
New designs incorporating current tech-
nology features 
new designs incorporating advanced tech-
nology features 
!,,-.n<r..,<t ~"" 
l·."!"'--.....-~n 1; .... !HH"f 
In-Production 
Aircraft 
B-737-200; DC-9-30; 
B-727-200; DC-IO/ 
1-1011; B-747-200 
Same as Baseline 
Same as Baseline 
Same as Baseline 
Same as Bas eline 
Same as Baseline 
plus Derivatives 
Same as Baseline 
plus N60s 
Same as Bas eline 
plus N85s 
Year of 
Introduction 
1913 
1977 
1977/1985 
1978 to 1982 
1978/1979 to 
1982 
1979 
1980+ 
1985+ 
First 
Forecast Year 
1980 
1980 
1980/1985 
1980 
1980 
1985 
1985 
1990 
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options featuring retrofits or modifications of existing airplanes 
(Option III) are also divided into two categories: Option IlIa includes 
aerodynamic modifications specifically tailored to each of the baseline 
in-production aircraft~ and Option IIIb includes these aerodynamic changes 
plus replacement of J'r4 and J'r3D engines with refan J'r8D engines on first-genera-
tion turbojet and turbofan models. In each case, the lifetimes of the retro-
fitted airplanes are extended to reflect the additional investments incurred 
by these modifications. Furthermore, new additions to the fleet also include 
the changes, so that the entire fleet incorporates the retro/mod features by 
the 1985 forecast year. 
Derivatives of the DC-9, B-727, L-IOll, and DC-IO airplanes were 
designed by the manufacturers* for Option IV. These derivatives compete wi~h 
each other and with their own baseline models for assignments to th~ 600 
city-pair routes in the demand and fleet assignment process. Although intro-
duced in 1980, these aircraft are not assumed to be in airline service in 
large numbers until 1985. 
The new, fuel-conserving, aircraft designs based on current technology 
(Option V), and advanced tp.chnology (Option VI), are introduced in the 
early and late 1980's, respectively. The near-term designs include the 
aerodynamic, structural, and propulsion system improvements, over the base~' 
line aircr:lft, that are available for a design begun in 197h (e.g., super-
critical 'Idngs, composites in secondary structure, and J'rIOD/CFM56 engine 
technology) .. In addition to this technology, further advances are assumed 
for far-term nircraft, including the use of composites in the primary 
structure , active controls, and turboprop engines of advanced design. 
Report structure 
The intent of this report is to present the results of UTRC' s portion of 
the RECAT study and to document the analytical models by which the results 
were generated. Since the reader's primary interest is likely to be in the 
results rather than the methodology, the main body of the report is devoted 
largely to an exposition of results. However, since the credibility of the 
results is very much a-function of the analytical approach, a section of the 
main text has been devoted to a description of the Demand and Fleet Model 
Development phase of the study. Through the unique features of this model 
it has been possible to represent a large fraction of the domestic air trans-
port system, and to simulate the effects of offering a variety of eqUipment 
* Data for the B-727-300 came from UAL. 
15 
types on the characteristics of the system. Therefore, an understanding of 
the structure of the model is deemed essential to an appreciation of the 
validity of the results. 
In order to improve readability of the main text, documentation of other 
analyses utilized in the study has been relegated to the Appendic~s. 
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
The major methodological task in the RECAT study was the development of 
a computerized procedure by which to simulate the passenger and fleet assign-
ment process in the domestic air transport system. The objective of this 
task was to construct a model which is sensitive to changes in certain study 
parameters which were expected to vary from option to option. These parameters 
includ·e fare, particularly as affected by the cost of fuel; service frequeney; tri:p 
time; and load factor. Only by determining the way the aircraft would be 
utilized in service can the fuel used in each scenario be estimated. 
RECAT Model structure 
A basic element of the model was in hand at the outset of the study. The 
passenger demand and modal-split models which are used to forecast origin-
destination (O-D) air demand in a multi-mode t~avel environment were previously 
developed as part of UTRC's Corporate-sponsored program. As shown on the left-
hand side of Fig. 1, these programs accept inputs descriptive of future popu-
lation and income growth, as well as characteristics of the candidate inter-
city travel modes (air, auto, rail and bus). These characteristics affect a 
passenger's choice of mode as expressed by the disutility* of travel. 
The second modeling procedure, indicated in the center of Fig. 1, is 
the passenger a.nd fleet assignment model. The :pur:pose of this program 
is to convert the forecasted O-D demand to an estimate of the required aircraft 
on each route in the air transport network. Its development was the primary 
methodological accomplishment of the study, and most of this section is 
devoted to a description of its structure. 
Before describing the fleet assignment model, however, it is important 
to understand how the model fits into the overall procedure assembled for the 
forecast. A general picture of this pr;)cedure also appears in Fig. 1, showing 
not only the models but also the major input and output quantities in each, 
and the interrelationships which tie the programs together •. As shown by the 
arrows in the figure, a set of feedback loops is present, necessitating an 
iterative solution to stabilize on appropriate values of the important param-
eters. 
* Disutility is defined as either the total cost of travel (out-of-pocket cost + 
travel time~value of time) or the total time of a trip (travel time + out-
of-pocket cost/value o~time). 
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Each fuel-conserving option (uppermost box in Fig. 1) is described by 
a set of aircraft which may include existing 'types, modifications and/or 
derivatives of these types, and new aircraft. In addition, a fuel price 0)" 
a fuel allocation scheme may be specified as part of the Elcenario. Data 
descriptive of the aircraft are used as inputs to the calculation of opera-
ting cost, and also to make a preliminary-aircraft selection (for each route) 
on the basis of return on investment. * In addition to achieving the best 
economic performance among those aircraft available in the fleet, a mix of 
aircraft is selected so as to include a range of passenger capacities. 
The operating costs of the airplanes affect the fare level, which is 
chosen to provide an acceptable ROI (12 percent) for the total system. Similarly, 
the trip time and service frequencies appropriate to each route, based on 
the aircraft assigned in each case, provide the necessary inputs for a 
refinement on the initial estimate of the O-D passenger demand. WIlen this 
revised dem~nd is used in the passenger and-fl~et assignment model, a new 
fleet is composed, and then th:e process is repeated until convergence is 
achieved; i.e., demand, fare, and system ROI are in equilibrium. 
Results for a particular fuel-conserving option provide a "snapshot" 
of tbe total system from which values of important system parameters can be 
selected. Certainly, total fuel consumed is one of these but, in addition, 
su<:h quantities as total. investment in new aircraft, user costs (fare), 
operations required at busy hubs, etc. are of interest. Knowledge of the 
system's characteristics provide necessary inputs to the last of the three 
modeling procedures indicated in Fig. 1, a Benefit/Cost Model. Using this 
model, which was developed at UTRC prior to the RECAT study, a benefit/cost 
analysis is performed in order that the implications of each option can be 
viewed in terms of its impact on the system, and to put fuel consumption 
into perspective with other system costs. 
Adaptation of Demand and Modal-Split Models 
The modal-split model, derived using 1972 National Travel Survey data, 
is used to compute the share of the travel between two cities captured by- each 
* The aircraft ROI data used in this first economic sCl'eening were provided by 
United Airlines. Each airplane was evaluated as it would be expected to func-
tion in UAL' s system, and requir\9d load factors for a 15 percent ROI were generated 
for eaeh stage length. The fleet assignment model then used the load factor 
ordering of the candidate aircraft as the initial criterion in the assignment process. 
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of the competing modes. This is done on the basis of the "disutility" 
associated with each mode; separate computations are made for business and 
pleasure travelers. A more complete description of the demand and modal-
split models appears in Appendix C. 
Air shares computed by.the modal-split model were combined with air 
travel data from the CAB Origin-Destination Survey to estimate total travel 
(via all modes) for 84 city-pairs for the years 1958, 1966, and 1972. These 
estimates, along with mean disutilities also computed by the modal-split mode
l, 
were used to develop and validate: the demand model. This model COmp\ltes the 
demand for transportation between two cities as a function of population, 
per-capita income, ease of travel as measured by the mean disutility, and the 
diversionary effects of other cities. The 1958-1972 period spans the 
conversion from piston to jet aircraft, during which significant changes 
o~curred in block times, fares, and service fre~uencies; substantial growth 
in population and income also occurred. The model has thus been validated 
over a range of input values comparable to the range expected in the 1973-2000
 
forecast period. 
With both models sensitive to the characteristics of air service, 
changes in those characteristics will affect both the total demand and the 
air share of the total demand. The total-demand effect is more important on 
long routes where air would be expected to dominate the other modes under 
almost any circumstances and the air share is relatively insensitive to 
service characteristics, while the air-share effect is more important on sho
rt 
routes where auto is the dominant mode, thereby making the total demand 
relatively insensitive to air service characteristics. 
Passenger and Fleet ASSignment Model 
As stated earlier, the demand and modal-split models and the fleet 
assignmeut model are the two prinCipal module~ of an iterative procedure to 
determine the system's operating conditions for each fuel-conserving option 
to be studied. 
The basic program structure is represented by the simplified block 
diagram of Fig. 2. The first step iH computation of the air demand for a 
600 city-pair sample using the demar;.d and modal-split models applied to 
each city-pair. This is the O-D dem~nd reflecting the ul tima.te endpoints of 
the traveler's journey, regardless of the routing used. The O-D demand is 
then assigned to specific routes (city-pairs with nonstop service) using 
routing data for each city-pair a:vailable from Table 12 of the CAB Origin-
Destination Survey. Since travel~~rs sho'iTn by the CAB as traveling direct 
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may make intermediate stops (without changing planes), enroute stop informa-
tion from the Official Airline Guide (OAG) is also required. Route assign-
ments may also be influenced by congestion constraints at some hubs, which 
necessitate use of larger aircraft, and by new nonstop service for growing 
ci ty-pail's having little or no nonstop se:rvice in the base year. 
The total passenger flow on each route is found by adding an unforecasted 
residual to the forecasted O-D flow. This increment represents passengiZ'''S 
connecting from the many smaller city-pairs not included in the 600-city-pair 
forecast. The size of the residual for forecast years is found by taking 
the base-year value and multiplying by a growth factor. 
The next step involves the assignment of aircraft to each route. Base-
year aircraft assignments (less retirements) are initially assumed for the 
forecast years, and new aircraft are added to each route to compensate for 
retirements* and demand growth. Only one new aircraft type is assigned to 
each route, with the selection depending upon several factors, including: 
(1) aircraft return-on-investment characteristics provided by UAL for each 
of the aircraft types in the study; (2) the size of the aircraft relative to 
the demand to be satisfied; (3) the target load factor; and (4) the allowable 
frequency growth in view of possible congestion. The new fleet mix is then 
used to compute new fares (for a 12 percent system ROI) and block times which, 
along with the new frequencies, influence the demand and modal-split computa-
tions, thereby requiring feed-back to the beginning of the process. This 
entire procedure continues iteratively until convergence is achieved, 
typically in three to five cycles. System summartes such as fleet sizes, 
i:total fuel consumption, etc. are tnen output for subsequent use in the 
benefit/cost analysis. 
Data Sources 
A considerable volume of data was utilized in order to accOl'r8.tely account 
for the assignment of the O-D passenger demand by route ana. to describe the 
structure of the system as regards utilization of aircraft in the base year 
(1973). The primary sources were Tables 12 and 13 of the CAB Origin-Destina-
tion Survey, the CAB Service Segment Data, and the Official Airline Guide 
for August 1973. The nature of these sources and the way they fr3.ve been 
used in the passenger and fleet assignment modeling process a:re described in 
the following paragraphs. 
* The retire~{ent algorithm used to remove old aircraft from the fleet is 
described tov;ard the end of' this section. 
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The O-D survey consists of data for each of approximately 45,000 city-
pairs. It is constructed from a 10 percent samp:'..e of all tickets and describes 
the routes followed by passengers traveling amoug these city-pairs. The data 
are subject to several limitations, primarily tn that stopover times at 
em'oute (connecting) points are not indicated~. and there is no way of deter-
mining if the itineraries noted on the ticket involved enroute stops at which 
the passenger did not depart the flight. The O-D survey data also include 
a large volume of extraneous information (for the purposes of this study) 
concerning the airlines used on each flight segment. Moreover, the great 
multiplicity of routings used to connect each city-pair complicates the 
problem of modeling these routings in a utraightforward way. In CAB Table 12, 
an Ifitinerary" consists of both the cit~i routings and the airlines used on 
each segment, and the same routing app~ars several times in a particular 
ci ty-pair listing. For example, the fouting A-C-B (C1. ty A to ci t:'t B with a 
connection at C) appears as A-al-c-a/-B, A-a1-~-a3-B, etc., where al' a2~ and 
a3 are the airlines used. Furthermcjre, if one city has multiple airports, 
el.ther the particular airport or}be general designator us.ed on many tickets 
can appear (i.e., JFK-al-C-a2-B, NYC-al-C-a2-B, etc.). Thus, arriving at an 
accurate total for a particular ~outing A-C-B requires the aggregation of 
many individual data elements scattered throughout a lengthy city-pair listing. 
(The Table 12 listing for New York-to-San Francisco, for example, is about 
135 pages long.) Fortunately, in most cases a few data elements accounted 
for most of the itineraries and a lower cut-off of 2 percent of the total 
could be used when tabulating data elements for aggregation.* However, it 
was necessary to redo a number of long-distance city-pairs using a smaller 
cut-off value in order to include a reasonable percentage of the total. 
Eventually, 91 percent of the origin-destination demand was accounted for,with 
88 percent traveling direct (i. e., no connections) and 3 percent making connections. 
(Note that this high percentage of direct trips refers to the 600 city-pair 
sample which contains many high-density routes.) Of the remaining 9 percent, 
most were scattered among a great many itineraries which individually 
accounted for inSignificant fractions of the city-pair total, while some 
should have been aggregated into significant itineraries but were missed 
becaQse of the cut-off level. 
* Since the limitations of this study did not justify use of computerized 
data reduct.ion, Tables 12 and 13 of the survey were obtained in microfilm 
form, and tt\e required data were recorded manually. Although this procedure 
nece~sitated'some simplifying assumptions to reduce the number of routings 
to a manageable number, the results describe the system quite well. 
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Official Airline Guide 
Data from the August 1973 Official Airline Guide were processed by 
computer from a data tape, thus facilitating a complete description of 
required information for each city-pair. In particular, the average number 
of nonstop flights per day by each aircraft type, and the associated block 
times, were computed for each city-pair. Of the 600 city-pairs in the sample, 
351 had a low level of nonstop service (defined as five or less flights/day 
in each direction), including 117 with no nonstop service. For these 351 
city-pairs, the number of one-stop flights per day was also tabulated, 
along with the intermedia;!;;e-stop city associated with each flight. In 
addi tion, the rmmber of connecting flights was determined for each of about 
200 city-pairs hEwing low levels of both nonstop and one-stop service. 
Because of computer limitations, this latter tabulation was done manually. 
The one-stop data were used to augment the CAB data in assigning passengers 
to other routes, since the CAB data fail to dj.stinguish between nonstop and 
other direct (1. e., no connections but one or more intermediate stops) 
itineraries. This phase of the assignment is predicated on the relative 
attractiveness of the nonstop vs. one-stop service, based on block time and 
the schedule inconvenience factor used in the disutility computation. 
An important source of data for the purposes of this study wa.s the CAB 
Service Segment Data. listing, which tabulates from carrier reports the total 
number of passengers actually carried on nonstop flights serving a particular 
route, as well as the departures performed and the load factors. Since these 
data describe the actual aircraft loadings on each route over which they 
were used, they were an important supplement to the O~D Survey data in for.mu-
lating the passenger assignment model. The departure data were used to 
adjust the August frequencies o'otained from the OAG to accurately reflect 
annual average daily frequencies. Although this correction resulted in 
frequency adjustments of as much as 60 percent for a few individual city-
pairs on which traffic is seasonal, most frequencies were changed by only 
10 percent or less. and the total number of operations for each type of 
aircraft showed negligible change. 
A comparison of the fleets required to serve the 600 city-pairs, and 
the total fleets of the domestic trunk, local service carriers, and 
appropriate intrastate carriers used in scheduled service,is given in Table 
II. The required fleets were calculated by converting the average daily 
frequencies to fleet requirements using city-pair block times and a utiliza-
tion curve (Fig. 3) derived from 1973 CAB data (Ref. 7). The repx'esentation 
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TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF FLEET SIZES AND AVERAGE STAGE LENGTHS 
B-147 
. DC-10 
L-1011 
B-707 
DC-S-61/63 
B-721-200 
B-727-100 
B-737-200 
DC~9-30 
DC-9-10 
Turboprop1 
Others 2 
Total 
1 
Total Domestic 
F1eet4 
/58 
/69 
18 
143 
43 
282 
345 
145 
230 
84 
177 
246 
1840 
(60)3 
(76)3 
(22)3 
(1853)3 
CV-580/600, F-27, FH-227 
600 City-
Fair Fleet 
65 
80 
20 
137 
39 
247 
286 
87 
172 
46 
123 
180 
1372 
2 B-720B. DC-8-20/30/50/62, CV-880, BAC-111 
3 3rd Quarter Fleet 
Coverage 
112% 
116% 
111% 
96% 
91% 
88% 
83% 
60% 
75% 
55% 
7% 
73% 
75% 
(108%)3 
(105%)3 
(91%)3 
(74%)3 
Avg. Airplane Stage Length 
(Statute Miles) 
Total Dom. 600 City-Pairs 
1858 1714 
980 1034 
1199 1347 
986 1070 
923 934 
484 550 
544 643 
299 360 
306 403 
274 373 
119 159 
63~ 714 
442 639 
I ~ Domestic Trunk, Local Service, and Intrastate Carriers in Scheduled Service 
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of the total fleet is 75 percent; all aircraft types are well repr~sented 
except turboprops, which are used primarily on very short, low-density 
routes, not included in the data base. The wide-body types appear to be 
overrepresented; this can be partially explained by comparison with the 
third-quarter (August) fleet data rather than the annual average. Other 
potential sources for this discrepancy are higher than-average August 
utilizations, and, possibly, inaccurate reporting by the airlines or the 
CAB, particularly with respect to domestic/international use of the same 
aircraft. Comparison of average stage lengths shows good agreement except 
for the overall average, a result of the underrepresentation of the turbo-
prop aircraft. 
Passenger Assignment Process 
The objective of this process is to coavert the ,forecasted O-D passenger 
demand into passenger loadings on each nonstop route segment. This conversion 
requires that the distribution of direct, and i~direct (connecting) passengers 
be determined for each O-D city-pair, and therefore a complete picture of the 
passenger flow among cities must be constructed. A major complication in 
describing this system is the fact that" only 600 of the approximately 45,000 
city-pairs in the system have been modeled due to computational limitations. 
An additional complication ariSeS from the nature of ava"ilable O-D and 
segment data, some of which are subdivided by airline and must therefore be 
aggregated for purposes of this model. 
To facilitate understanding of the passenger assignment process, which 
is complex and difficult to describe, the base-year passenger flow analysis 
diagrammed in Fig. 4 has been constructed with vertical and horizontal sym-
metry. The flow pro'ceeds vertically downward, starting with O-D demand, QOD, 
which is computed independently of the assignment process for each city-pair* 
by the demand and modal-split models. At the middle of the diagram, this 
O-D flow has been converted to a quantity representing the number of coupons 
written, C, and at the bottom the passengers on each route haye been assigned 
to arrive at the desired quantity, the number of nonstop passengers, QNS' 
Horizontally, the flow is divided into three basic parts, w~.th the left side 
describing the flow of direct passengers on routes represented in the 600 
city-pair sample, the c~nter describing the assignments of connecting 
passengers to or from other routes which are also in the forecast sample, and 
the right side describing the assignments of connecting passengers to or from 
routes which are not in the sample. 
* Although the process described in Fig. 4 is carried out for each of the 600 
city-pairs in the sample, the data shown in each box refer to totals for all 
600 city-pairs. 
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FIG.4 
PASSENGER FLOW PROCESS FOR BASE YEAR - CITY PAIR AB 
ITINERARIES REFER TO FIG. 5 
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The O-D demand, QOD' is divided into direct (QD) and connecting 
passengers (QT and QRT) as given in Table 12 of the CAB Origin-Destination 
Survey. Possible routings for these passengers are indicated in parentheses 
in Fig. 4; these routings are shown in Fig. 5 to illustrate various types 
of flights serving city-pair A-B. The direct passengers (QD) can use nonstop 
flights (A-B or A'-B) or one-stop flights (A-D-B); the connecting passengers 
may follow itineraries involving other city-pairs in the 600 city-pair fore-
cast (QT) or may follow itineraries involving city-pairs not in this forecast 
(QRT). The connecting passengers assigned from other city-pairs in the fore-
cast to a particular city-pair form the quantity QF. An example would be O-D 
passengers from city-pair E-B connecting at A and hence assigned to route 
A-B (and also E-A if included in the forecast). The value of QF for any 
route A-B is determined from the appropriate values of ~ for other city-pairs 
(such as El-A-B, E2-A-B, etc.) which assign passengers to A-B, as indicated 
by the broken arrow in Fig. 4. Similarly, the residual assignments from 
routes not in the forecast (QRF) result from the various values of QRT; 
however, QRF cannot be computed directly unles~ all 45,000 city-pairs are 
considered. An indirect computation of QRF is possible since the sum (QD + QF + QRF) is tabulated in Table 13 of the O-D Survey as the total number of 
coupons, C. 
The number of coupons, C, includes passengers using both nonstop and 
other direct service. However, an exact breakdown is not available, thereby 
requiring the use of an approximate algorithm. As a simplification, only 
nonstop and one-stop flights have been considered. The assignment of 
passengers to either nonstop or one-stop flights, which is explained in 
detail further on, is a computed allocation made on the basis of relative 
disutility, considering the total flight time and the schedule inconvenience 
associated with the service frequency. This computation results in assign-
ment of all coupons to nonstop flights (CNS) if the nonstop frequency is 
greater than about four per day (in each direction) and of most coupons to 
nonstop flights for nonstop frequencies between two and four. The coupons 
assigned to one-stop service can be assigned to routes which are either 
included (CT) or not included (CRT) in the forecast, as determined by the one-
stop data taken from the OAG. (Note that the lower portion of Fig. 4 is 
entirely analogous to the ,upper portion, considering couPQns instead of O-D 
passengers.) Summing t~e appropriate values of CT for all 600 city-pairs, 
the value of Cli' can be computed. The residual assignments from other rOlltes 
(CRF) cannot be found directly, but the total passengers enplaned on nonstop 
service (QNS) is available from the CAB Service Segment Data. Subtraction 
of (CF + CNS) from QNS gives CRF . 
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Numerical values in Fig. 4 show total passengers and pas:::enger-miles 
for the 600 city-pairs for each step of the assignment process. Note that 
the totals for O-D passengers and passenger-miles are increased by assign-
ments made from other city-pairs. Thus, while the network includes only 64 
percent of the total domestic passenger-miles on an O-D basis, the flights 
serving the network carry 86 percent of the total enplaned passenger-miles. 
The net result of this process is to transform the O-D demand (QOD) into 
the number of passengers actually enplaned on nonstop flight segments (QNS). 
This process has been described in detail for the base year; however, for 
the forecast years a significant simplification is possible since it is not 
necessary to distinguish between passengers using one-stop flights and those 
making connections at intermediate points. For the purposes of this study, 
if an O-D passenger on route A-B is assigned to routing A-X-B, it makes no 
difference if he changes planes at X or uses a one-stop flight. The important 
consideration is that he occupies a seat on both the A-X and X-B routes. 
The passenger assignment model used in the forecast years is shown in 
Fig. 6. The D~ximum total potential demand for nonstop service (Q) is found 
by adding together thE! forecasted O-D demand (QOD), the assignments from other 
routes (AF), and a residual demand representing assignments from routes not 
in the forecast. The residual is found by increasing the base-year residual 
(QRF + CRF in Fig. 4) by the growth in the total 600 city-pair O-D demand. 
Thus, the maximum dema.nd for a city-pair is given by 
Q = Q + A + ( QR + CR) X r 6 QOD I 
OD F F F ~ [6 Qo
D 
.. 
B 
where the subscrirt B refers to base-year (1973) values. 
In order, to estimate fleet requirements for each route, it is necessary 
to estimate the number of passengers, QNS' who actually use the nonstop 
service ... 
where F is the total nonstop service frequency and FE is the equivalent 
frequency of all the services offered (nonstop, one-stop, and connecting). 
The above expression divides the potential demand between nonstop and other 
service based on the relative attractiveness of each alternative, as measured 
by its equivalent frequency. The constants Co and Cl are calculated from base-
year data as described below and are unique to each city-pair • 
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The equivalent frequency is calculated by considering the schedule 
inconvenience and travel time penalties associated with each type of 
service. The Schedule inconvenience function, Tsched' is part of the modal-
split model and relatesbhe service fre'luency to an equivalent time which 
is then added to the travel time and. used in computing the trip disutility. 
(This is discussed more fully ir. the appendix dealing with the demand and 
modal-split models.) For each city-pair, the base-year one-stop and connec,,· 
ting frequencies were added together to form the total additional freClueney' 
LIFE; for the forecast years, this additional frequency is assumed to grow 
at the same rate as the total number of nonstop flights in the 600 city-pair 
network. Thus, 
In addition, the average time penalty, LIT, associated with the addition.al 
frequency was found 'by averaging together the block time penalty (rela'!c;ive 
to nonstop service) of each one-stop flight, and a nominal penalty of 1.6 
hours for each connection. The equivalent nonstop frequency is determined 
from the actual nonstop frequency, F, and the additional service characteri-
stics, L1F and AT, by 
In this expreSSion, the schedule inconvenience of the total available fre-
quency (F + AF) is added to the average time penalty, and this total time 
is then converted back to an equivalent frequency. aince the time penalties 
associated with one-stops and connections could more than offset the 
convenience of their higher frequencies, it is necessary to check that FE 
is not less than F. The equivalent frequency, FE' is USE:'d along ",ith the 
nonstop block time in computing the air disutility in the modal-split 
calculation. TI1e relationship between the frequency ratio, (F/FE), and 
the nonstop frequency, F, is illustrated in Fig. 7 for two typical situations--
four one-stop flights/day each with a l.O-hour time penr;,lty; and ten connec-
tions / day, each with a l. 6-hour penalty . Although each city-pair has its 
own unique one-stop and' connecting service, all have ~. similar relationship 
bet\veen F and FE- FE equals J!' when F is greater than about three' to five. 
Also, from the above equation, FE would be about 2.0 even when F = O. 
The relationship between (QNS/Q) and (F/FE) is shown in Fig. 8 for 
t,hree possible situations. For 249 city-pairs, there was sufficient nonstop 
service in 1973 tlH3.t (F/FEh was unity. For thefje high-frequency ci+.,y-pairs, 
it is assumed that (QNS/Q) will retain its base value in the forecast years 
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as long as (FIFE) remains at unity. If F should decline sufficiently so 
that it ~alls below the equivalent frequency, which is unlikely, then 
linear interpolation is used. Thus, the number of passengers using nonstop 
service on high-frequency city-pairs is given by 
where (FIFE) is generally 1.0. 
It was observed that the values of (QNs/Q)B ~or the 249 high-frequency 
city-pairs decline as distance increases. This presumably occurs because 
longer trips are more likely to involve multiple destinations. Thus, even 
though ample nonstop service exists, some travelers (about 15 percent on 
transcontinental routes) stop at intermediate points and are thus assigned 
to other routes. * This rela'tionship is used to establish a nominal maximum 
value for (QNs/Q) ~or the 117 city-pairs which did not have nonstop service 
in 1973 (i.e., (F/FE)B = 0). As nonstop serv~.ce is introduced on these 
routes, the nonstop passengers are given by interpolation as 
where 
'~NS) _ 0.994 _ 0.052x(distance/lOOO) \ Q Nom-
Finally, ~or the rema~l1l.ng 234 city-pairs having 10w-freCluency levels 
such that 0 < (F/FE)B < 1.0, a two-segment linear interpolation is used. 
For ~requencies below those of the base year, 
* In collecting data for. the O-D Survey, the CAB ignores the length of time 
spent at each enroute point. Thus, the farthest point on a round-trip 
itinerary is the "destination", and intermediate points are assumed to be 
connecting points, even though they may in fact be additional destinations. 
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In the more likely event of an increase in fre~uency, the maximum value of 
(~NS/~) is found by a weighted average between a projection of the base-year 
da.ta, 
(~NS) Q Proj = ( ~NS/~)B (F!FE)B 
and the nominal maximum defined above. ~us, 
(Note that (~NS/~) is not allowed to exceed 1.0.) This weighting places 
more emphasis on t~~Xprojected value when (F/FE)B is closer to 1.0, and 
relies more heavily on the nominal value when the base-year fre~uency is 
very low. Thus, the number of nonstop passengers is given by 
= ~ (QNS) + ~ ~ B 
Referring back to Fig. 6, thos~ passengers who do not use the nonstop 
ser~Qce are assigned to other routes using the same assignment pattern as 
determined in the base year. The number of passengers assigned to a parti-
cular route is given by: 
where 
" 
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Thus, the level of assignments to other routes will vary (presumably decrease) 
in the forecast years as nonstop service is increased, but the pattern of 
those assignments will remain the same. By carefully modeling the base-year 
system with respect to routing patterns and the use of nonstop service 
frequency, it is possible to make forecasts that reflect the effects of growth 
while preserving the fundamental stru8ture of the existing system. 
The assignment of passengers from one route to another requires that the 
city-pairs be processed in such an order that assignments are always made 
"ahead" to routes not yet analyzed. The determination of such an ordering 
required the construction of a fairly elaborate computer program. This 
program also processed the other base-year Ciata and prepared an extensive 
data base for use by the passenger and fleet assignment model. These data 
included the process ordering and base yalues of (Q.Ns/Q.), (FIFE)' Tj' lIF, 
6T, and (Q.RF + CRF)· 
Aircraft Assignment Process 
In the discussion aboye, it was shown that the number of passengers 
enplaned on each route depends on the nonstop frequency except on those 
routes where (FIFE) = 1.0. Since the flight frequency depends on the num-
ber of passengers, the expressions above for Q.NS must be solved simulta-
t neouslywith those given below for F. Furthermore, the entire passenger and 
aircraft assignment process must be completed for one city-pair before 
moving on to the next. The aircraft assif~ment alGorithm assumes that air-
craft in use on a particular route in tl1e previous forecast year will 
remain in use (after adjustment for retirements) and that the remaining 
required capacity will be filled by a single new aircraft type appropdate 
to the option under study. Frequency and load factor considerations deter-
mine the type arid number of aircraft chosen. Thus, abrupt changes in the air 
system are avoided. 
Aircraft assignments are made sequentially for each route, the first 
step being ,to set minimmn and maximum values on frequency. These limits 
8.re based on the total nonstop frequency in t.he previous year, FO' and are 
graphically depicted in Fig. 9. They vTere estimated b:T judgment. and 
adjusted to fit empirical evidence, as folJ.ows: 
for FO < 8 
for 8 ::;;' FO ::;; 16 
for FO ;::: 16 
FMIN = 1 + 0.875 Fo 
FMAX = 8 + 1/2 FO 
FMIN = 2 + 3/4 Fo 
FMAX = 8 + 1/2 Fe 
FMIN = 2 + 3/4 Fo 
Fw\x = Fo 
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Rela.tive to the previous year, frequency is allowed to increase (but cannot 
decrease, Le. FMIN > Fo) on low-frequency routes CFo < 8); on high-frequency 
routes (FO > 16), no frequency increase is allowed, i.e., FMAx' = FO' but a 
r.:1.ecrease of from 12 1/2 percent to 25 percent is pe:rmissible. These cri-
teria wer'e developed to increase service where needed while at the same 
time restraining overall frequency growth to avoid congestion at the large 
hubs. 
A maximum load factor, LFMAX' is set at 60 percent for routes under 
1000 miles and Hawaiian routes, and 56 percent for routes over 1000 
miles. These values reflect both the desired 58 percent overall system 
load factor (average of the two values) and historic variations in load 
factor with stage length.* 
The total frequenc:,>r provided by existing aircraft on each route, FR, is determined from the previous-year frequencies less retirements. Thus, 
where the sunnnation is over all aircraft types in use on the particular 
route, and Ri represents the retirement factor, as discussed below, associ-
ated with each aircraft type. If FR is greater than FMIN, no new aircraft 
are needed,provided the load factor is less than LFMA.,"x,' (This occurs on 
routes with very low base-year load factors.) The load factor is given by: 
where SR is the total of all seats provided by the FR existing i'lights. If 
new aircraft are needed, the trin-production" aircraft tYJ?3 meeting range 
requirements and having the lowest 15 percent return-on-investment load 
factor (LFROI)' as provided by UAL, at the given stage length is con~idered 
first. The new aircraft frequency FN, is set to (FMIN -FR) , and the load factor 
* These load factor assumptions are operative only when the target load 
factor for the entire system is the nominal 58 percent figure adopt0.d for 
the study. For special scenarios in i'lhich the system load factor VTS,S 
specified to be higher, the assumed values i'Tere increased correspondingly. 
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is calcula,ted, where SN is the seating capacity of each new ai:rc:raft. If 
LF < LFy~, the aircraft is too large. If LF > LFMAX, the value of FN at 
which LF := LFMAx is determined. (Note that if the total frequency, F := 
FN + FR' is less than about 4, an iterative trial-and-error procedure 
involving the simultaneous solution of the expressions for QNs and LF 
given above is required.) If F > FMAX' when LF := LFwJc, the aircraft is 
too small; if F < FMAX' the aircraft is acceptable. 
T.ae process described above is repeated, with aircraft types eonsidered 
in order of increasing LFROI' until an acceptable assignment is made. If 
no acceptable aircraft is found, a selection is made from among the rejected 
aircraft according to the following priorities: 
FO > 8 
FO < 8 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Preferred frequency range (FMIN < F < FMAX); if hone, 
Select best large aircraft (highest LF < LFlf4~ with F set 
to FMIN); if none 
Select best small aircraft (lowest Il' > FMAX with LF := 
LFMAX) • 
Preferred frequency range (FMrN < F < FMft][); if none, 
Select aircraft w.ith highest F, where FO < F < FMIN; if none, 
Select best small aircraft (lowest F > F~~ with LF := 
LFMAXJ; if none, 
(L~) Select best large aircraft (highest LF < LFMAX with F set to 
FO ). 
These priorities are shown graphically in Fig. 9. Note that the total fre-
quency is forced to be at least FMIN (Fo > 8) or FO (FO < 8) even if a 
load factor less than LFMAX results. Conversely, the load factor is ne7er 
allowed to exc:eed LF1VlAX , even if this requires a frequency greater than 
FMAX· 
For those routes which had no nonstop service in the previous forecast 
year (FO = 0), a different procedure is used. For each in-production air-
craft type, the frequency, F, is set to 0.5* and the resulting load factor 
LF is computed. If LF < LFROI, the aireraft is unacceptable; if' LF > LFROI F is increased lmtil LF := LFROI • This p:eocess is repeated for all available 
aircraft types and the one offering the highest frequency with LF = LFROI 
(if any) is selected. In the above procedure, LFMAX is used instead of 
LFROI whenever LFROI > LFMPJ{ (Le., new routes should not have a higher load 
factor requirement than existing routes). 
* Throu.ghout the assignment process, frequencies are allowed to assume 
noninteger values. This is appropriate since the freqQencies represent 
averages 'Over an entire year, during which there could be seasonal, day-of-
\.,reek, and directional variations as well as growth-induced increar,es. 
I ;;.,: 
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The aircraft assignment algorithm tends to favor small aircra.ft for 
low-density routes and large aircraft for high-density routes. Use of ROI 
as a criterion in the assignment process is proper only when more than 
one aircraft type is appropriate.ly sized for a particu],'1l' route. 
It is believed that this algorithm is a reeBonable model of airline 
behavior in a competitive environment. As Cl, test of this hypothesis, the 
algorithm wa.s used to "forecast" the 1973 fleet. In this test, 1973 was 
considered both the base and the forecast year, with no demand growth. The 
entire fleet of each in-production aircraft (B-747, DC-lOlL-lOll, B-727-200, 
B-737-200, DC-9-30) was "retir'td", but all other types were retained. The 
algorithm wa~\ then used to assign the in-production aircraft. For thi8 
test, the range between FO and FMAX and FMIN was narrowed to force the fre-
quencies as close as possible to FO; also, values of LFROI reflecting 1973 
fuel costs ano. seating capacities were used. A trial-and-error var:i.ation of 
LFMAX was performed unti" the system load factor was close to the 19'13 
value" 
nverall results of this test case, as shown in Table III, are qQite 
good. Perfect agreement for each sub-fleet would not be expected because 
the wide range in actual route load factors is not reflected by the algorithm. 
Furthermore, the early introduction dates of some aircraft relative to com-
peting types (e.g., B-747 before DC-lOlL-lOll) explains the overestimates 
in their fleets. 
Aircraft Retirement Algorithm 
The forecast period of this study extends to the year 2000, or 27 
years from the base year, 1973. Since this period exceeds the expected 
service lifetime of a typical commercial aircraft fleet, it is necessary 
to devise a retirement algorithm which permits removal of old airplanes. 
Particularly in the baseline case, where models introduced as early as 
the late 1960 I S are assumed to accommodate growth out to the end of the 
century, the retirement process must be specified in detail so that the 
required number of new aircraft in each forecast year can be determined 
accurately. 
In the fleet assignment process, the forecast years are taken up in 
sequence: 1973, 1980, 1985, '.1-990, and 2000. Thus, the 1980 forecast 
requires knowledee of the disposition of aircraft in service in the base 
y~ar; because the number and type of new airplanes to be assi@led to each 
route \·;ill depend on the fraction of the 1973 fleet that has been retired. 
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Similarly, the the 1985 forecast the retirements which take place between 
1980 and 1985 will affect the 1985 fleet assignments. However, the dates 
of introduction of all of these airplanes must be accounted for in each 
year, since part of the original 1973 fleet may still be in operation in 
1985. 
The procedure for generating the retirement factors for in-production 
aircraft is illustrated in Fig. 10 for the Baseline DC-9-30 fleet as an 
example. Originally introduced in 1967, the fleet consisted of N73 air-
planes in the base year. As with all aircraft in the study, the assumed 
aircraft lifetime, TD' is 16 years. For simplicity, the buildup of the 
fleet between each pair of \forecast years is approximated by a straight 
line. Thus, the time histciy of the base-year fleet is indicated by the 
shaded area labeled ttAirplanes Introduced in the 1967-1973 Period" • The 
1973 fleet remains intact until 1983, at which time retirements commence 
exactly in keeping with the 1967-1973 introductions. In Fig. 10, the 
portion of the 1973 fleet still in service in the first forecast year, 
1980, is designated N73'.* Since none of the 1973 fleet has been retired 
by 1980, the new 1980 fleet assignments determined by the fleet assignment 
model, NN73-80, are added to N73 ' to get the total in 1980. However, in 
the next forecast period, 1980 to 1985, retirements of the base-year fleet 
begin. Thus N8o', the 1980 fleet still in service in 1985, consists of 
all the ne"l'T airplanes introduced in the previous period plus a fraction of 
the base-year fleet. 
The number of new DC-9-30 aircraft required in 1985 is small, thereby 
causing a decline in the total fleet from 1980 to 1985. In the next five-
year period, 1985-1990, fleet size at the DC-9-30 continues to decline. 
as retirement of the base-year fleet is completed. In 1990, the number of 
requ..i..red new aircraft, NN85-90, is somewhat larger than NN80-85 due, in 
part, to the fact that the base-year fleet is gone and retirements of the 
next sub'-fleet have begun. Continuing the process to the last forecast year, 
2000, it is seen that all aircraft have been retired except a small por-
tion of those introduced between 1980 and 1985 and the aircraft added 
oetween 1985 and 1990. These airplanes, Which total N90', comprise the 
entire carryover fleet of DC-9-30's in the last forecast year. 
The example shown in Fig. 10 illustrates the basic approach of the 
retirement algorithm. Aircraft are introduced in discrete quantities 
* Since none of the in-production modelS in this study were introduced 
t 
before 1967, and TD ~ 13, N73 = N73 in every case; i.e., the 1980 retirement 
facto!' .; s zero. 
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corresponding to the buildup of the fleet be~een forecast years. Based 
on an assumed lifetime, the retirements proceed as "reflections" of the 
introduction segments. Thus, the important parameters in the derivation 
of the retiranent factor equations are the introduction year, Yo; the ser-
vice lifetime, TD; the forecast-year fleets: N73 , NSO' NS5' N90 and NOO; 
and the new airplanes intrpduced in each period: NN73-S0' NNSo-S5' and 
NNS5-90' and NN90-00· 
Using the index i to represent the forecast year, and the symbol 6 
for the period between i and the next period (i + 6), the retirement factor 
is defined as the fraction of the fleet in year i which was retired between 
i and i + 6. 
R (i ~A) 
~ 
I 
I 
N. 
= 1 - ~ 
Ni 
The fleets Ni are determined by surrrrning the remaining airplanes from each 
group introduced in a previous period. These terms are "always less than or 
equal to the total airplanes introduced in that period and greater than 
or equal to zero. The resulting retirement equations are as follows: 
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where the bracketed terms are not permitted t;o exceed the range zero to 
l.O. 
Each airplane type is described by particular values of the quantities 
Yo and N
73 wh:i,ch are required as inputls to calculate the initial retirement factor. (Tn is 16 years for all aircraft in the study.) These quantities 
are summarized in Table IV for the baseline airplanes. Introduction years 
for the retrofit, derivative, and new airplanes are also given in the table • 
Out-Of-Production Aircraf'b 
-------------
Out-of-production aircraft include early models of narrow-body 
airplanes includin8 the DC-9, B-727, DC-8, B-707, B-720 and cv-880, as 
well as one wide body, the B-747-l00. Although these airplanes comprised 
a sizable fraction of the fleet serving the 600 city-pairs in 1973 (51 per-
cent), many were due for retirement. Even between 1973 and the present 
(end of 1975)" a1most 100 of these early models have left domestic fleet 
service. Since out-of-production aircraft fleets can only decline, their 
retirement schedules were based on the method described in Ref. 10, where 
service lifetime was correlated 'Ivith maximum fleet size. Based on this 
correlation the early-model narrow-body fleets are expected to be reduced to 
negligible sizes by the mid-198o's.* 
Integrated Forecasting Model 
The aircraft assignment algorithm Ivas combined with the passenger flow 
algorithm described above and the existing demand and modal-split models to 
construct a complete forecasting program. In rr~ing a forecast, the program 
was run iteratively, with air O-D demand feeding into the passenger flov 
algoritl1m, and air frequenci.es, block times, and fares feeding back into 
the demand and modal-split program. Air frequencies are calculated directly 
in the aircraft assignment algorithm; block times correspond to the aircraft 
types assigned to each route and include an additive correction. These 
corrections w'ere calculated for each route by subtracting the theoretical 
block time associated with the actual 1973 aircraft assignments from the 
scheduled block time taken from the Official Airline Guide; the corrections 
are both positive and negative, and are related to delays experienced at 
* 
the airports involved. 
A summary of the nominal retirement schedule is given in the upper portion of 
Table XV!, on page 85, including an estimate of the 1975 fleets. 
~ 
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1 
TABLE IV i 
SUMMARY OF AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS 
M/lX- Year of 1973 FlY all "If "* Flyaway Cost/ 
Other Ai rp1anes Capacity Stage IntrgdUc\;loll, Fleet Size Cost Seat 
Series 2 irElane ReEresented Seats !It. loll, Yo (600 citY-I!'lir) $ln_G _ $/Beat (lQ80-::1000j"---
Baseline: Out of DC-9-10 70 1400 1966 I,~ h.lOO 58,600 
Production B-727-100 102 2010 1966 ('illi 7.880 77 ,300 
Dc-B-50 ~:t~6ii120B 139 3480 1961 139 8.600 61,900 
DC-B-62 B-707-320B 1h9 5640 1967 Ro 8.9110 60,000 ': " 
DC-B-6l 
B-720, DC-B-30 
198 34'(0 1967 39 10.300 52,000 ~ !~ 
Dc-8-20 CV-8BO 139 3035 1958 89 7.210 51,900 
" '"" 
'fu:rhoprop C'I-51101t)(]O,f'-27, JI5 3("!() F 
" 
• )?(, ?(1,70l) ,~.;:, 
Baseline: In Prod. DC-9-30 
FII-227 
92 1200 1967 5.150 56,uoo ., 
11 
17:' 
B-'(37-200 97 865 1970 117 5.620 57,900 
j:; B··727-200 132 179~ 1968 21,7 8.lJ90 64,30(' i. DC-1U-40 3240 I, DC-10-10 275 1972 100 20.130 73,200 I, L-1011-1 51'UiJ I ' i ~< B-747-200 1l-'(h7-1110 386 19'{O liS 2') .1GO 7$,1,00 Ij ,. ~ II , Aero Retrofit 1l-737-200R n 8&5 19'18 0 5.10\: 513,800 ,. ~ L :; ! ~ DC-9-10R 7\) 140u 1978 l) 0.")80 it,~tIr. !~ UC-9-30H !JIJ li::uu 1~78 " ~.~:3° :;t- ,eOD " B-727-100R 10;~ ;;olQ 1978 0 O.(J8Ij i; " ~ B-727-200R 132 17"5 1"j7~ !l 8.;.70 (j" ,00Ut! g 
1 DC-B-50R 0- r06-~2uB 139 3480 19'IB 0 0.1,O II H B-72 l!  'DC-B-62R 1l-107-320B 149 56"0 l'~'(8 r: O.l~A) . .. I Dc-8-61R 19B 3470 In8 0 0.150 I, DC-B-20R B-720, DC-;',-30 13~ 3035 1~7B a 0.l5" i/o 
DC-10-10R L-1011-1 275 3240 1918 0 20.410 74,200 • 
B-747-200R !-.-'(1,7-1';') 38(, 54uLJ 1')7(\ 0 29.300 76,luO ¥ f. . . 
I" 
Aero/Engine Dt:-S-20ER b-'I'~U, LC-6-3u 13~ 3l~j5 1979 0 ld'i50 
Retrofit DC-t>-;;OJ:!H 1l-'r07-1<?01l 1351 3LflQ 1')'(';1 0 4.~70 
DC-B-61ER B-720B 198 31,70 1979 0 4. (no 
Dc-B-62J::R B-707-320B 1"9 ~(j40 1979 0 4.670 '"' "~ ... 
Verivative :'G-')- 3QU 1]'[ 1:"00 19/10 n 11.510 ",t:, ~ ~/Ol! I ; 
OC-9-30U2 1;~2 llOO 19?>O 0 10. ~)(H'1 '~.l~ , '''i-'r: • 1 [<-727-300 'i ~l(, ?~"{O 1<)'{') " l'.()1.:I' ~'J ,1 -,:; ; 
,lC-10-1011 19" 2:.!.fi l')'lO 1) l~.d'~ j.' " , 
{,.~.;'. ~. ii 
'1 DC-lO-llor ~~7 '(~r')(i 19M .) 1t;.~'(o 1 ;~l, '1if " 
L-lOll-LClIG 40'! ~'(1")5 11'HlI~ t) ;"'(*'0;-'1) t:{, ;f';(' 
.. ~ 
L-Wll-SIlOUT :'00 11\55 !'lRn 11'1l ~Pt'\. <7.:,tJ'!] 
" 
New Nca.r ':'ct't;<. ;;8, )-200-1 ;>0(1 11.50 IIlSO (j l·:.~.:n~ 7,t /.0' 
llHU-2UQ-L 200 ?'lOll Ju!JO 0 l(}.·in(r OF., (",{1ft 
lISl1-40o-L 1,00 ~B:}~) 19~;; 0 ~n.h·;l 7;·,11';1 .. ~ 
: l, 
'. ;; 
JlC!1I Far Term 1185-?00 201 ,?91.0 1'l!1~ 0 l(,,~·h!l fi?,I,(10 
1m 
, " 
N85-:,,5n 351 291.0 1985 0 2?om, Ql l /'0!) 
.... 
;r85-500 51? 2940 I<)S5 0 ~5.,?1{> (:1., f'!~:~ J N85-2LJOI' ~OO j!,I.a l"l1l5 (l ~(;.'n? W~,1')00 ;II":''t, l' f..! 
.4 -'\(i 
* 
supplied by UAI, for 90% lIinter wind condJ. cion. 
.<.~~ 
1 
As 
". IncludE''' 15% for !.:pares. For out-of-pTodu~tion Retrofitted Ail·cro.f~, ta~ul,tte!l ~03t is for retrofit only. ~ 
.J 
.. it ., I 
~ 
-.", " ~~ 
-" 
48 
i i 
t'''~ 
1;" ~ 
~G'ares are clerived frQnt !:l, ~intplified ROI model. This mod.el indicates 
that, to achieve 12 percent ROI, syqi:;em revenues less system operating costs 
(including depreciation but excJxt'Jing interest and income truces) must 
equal 14.2 percent of the initial fleet investment. Implicit in the model 
are a 48 percent ta~ rate, 0.6 debt/equity ratio, 8 percent long-term 
interest rate, lG-year depreciation period, 10 percent sp,lva,ge value, and 
non-aircraft investment equivalent to 15 percent of the aircraft investment. 
Operating costs are calculated from cost/hour data furnished for each air-
craft type by UAL, DAC, and LCC. Revenues are calculated from a yield-vs-
distance curve based on 1973 experience and adjusted for the Phase 9 fare 
adjlistments provided by UAL, plus 10 percent for freight and mail revenues. 
Initial fleet investment is the total purchase price of the fleet, including 
spares. A revenue correction factor can then be calculated from 
COST + 0.11.~2 x INVESTMENT RCF = __ -.--_______ _ 
REVENUE 
and applied to the base fares, which are 1973 fares adjusted for Phase 9 
and appropriately dis counted for bus iness a,nd personal travelers. Appli-
cation of this technique to the 1973 Eystem showed that revenues exceeded 
costs by an amount equivalent to ~0.6 percent of the initial fleet invest-
ment, equivalent to 7 percent ROI; this is reasonably close to the actual 
1973 ROI of 5 percent. 
.' ,-j 
------'1'--"'-" " , 
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RESULTS OF DEMAND AND FLEET'FORECASTS 
The flow of aircraft data in thfs,,-study was from the manufacturers (LCC 
and DAC) , through UAL, to UTRC. An exc~ption was the specification of charac-
teristics for the baseline airplanes. Sirlce most of these were present in 
their fleet, the data were supplied directly by UAL. Subsequent data gener-
ated by the manufacturers I'or derivatives and new designs were then adjusted 
by UAL to make them consistent with the cost and performance documentation 
of the baseline aircraft. 
The cost and fuel consumption characteristics of the various aircraft 
which ~2re provided in the study are important determinants of the results, 
since the fuel ef.ficiency estimat.ed for these airplanes is translated into 
fuel savings only if the airplanes are assigned to routes. AssiglTInents are 
predicated on economic viability as determined in the UAL economic screening 
phase where the required passenger loadings for a 15 percent ROlwere calculated. 
Therefore, the aircraft which comprise the resulting fleet in each fue~­
conservation option are those which compete well in the critical J5 percent 
ROI scr~ening. If these highly-ranked models are also fuel efficient~ signi-
ficant fuel savings will result from their assignment. 
To provide an indication of the cost and fuel characteristics of 
the study airplanes, Figs. 11, 12 and 13 compare all airplanes in terms 
of required revenue vs. fuel consumption for stage lengths of 500, 
1500, and 2500 st. mi. The revenue parameter, which was' computed by 
UTRC, is intended to be a measure of competitive economic performance. 
It is not identical to the meaStITe used by UAL in the economic screening, 
but it is similar in concept in that the UTRC parameter accounts for 
all operating cost s (including fuel) as well as capital recovery for a 
12 percent ROI. Use of a 12 percent ROI at all three stage lengths is 
not rea.listic in an operational sense and it should be stressed that ROI 
was not constant with stage length in the simulations. The use of a 12 
percent ROI in Figs. 11 to 13 is a convenient assumption for the purposes 
of these airplane comparisons. 
The comparisons include all ahplanes considered for assignment in 
one or more options. The favorable parts of these dia.grams are toward 
the lower left, Le., low required revenue and low fuel consumption. Since 
some airplanes consume less fuel but require more revenue than their 
baseline competitors (e.g., DC-9-30D2 vs DC-9-30) these airplanes were 
never assigned to routes. On the other hand, an airplane such an the 
N85-500, a large, advanced-technology design, is superior in required 
revenue to the baseline wide bodies and also uses conSiderably less fuel. 
Therefore, the impact of this airplane can be expected to be great. In 
the discussion of the various fuel-conservation options,rei'erence will 
be made to these diagrams and to Table IV,which summarizes basic aircraft 
features, to explain the resulting fleet assignments. 
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Before proceeding with descriptions of the individual options, it is 
important to understand the basic assumptions which are cornmon to all the 
results which follow. At the outset of the study, certain ground rules 
agreed upon by the Contractors and the NASA Technical Monitor were documented 
in a Study PJ_an Report (Ref. 2). These ground rules are sunnnarized here in 
abbreviated for:m in Table V in order that the results presented in this 
section can be interpreted 'properly. 
Baseline Case 
As explained in the INTRODUCTION, the purpose of the baseline case is 
to provide a datum by which to judge the amount of fuel saved in each fuel-
conserving option. It includes the purely historical data for the base year 
(1973), as well as forecast data for the years 1980, 1985, 1990, and 2000. 
Thus, the baseline case represents a nominal evolution of the domestic system 
to the end of the 20th century, assuming that no new or derivative aircraft 
are available for service during that period. Growth in demand and fleet 
retirements are accommodated entirely by replacements from the list of in-
production aircraft. Characteristics of these aircraft, and all other air-
craft which appea.r in one or more options, are given in Table TV. note that 
in the case of existing airplanes, important models not specifically treated 
in the study are represented by similar airplanes from the "in-production" 
and "out-of-production" listings. 
A summary of baseline results for important system parameters is provided 
in Table VI. Note that,in all but the first column, the figures in the table 
are representative of the 600 city-pair system. Comparing the first two 
columns gives an indication of the accuracy of using this 600 city-pair system 
instead of the entire domestic U.S. as the basis for the forecast. In all 
important respects the representation is very high. 
Since the 600 city-pairs comprise a predominantly urban portion of the 
total popula:t;ion, such characteristics as average income, travel propensity, 
air share of total O-D demand, business Eraction, and air passengers carried 
nonstop, are higher in the sample than in the total U.S. Note also that 
the total U.S. figures are documented na,tional statistics, whereas some of 
the 600 city-pair figures are calculated values. Thus, there are some minor 
inconsistencies, such as the slight over··representation of wide-body air-
craft fleet Q', as explained earlier. 
Of partic:ular importance in this comparison are the representations of 
air demand by the 600 city-pair system. Since the city-pairs were selected 
on the basis of their contributions to air travel, they represent the air 
system to a much greater extent than travel by all modes. Whereas 62 percent 
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TABLE V 
RECAT STUDY GROUND RULES 
VI 
VI 
Seating 
• 10~; 190~{, first clas s I coach split 
• 38-in. pitch first class; 34-in. coach 
• Lower-level galley, no lounge in wide-body al c 
• Base year: 8-abreast DC-10/L10ll; 9-abreast 747 
• F' cst yrs: 9-abreast DC-10/L10ll.; 10 abreast 747 
Cargo & Pass. Allo\-Tances 
• Cargo 10% of revenue 
• Passengers 200 lb., including baggage 
Economic Parameters 
• All costs in 1973 (base year) dollars 
• :r..flation 5%; dis count J:"ate 8% 
• S'j:ares allO\-Tance 15% flya\-Tay cost 
• Hew a/c breakeven production run 250 alc 
• Depreciation period 16 years 
Operations Parameters 
• Nominal load factor 58% 
• Operating cost: DOC - ATA updated 
10C - Lockheed 
(Adjusted by UAL for service experience) 
Hub Constraints 
• For stage lengths under 800 mi, 
no \-Tide-body a/c larger than 
DC-10/L10ll assigI!!ed to Ne\-T York 
(LGA) and I-Jashington (DCA) 
Fares 
• The follO\-Ting yield curve vas used; 
incorporates effects of CAB Phase 9 
adj ustments • Base-year discount 
levels assumed for forecast years 
Dist. Base year F'cst Yrs. 
(st.mi) ($/pass) ($/pass) 
0 7.70 8.50 
)00 41.80 44.10 
800 59.30 60.30 
1000 70.80 69.20 
1200 82.50 79.60 
1600 101.90 96.80 
2200 130.90 123.10 
3300 154.00 144.30 
• 
Hawaii yields are $0.0418/pass-mi 
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TABIJE VI 
BASELINE CASE SUMMPJlY 
Total u.s.· 
Dcmestic 
1973 1973 
Total ropulation - 247 SMSAs (106 Persons) 209.63 149.6 
Average Income - 247 SMSAs (1973 $!Person!Yr) 50413 5242 
Aircraft Fuel Price (1973 $!Gal) 0.1256 , 0.1256 
Travel Propensity -~ntercity Trips!Person/Yr) 2.104 2.60 
O-D Passenger Demand - All Modes (106 Round Trips/Yr) 440.14 139.6 
(109 Pass-Mi/Yr) 263.24 119.2 
Air Share of Total O-D Demand (% of Round Trips) 15.54 ,12 30.4 
(% of Pass-Miles) 43.94,12 61.9 
Enplaned Air Passengers (106 One-Wa,y Pass /Yr) 177.25 147.4 
(109 Pass-Mi/Yr) 126.27 107.5 
Avg. Growth Rate of Pass-Mi - O-D - All Modes (%!Yr) - -
- O-D - Air (%!Yr) - -
- Enplaned - Air (%!Yr) 
- -
Business Fraction of O-D Pass - All Modes (%) 20.54 31.5 
- Air (%) 54.44 57.9 
O-D Pass Trip Length - All [·fodes (St. !>1:i.) 299 4 427 
- Air (St. Mi.) 8934 869 
Routes with Nonstop Service ? 483 
Air Pass. Carried Uonstop .(%) 63.5 I 89.0 
Fares Relative to 1973 1.000 1.000 
Fuel Consumed by Air (106 Gal!yr) 77997 5808 
Avg. Growth Rate of Fuel Consumed by Air (%!Yr) - -
Air System Fuel Efficiency (Pass-Mi!Gel) 16.1 18.5 
(Seat-101i/Gal) 31.1 36.1 
Air System Load F~ctDr (%) 51.65 51.2 
Activity (Flights/Day) 12456 5 6615 
Stage Length (St. Mi./Flight) 4435 639 
Aircraft Capacity (Seats/Flight) 1215 136 
Fleet Size TOTAL 18537 1372 
4E HB 60 65 
3EHB 98 100 
4E ,NB 401 356 
3E NB 627 533 
2E NB 490 305 
TURBOPROP 177 l3 
600 City-Pair Sample 
1980 1985 1990 
161.3 170.5 180.5 
6552 7426 8382 
0.30 0.30 0.30 
3.11 3.52 3.88 
182.7 221.5 260.4 
164.7 204.3 245.~ 
36.1 39.7 42.3 
69.4 73.1 75.7 
228.4 303.6 379.7 
168.8 224.1 280.5 
4.7 4.4 3.7 
6.5 5.5 4.5 
6.7 5.8 4.6 
31.6 31. 7 31. 7 
53.0 50.6 48.7 
451 461 471 
868 850 844 
485 494 503 
91. :. 92.6 93.3 
0.995 0.957 0.950 
6656 8440 10536 
2.0 4.9 4.5 
25·4 26.6 26.6 
45.5 46.3 46.2 
55.7 57.3 57.7 
7328 8240 8959 
660 677 712 
172 192 209 
1549 1771 1992 
113 227 353 
240 340 455 
55 0 0 
759 845 955 
378 360 228 
4 0 0 
2000 
196.3 
ll,003 
0.30 
4.86 
358.3 
352.6 
48.1 
80.6 
593.7 
436.1 
3.7 
4.3 
4.5 
31.8 
45.4 
492 
824 
514 
94.1 
0.937 
16400 
4.5 
26·6 
45.9 
58.0 
11103 
745 
249 
2557 
840 
651 
0 
'956 
llO 
0 
Avg. Growth 
Rate: 1973-2000 
1.0% 
2.8% 
2.3% 
3.6% 
4.1% 
1. 7% 
1.0% 
/ 
5.3% 
5.3% 
-
-
-
0 
-0.9% 
0.5% 
-0.2% 
0.2% 
0.2% 
-0.2% 
3.9% 
-
1.4% 
0.9% 
0.5% 
1.9% 
0.5% 
2.3% 
2.3% 
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of air O-D round-trip passengers are included in the sample, the sample has 
only 32 percent of O-D demand by all modes. Similar figures for O-D passen-ger-miles ar~.64 percent for air and 45 percent for all modes. In terms of 
enplanements, which includes the effect of indirect trips (Le., involving 
connections) from other city-pairs impacting on the 600 routes, the sample 
accounts for 83 percent of air passengers and 86 percent of air passenger-
miles. 
In interpreting the statistics in Table VI it is instructive to consider the averaGe growth rates of various measures in the period from 1973 to 2000, 
as given in the last column. For example, note that while population grows 
at an average rate of only 1 percent/yr (an input based on Bureau of Census ;:.Jrojections), O-D passenger demand (in pass -mi) grows at It .l percentl yr for all modes and that the air share grows from 61.9 percent to 80.6 per-
cent of O-D demand during this period. In addition, airenplanements grow at more than five times the rate of population growth, although they are fore-
cast to grow at a declining rate over the 27-year period. A driving force behind this demand growth is the prOjected rise in average income (Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Connnerce Department data), which results in increasing travel propensity. Furthermore, reductions in IIrealll air fares due to increasing load factor, the increase in the fraction of passengers carried 
nons top, higher s eating dens i ties, and changeover of the fleet to larger, more 
economical aircraft, are an additiona.l stimulus to all' demand growth. Balanced agains't these demand-inducing effects is the rise in nominal fuel price from 12.56 ¢/gal :Ln 1973 to 30¢/gal in the forecast years. The differ-ence between the 1980 load factor of 55.6 percent and the target of 58 per-
cent is due to the need to preserve frequency on low-frequency routes. (See preceeding discussion of fleet assignment model.) Since many low-frequency 
routes operated at load factors well below 58 percent in 1973, considcrahJ.e time is required for demand to catch up \-Tith capacity. Also, retirements 
of Dc-8 and B-707 aircraft 0,1 long-haul, low-density routes result in assign-
ments of equal numbers of flights by DC-lOlL-lOll aircraft (the smallest in-production aircraft with the neCef!Sary range) as replacements. Since demand growth cannot match this doubUl'.g of capacity, low load factors result. (The 
overall 1980 load factor for the DC-lOlL-lOll aircraf't is only 52 percent.) The emphasis on increasing frequency on low-density routes (which tend to be longer distance), while holding f:requene:y growth dovm on high-density 
routes, plus the addition of 31 new routes mostly in the 800-to-2000 st mi bracket, results in a 106-st mi increase in average stage length. Frequency growth restraints on high-density routes also result in a nine-fold increase in the wide-body fleet, compared to a doubling of the total fleet. As expec-ted, the smallest aircraft (2 ENB) show"ed the largest decline in fleet size. 
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Despite a near doUbling of daily flights over the forecast period, 
assumed increases in airport capaciti~s (as provided by UAL) generally 
prevent saturation. Two notable exceptions are at National and LaGuardia 
airports, where severe airside congestion is indicated by 1990. The situa-
tion at these two airports is aggravated by their inability to handle the 
B-747. A special provision "in the aircraft assignment algorithm prevents 
assignment of the B-747 to short-haul routes (under 800 ~iles) involving 
New York or Washington. However, sufficient capacity probably exists at 
Dulles and Newark airports to relieve this congestion, provided airport 
usage patterns can be changed. 
A large gain in air system fuel efficiency is indicated in Table VI, 
although almost all of the improvement occurs during the 1973-to-1980 period. 
Three effec"ts combine to produce this large improvement, as indicated in Fig. 
11*: (1) load factor contributes 8.8 percent of the increase, and is a 
direct consequence of the study assumption that the target load factor in 
all forecast years shall be 58 percent; (2) seating denSity contributes 11.4 
percen"c of the increase, and is also a consequence of a study assumption, 
namely that the future trend is toward a 10/90 split beti'feen first class 
and tourist accommodations with slightly closer seat pitch on narrow-body 
aircraft and more seats across on wide-bodies; and (3) fleet mix contributes 
13.1 percent of the increase. Of the three effects, only the last, which 
is achieved by the replacement of 4ENB aircraft by vride bodies, does not 
directly stem from a study assumption; it occurs because the demand and 
passenger/fleet assignment models predict this particular chal~eover in the 
fleet. 
As shown in Fig. 14, the fleet mix is the largest single cause of 
improved fuel efficiency. During the 1973 -to -1980 period, the percentage 
of wide-body aircraft in the fleet increases from 12 to 23 percent (Fig. 15). 
Despite the fact that the percentage of wide bodies continues to increase, 
fleet fuel efficiency gains level off beyond 1980 because these aircraft 
are being utilized at shorter stage lengths where their fuel efficiency is 
not much better than narrovr bodies, and also because further increases in 
load factor are small and there are no further increases in seating density. 
Tha't wide-,body fuel use increases faster on short,..distance routes as time 
progresses is illustrated graphically in Fig. 16. Nevertheless, the fact 
that these aircraft are both larger and mOre fuel-efficient results in slower 
growth rates in activity, fuel use, and fleet size than in enplaned pass-·mi. 
The steady increase in number of i'fide bodies is further reflected by 
the SlOi'T increase in airport activity (flights/day) compared with the much 
more rapid increase in passenger traffic. Also note that aircraft capacity 
*Note that the improvements shmm in Fig. 11 are multiplicative rather than 
additive; i.e., 25.4 = 1.131 x 1.1l4 x l.088 x 18.5. 
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grows at the same rate as total fleet size, almost doubling by the year 
2000. This capacity growth is somewhat slower than the preceding period 
of' eg~ivalent years (1946 to 1973), during which even hi~ler air demand 
growth was experienced. 
Additional information on the way the baseline aircraft contribute to 
the fuel consumption (gal/yr), productivity (pass -mi/yr) ,and fuel efficiency 
(pass -mi/gal) of the system is presented in Tables VII to X for the forecast 
years 1980 to 2000, respectively. These tabulations also include load factor 
for each of 29 distance categories. It is apparent that, in each table, 
fuel efficiency increases with increasing stage length to about 1500 miles 
and then fluctuates widely in response to load faci.or variations. 
Baseline Sensitivity Studies 
Before proceeding on to the fuel-conservation options, it is instructive 
to consider the sensitivity of baseline results to fuel price and .:.J,ilability. 
The nominal fuel price of 30¢/gal in the forecast years is compatJble with a 
petroleum cost of about $12/barrel in 1973 dollars. DependinG on the'avail-
ability of fuel in the future, there is a strong possibility that prices may 
rise above this level. The fuel price effect was estimated by runninc; a 
case in which the airline fuel price waD doubled; i.e., a price of 60¢/gal 
was used instead of the nominal 30¢/gaL Fuel allocations were simulated 
by restricting the total fuel available in ea.ch forecast year, thu3 forcing 
load factors up in order to satisfy demand. 
Higper Fuel Price 
Since an airline fuel cost of 60¢/galrepresents a 30¢/gal increment 
from the baseline, auto operating costs and bus fares were increased to 
reflect similar 30¢/ gal increases in gasoline and diesel fuel prj r;?s. Hail 
fares, vrhich already lnclude substantial subsidies, were not changed. In 
the first run of this scenario, th-:! hiGher fuel price raiseQ operating costs, 
thereby rGquiring higher fares and cau.sinc a decrease in demand. These 
ef'fects 1irere qualitatively correct but they were magnified by strj,ct adherence 
to the frequency rules in Fig. 9. Bec'1use minimum freq,'.1encies on each route 
were set at 1973 values for those routes with less than 8 nonstop flights/ 
day in each direction during the previous year and slightly lower than the 
previous-year freq,uency on higher-freq,uency routes, the reduced demand forced 
a reduction in load factors ivhieh further raised costs and fares, and further 
decreased dem8,nd. A~though this effect was confined primarily to the 1980 
forecast, the result s obtained "l'rere felt to be unduly dictated by adherence 
to the 1973 freq,uencies. Therefore, the run was repeated with a relaxed 
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TABLE IX 
1990 Baseline Run - 600 City Fair Sample 
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/ 2000 Baseline Run - 600 City Pair Sample 
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rule for mlnJ.ffium frequency (FMIN = 3/4 FO on all routes.) In all other 
respects, the assumptions and inputs for the 60¢/gal fuel case were 
identical to the baseline. The final results are given in Table XI, 
which also includes the baseline results for comparative purposes. 
The basic effect of doubling the fuel price is to increase airplane 
operating costs, thus requiring generally higher fares. Whereas fares 
decreased with time in the baseline (;ase, the higher cost of fuel results 
in considerably higher fares in 1980 (15 percent more than the baseline fare), 
and although fares decrease from the 1980 level in succeeding years, they 
remain high relative to 1973. 
A direct result of higher fares is a slower growth in demand (including 
travel propensity), personal travel growth beinG affected more than business 
travel because of its greater sensitivity to price. Similarly, fuel con-
sUllled, activity, and fleet size grow more slowly because of the lower passen-
ger demand. 
Note, however, that the greatest discrepancies between the baseline and 
60¢/gal fuel cases occur in 1980; in each succeeding forecast year the 
effect of the fuel price increase diminishes. Several factors contribute 
to produce this result, although the simplest explanation is that the per-
ceived disutility of air travel is decreasing because average income con-
tinues to rise and because operating costs improve as the fleet mix evolves 
toward wide bodies (note, however, that forecasts of real income compatible 
with the economic impact of sharply higher petroleum prices were not avail-
able for use in this scenario). i 
Finally, note that the percentage of wide-body aircr'aft in the fleet 
for the 60¢/ gal fuel .case lags behind the baseline r.ase by from 1 percent in 
1980 to 2 percent in 2000 because of the lower demand. Nevertheless, fuel 
efficiency is somewhat better because wide-body usage on short routes 
diminishf;s relative to the baseline • 
Fuel Allocation 
To simulate the effect of a fuel-allocation environment, the following 
changes were made in baseline case assumptions: 
1. 
2. 
Higher load factors than the baseline value of 58 percent were 
allowed in order to COliserve fuel. 
The minimum frequency, FMIN, was reduced from (2 + 0.75 FO) on 
high-frequency routes and (1 + 0.875 Fa) on low-frequency routes 
67 
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Total Population - 247 SHSA's (106 persons) 
Average Income - 247 S)·lSA's (1973. $lPernon/Yr) 
Aircraft Fuel Price (1973 :j;/Gal) 
Travel Propensity - (Interci',y TdD~!I'ersonlYr) 
f O-D Passenger Dmnand - All Hodes (10 Round Trips/Yr) 
(109 . pass-~li1Yr) 
Alr Share of Total O-D Demand (~ of Round Trips) 
(;1, of Pass-Niles) 
Enpl!!l\ed Air Passengers (106 One-Way ICass/Yr l 
(109 PasS-!.li!yr) 
Average Growth Rate of PasS-I,;; - O-D - 411 !.!odes()!./Yr) 
- O-D - Alr (<b/Yr) 
- Enpla'led - Air (%/Yr) 
llllsinesn Fraction of O+D Pass - All ~.!odes (%l 
- AIr {~} 
O-D Pass Trip Length - All Hodes (St. 1.1i.) 
- Air (st. Mi.) 
:Routes with 1/onstop Service 
Air Pass. Carried llonstop (1,) 
Fares Relative to 1973 
Fuel Consumed 1)y Air (106 Gal/Yr) 
Average Growth Rate of Fuel Consumedpy Air ('f,/Yr) 
Air System Fuel Efficiency (pass-m/Gal) 
(Seat-Hi/Gal.) 
Al:r System Load Factor (%} 
Activity (Flights/Day) 
stage Len..,"th (st. ~!i./Flight) 
Aircraft Capacity (Seats/Flight) 
Fleet Size' TOTAL 
4E WE 
3E WE 
4E NB 
3E lIB 
2ElIB 
Turboprop 
I 
TABLE XI ;< r ... ..!... 
BASELINE AND 60¢/GALLON SCENARIOS 
(RECAT 600 City-Pair Network) 
1973 1980 1985 1990 
149.6 161.3 170.5 180.5 
5242 6552 7426 8382 
0.1256 0.3C 0.60 0.30 0.60 0.30 0.60 
-- --
2.60 3.11 2.82 3.52 3.20 3.88 3.53 
139.6 182.7 166.8 221.5 202.4 260.4 238.3 
119.2 164.7 147.7 204.3 183.1 245.4 22Q.2 
30.4 36.1 33.7 39.7 37.2 42.3 39.8 
61.9 69.4 66.7 73.1 70.5 75.7 73.2 
147.4 228.~ 195.7 303.6 260.8 379·7 327.5 
107.5 168.8 143.4 224.1 191.2 280.5 240.8 
-
4.7 3.1 4.4 4.4 3.7 3.8 
- 6.5 4.2 5.5 5.6 4.5 4.5 
-
6.7 4.2 5.8 5.9 4.6- 4.7 
31.5 31.6 31.5 31.7 31.6 31.7 31.7 
57.9 53.0 51;..6 50.6 52.l 48.7 50.2 
427 451 443 461 452 471 462 
869 868 876 350 857 844 851 
483 485 485 "94 1;87 503 499 
89.0 91.4 89.7 92.6 91.4 93.3 92.4 
2000 
196.3 
11,003 
0.30 0.60 
--
4.86 4.44 
358.3 329.6 
352.6 317.6 
48.1 45.6 
80.6 78,5 
593.1 5!.9.2 
436.1 379.2' 
3.7 3.7 
4.3 4.5 
4.5 4.6 
31.8 31.8 
45.4 46.6 
492 482 
824 829 
514 510 
94.1 93.4 
1.000 0.995 1.147 0.957 1.110 0.950 1.106 0.937 1.094 
5808 6656 5587 8:;40 1117 
I 
10536 8982 16400 14156 
- .2.0 -0.6 4.9 5.0 I 4.5 4.8 > 4.5 4.7 
18.5 ?5. 4 25.7 26.6 26.~ . 26.6 26.8 26.0 26.8 
36.1 45.5 45.4 46.3 4E.7 46.2 46.4 45.9 46.1 
51.2 55.7 56.5 57.3 57.5 57.7 57.8 58.0 58.1 
6615 7328 6409 8240 ~320 8959 8134 Il103 10160 
639 660 630 571 651 712 689 745 726 
136 172 172 192 191 209 204 249 242 
1372 1549 1319 1771 :538 1992 1771 2557 2300 
65 113 107 227 186 353 276 840 670 
100 240 182 34. 291 455 394 651 609 
356 55 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 
533 759 615 845 698 955 848 956 889 
305 378 357 360 364 228 253 110 132 
13 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Average Growth Rate: 
1.0% 
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--
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to (0.75 ]'0) on all rout es, where FO is the previous year's 
frequency. This means that a 25 percent frequency reduction is 
allowed on all routes, consistent with the necessity to increase 
load factor in a limited-fuel scenario. 
Aircraft were 
miles / gallon) 
load factor. 
ranked for assignment using fuel efficiency (seat-
i 
as the basic criterion rather than 15 percent ROI 
In the first fuel-allocation scenario, the maximum load factor was set 
at 70 percent, a level above which significant demand rejection would probably 
occur. As in the baseline case, fares were adjusted to maintain a 12 per-
cent system-wide ROI. From Table XII, it can be seen that in 1980, the 
increased load factor cau.sed an 18 percent fare reduction from the baseli.ne 
case which stimulated a 21 percent increase in enplaned passenger-mil~s. 
As a result, only a 3.3 percent fuel saving relative to the baseline case 
was achieved, despite significantly higher aircraft fuel efficie':lcy (pass-
miles/gal) • 
Since demand stimulation through fare cuts runs counter to the 
necessity to limit fuel consumption in an allocation envirol~ent, the 
scenario was repeated with fares held at the baseline level. These results, 
also presented in Table XII, show a decrease of 8.5 percent in total fue:~ 
used from 1973 to 1980 and a saving of 20.1 percent in total 1980 fuel when 
compared with the baseline case. Although total flights are reduced cub-
stantially from the baseline, only a 2.4 percent decline in demand occurs. 
Most of the fuel savings reslut from the increase in load factor to 67 per-
cent, a consequence of both the high maximum (target) load factor of 70 
percent and tIle freedom to reduce frequencies on low-frequency, low-load 
factor routes. Some fuel savings are also due to a more fuel-efficient 
fleet, as indicated by the increase in seat-miles/gallon. Because of the 
combination of high load factor and fixed fares, the ROI is 19.2 percent. 
Similar results are obtained for later forecast years, with substantial 
reductions in fuel, flights, and fleet size reslutinr; from the higl1 load 
factors; tot;al fuel savings are about 25 percent in 1985, 1990 ~ and. 2000. 
As in 1980, demand. is reduced by only about 2.5 percent, but fewer passen-
gers are able to vravel nonstop. 
Since 70 percent may represent a practical upper limit on load factor, 
this scenario represents the ln~inimum fuel usage attainable, given the other 
assumptions of the scenario. Two other scenarios were also postulated 
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TABLE XII 
Fu~ ALLOCATION SCENARIOS 
(RECAT 600 City-Pair IJetwork) 
1973 1980 1985 
r , . 7CP/o LFMh 7CP/oIJ!'MAX 1973 5r:J{" Base. 7CP/o LFMAX 5CP/oBase 
.tlasehne 12% RJI Base Fare Fuel iFuel Incrs. Basehne 1973 Fuel Base Fare Fuel Increase 
Lr.plar.ed Air Pass':'!~i (H)il) 107.5 168.9 204.9 164.9 165.61165.9 224.1. 215.2 216.0 217.2 
Air Fass. Carried Hanator (%) 89.0 91.4 90.5 89.2 89.6; 89.8 92.6 89.4 89.6 I 90.1 
Fares Relative to :973 1.0 0.995 0.8ll 0.995* 0·9954« 0.995* ,0.957 0.957* 0.957* I 0.957* 
Return on Investment (%) 7.0 12.0* 12.0* 19.2 15.2 12.3 i 12.0* 22.6 /19.0 114.7 
~laximUl!l Luad Factor (%) - 58.0* 70.0* 70.0* 62.6 57.8 58.0* 76.8 i 70.0* I 62.5 
A'Jerage Load Fact')r (%) 51.2 55.7 68.9 67.0 61.0 56.7 57.13 75.4 ! 69.1 62.0 
, 
:otal Fuel (10:1 :Jals!Yri 5.808 6.656 6.436 5.315 5.807* 6.225* 8.440 5.809l' 6.404 7.104* 
Increase from :;J73 - 14.6'fo 10.8% -8.5% 0 i 7.2% 45.3%. 0 10.3% 22.3% 
Savings Relative to Baseline -- - 3.3% 20.1% 12.8% I 6.5% - 31.2% 24.1% 15.8% 
?a.ss-!·Ii/Gal 18.5 25.4 31.8 31.0 28.5 26.7 26.6 37.1 33.7 30.6 
Seat-i-li/Gal I 36.1 45.5 46.2 46.3 46.7 47.0 46.3 49.2 48.8 49.3 
Flights/Jay 6615 7328 6965 I 6151 6449 I 6607 8240 6076 6361 6746 
Fleet - Total I 1372 1549 1449 1259 1327, 1365 1771 1246 1315 1402 
41 W.tl 65 ll3 III 73 82 102 227 86 123 139 
3E WB 100 240 340 266 339 396 340 488 522 636 
4E. IiB 356 55* 55* 55* 55*" 55* 0* 0* 0* 0* 
3E HB 533 759 550 493 486 l' 464 845 322 326 297 L, , 2E liB 305 378 388 567 360 343 360 350 345 330 Turboprof> 13 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 0* 0* 0* 0* 
* Value held approximately constant (fuel cannot be held exactly constant) 
notes: Baseline: F~mr = 2 + 3/;" FO (Fa:> 8) 
F~1II1 = .1 + 7/8 Fa (Fa"'" 8) 
Aircraft ranked by 15% ROI load factor 
Others: Ft-ml = 3/4 Fa (all FOl 
Aircraft ra~~ed by fuel efficiency 
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TABLE All (cont'd) 
FUEL ALLOCATION SCE:JARIOS 
(RECAT 600 City-Pair Network) 
1990 
7$'FlA.AX 5a1o base 
.daseline 1973 Fuel Lase! are Fuel Increase 
Enplaned Air f'ass-Mi ( lO9) 280.5 267.5 '270.5 271.7 
Air Pass. :arried iionstop (%) 93.3 90·0 90.7 91.2 I 
Fares Relative to 1973 0·950 0.950* 0·950* 0.950* 
Return On Investment \~) 12.0* 30.4 18.7 16.7 
Naximum Load Factor (%) 58.0* 92.1 70.0* 66.6 
AYerage Load Fa~~or I:;) 57.7 91.2 69·7 66.3 
Total Fuel (109 Gals/Yrl 10.536 5.805* 7.791 8.161* 
Increase from 1973 81.41> 0 34.11- 40.51-
Savings Relative to Baseline 
--
44.% 26.1% 22.% 
Pass-Hi/Gal 26.6 .46.1 34.7 33.3 
Seat-m/Gal 46.2 50·5 49.8 50.3 
Flights /Doy 8959 5862 6438 6734 
Fleet -- Total 1992 1219 1389 1456 
4E WE 353 40 169 
158 
3EWE ~55 632 799 883 
4E JIB 0* 0* 0* 
0* 
::E liB 955 257 207 
215 
2E Ill> 228 290 213 
200 
Turboprop 0* 0* 0* 
C" 
-
-_.-
• Value held approximately constant (Fuel cannot be held exactly constant) 
lIotes: Baseline: F MIN = 2 + 3/4 F 0 (F 0 ~ 8) 
FMIN = 1 + 7/8 FO (FO"" 8) 
Aircraft ranked by 15% ROI load factor 
Others: FMIlI = 3/4 F (all 1'0) 
Aircraft r~ed by fuel efficiency 
2000 
7a1o LFrw:: 
Baseline Base Fare 
436.1 425.0 
94.1 92.7 
0·937 0.937" 
12.0* 18.3 
58 .0* 70.0* 
58.0 69.8 
16.400 12.516 
182.41- ll5.51-
--
23.% I 
26.6 34.0 
45.9 48.6 
lll03 8238 
2557 1859 
840 466 
651 ll59 
0* 0* 
956 ll5 
110 118 
0* 0* 
... 
" 
5af, Base 
fuel Grovth 
422.7 
92.5 
0.937* 
22.6 
78.0 
77·9 
ll.066* 
90.% 
32.% 
38.2 
49.0 
7719 
1718 
357 
1087 
0* 
145 
130 
0* 
,: 
\1. 
to 
'If 
. -~ 
J 
AVG. GROWTH, 1973-2000 
7a1o LFMAX 5a1o Base 
Baseline Base Fare Fuel Incre"-'£ 
5.y{. 5.2% 5.2% 
.0.2% ·0.2% .0.2% 
• 
3.% 2.% 2.41> 
1 ! 
I 
1.gt, I 0.8'1> 0.61-
2.y{. 1.11- 0.8'1> 
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R76-912036-l6 
in which a fixed fuel allocation was met by varying the maximum load factor.* 
In one, the fuel usage was held at the 1973 level (zero rate of growth), while 
in the other fuel use was set half-way between the 1973 and baseline scenario 
levels (half the baseline increases). The zero-increase fuel scenario 
resulted :Ln load factor exceeding 70 percent by 1985, while the 50 percent 
baseline :fuel-increase scenario required excessive load factors in the year 
2000. (No allowance was made for any demand rejection at these high load 
factors.) x,he results for these scenarios are similar, in varying degrees, 
to the results of the 70 percent load factor scenario: higher load factors; 
fewer fli.ghts; smaller fleets with increased emphasis on larger, more fuel-
efficient; aircraft; slightly lower demand, etc. 
A summary of results for the fuel-allocation scenarios appears in Fig. 
l7 in a plot of total fuel consumed as a function of average load factor. 
This figure includes the three cases in Table XII for which fares were 
fixed at the baseline values. Thus it depicts the fuel conservation poten-
tial of increasing load factors above the baseline target level of 58 percent. 
, 
The symbol~=d points are taken directly from Table XII; curves cOrjIlecting 
the fuel alloca'pion scenario points (dashed l.ines) and forecast years (solid 
lines) are shO~1 to illustrate the probable continuity of the results. As 
noted before, eyen though a target load factor for the system is specified 
as an input item, the actual load factor achieved is generally somewhat less 
than this value, particularly in 1980, because of the minimum-frequency 
rule and the 'V'ery low 1973 load factors on many routes. 
Figure l7 is useful in that it shows the load factor required for a 
specified fuel allocation, assuming fuel used is not constrained by other 
means, such as tax levies on fuel or fare, "I'ihich w01..l.ld depress demand. It 
is important to stress, however, that very high load factors, compared with 
historical practice, are depicted in Fig. 17. Since neither tl1e effects of 
airline competition or the demand rejection that might occur in achieving 
hi.gh load factors have been simulated, the extreme right-hand portion of 
Fig. 17 is of only academic interest. 
From the data shown in Table XII, the fuel allocation scenarios 
appear attractive. Fuel consumption and airport congestion are reduced 
while demand is not seriously affected, and airline profits are high. 
* Note that the fuel allocation scena~ios do not appear in the srune order 
in each forecast year in Table XII. Rather, they are placed in order of 
increasing fuel use. Also, the 70 percent load factor case rnth 12 percent 
system ROI is given only for 1980 because it is not a viable allocation 
scheme, as discussed in the text. 
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However, the frequency reductions and restraints on frequency gr~1th would 
require a cooperative effort by carriers and government regulators. A 
substantial amount of government regulation, not only of capacity but also 
of the number of carriers in a given market, would probably be necessary. 
This, of course, represents a reversal of current proposals in government 
to deregulate and increase competition. Another problem posed by these 
scenarios is the necessity of avoiding fare reductions despite high airline 
profit levels. A possible solution would be a tax levied on the airlines 
(in addition to income tax which is included in the ROI computation). Such 
a tax would route the "excess!! revenue to the government, from which it 
could be disbursed to fund fuel-conserving technology developments or to 
subsidize the price of synthetic fuels. 
FinalJ.y, the inconvenience associated with lower frequencies, and 
fewer opportunities for nonstop travel, may not be fully reflected in the 
slight demand reduction. The UTRC demand model is sensitive to the travel 
time degradation caused by these changes, but there is nothing in the 
validation data base which specifically demonstrates sensitivity to struc-
tural changes such as reductions in connecting flights and competition. 
While fuel-allocation scenarios have been considered in only the 
baseline case (Option I) in this study, it is apparent that such measures 
could be considered in any of the fuel-conservation options (Options II 
to VI) with similar fuel-saving benefits. 
Operational Procedures Options 
The technology-oriented options necessarily involve lead times before 
their fuel-conservation benefit-s take effect. hu.ch nearer-term savings, 
in some respects immediate, can be achieved by procedural changes in air-
line practice. Obvious measures include reduction of cruise speed, close 
management of fuel load.s to avoid unnecessary "fe::.'ryingll of fuel, selec-
ti ve elimination of flights on lovr-load factor' routes, reduction of ground 
and air delays, and more frequent engine maintenance. Measures such as 
these were volmltarily adopted by airlines to some extent even prior to the 
October 1973 oil embargo which resulted in fuel allocations due to the 
ensuing shortage in 1974. 
A history of fuel efficiency of the U.S. certificated carriers is 
shovm in Fig. 18 for a tvrenty-year period in which several basic, evoll2.-
tionary changes were experienced. Beginning with the introduction of 
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U.S. FLEET FUEL EFFICIENCY 
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R76-912036-16 
turbojet'S in 1958, fuel efficiency took a steep decline which was reversed, 
in 1963, with the introduction of (and conversion to) turbofans. As more 
turbofan-powered aircraft were added to the fleet, fuel efficiency increased 
through 1966. The decrease in fuel efficiency between 1966 and 1969 was 
not caused by any fleet innovations, but merely by an increase in service 
frequency which reduced load factor. A reversal in trend again occurred 
in 1969 when wide-body aircraft powered by higher-bypass engines appeared. 
By the end of 1973, the loss in available ton-miles per gallon experienced 
in the conversion from piston to jet power had been more than compensated, 
and a substantial part of the loss in revenue ton-miles per gallon had been 
recovered. 
Immediately after the fuel embargo, load factor increases were 
effected by cutting back flight frequencies. In addition, continued 
changeover to wid.e bodies resulted in further fuel efficiency improvement.s 
(available ton-mi/gal). The most· recent CAB data indicate that ton-
mile load factors have fallen somewhat, although both measures of fuel 
efficiency in Fig. 18 have risen well above 1973 levels. 
Although speed. reductions and other fuel economy measure~ have 
been implemented, an indication that operating procedure improvements 
have not yet resulted in appreciable fuel savings is provided by Fig. 19 
which shows fuel efficiency trends in various aircraft over recent years. 
Modest improvements were made between 1973 and 1975; however, most 
models have not achieved significantly better efficiency in the post-
embargo period. 
These results sl~gest that procedural improvements either ca~1Uot 
contribute appreciably to fuel conservat':on, or the Idnds of improvements 
which could make measurable contributions have not yet been implemented. 
Since fuel prices rose steadily in 1974, the incentive for airlines to con-' 
serve fuel was there; however, the cost of implementing the most effective 
:measures may still have been prohibitive relative to the fuel price increase 
which was incurred. 
In this study, two categories of fuel improvements were considered: 
(1) procedural changes which could be effected with the current air traffic 
control (ATC) system, and (2) reductions in delay and holding times which 
could be achieved in a significantly improved ATC environment. Thus, the 
first category consists of measures which could be adopted almost immediately, 
while the ATC-dependent irr.provements are further in the future. The best 
judgment of the RECAT contractors was that these latter improvements should 
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R76-912036-16 
not be counted on until 1985. The operational procedures options included 
only baseline aircraft models in order that the effect of the procedural 
improvements could be determined by direct comparison with the baseline 
case. 
A complete itemizatjon of near-term procedural changes, and the fuel 
savings they would promote, is given in Table XIII. The following list 
summarizes the procedures changes and gives the ab~reviations uRed in the 
table. 
'Procedure Change 
Present ATC: 
Reduce cruise speed to Long Range Cruise 
2000-ft step Climb 
Load for a 1% more Aft CG 
Aerodynamic Cleanup 
Reduce Operating Empty Weight by 1/2% 
Improved Engine Standard 
Improved ATC: 
Climbing Cruise 
Reduced Delay in Holding 
Reduced Terminal Delay 
Abbreviation 
LRC 
Step Climb 
AFT CG 
Aero 
OEW 
Engine 
CL-CR 
HOLD 
TERM 
Most of these items are self-explanatory, with the possible exception 
of the Improved Engine standard. The fuel saving referred to involves 
improved maintenance to reduce sfc deterioration by 1/3 of the average 
in-service levels. Since the high-bYJlass ratio turbofans in service on 
wide-body Fl.ircraft have experienced more rapid deteriorFl.tion thFl.n the 
Aarlier engines on narrow-body aircraft, the fuel savings in 'fable XIII 
are greatest for wide bodies. 
T]:-.Lere is a cost associated with implc:,nentation of' the p,t'ocedures 
changes in Table 1.':[11, consisting partly of' an incre>J'ilentel investment 
(assumed to be negligible) and partly due to the speed reduction which has 
the effect of increasing operating costs ill spite of the fuel savir:g they 
achieve. This latter effect could have been eliminated by disregarding 
that part of the fuel advantage in Table XIII which Cnmes from the speed 
reduction, However, the obj ecti ve here is to estimate the 'Cot,al conserva-
tion potential of procedural improvements, particularJ.y in the short term. 
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TABLb XIII 
r 
I 
r ,) 
II , 
;1 
II 
jI 
.. 
: + ~, JI 
ESTIlYlATED FeEL SAVINGS BY PROCEDURAL ll.J:PROVEMENTS 
Percentage Reduction in Block Fuel 
Present ATC Improved ATC 
-Aircraft Model*' Step 
LRC Climb Aft CG Aero OEl-[ Engine CL-CR HOLD TERM 
Out of Production 
DC-9-10 0.4 0 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.5 0 1.5 2.6 
B-727-100 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.1 1.0 1.7 
DC-8-20 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 1.9 
DC-S-50 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 O. L~ O.S 1.9 
DC-S-62 l.0 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 1.9 
DC-S-61 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,. S 1.9 
In Production 
DC-9-30 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.15 0.5 0 1.6 2.5 
B-T37-200 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.15 o ~ .. ' 0 loT 2.T 
B-T27-200 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.1 2..1 1.7 
DC-lOlL-lOll 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.2 1.0 0.4 O.T 1.0 
I B-74T-200 1.2 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.25 1.0 0.5 0.4 0.5 '--- -,~,--
* 
See Table IV for other aircraft represented by these models. 
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'l'he results of Option IIa, as presented in Table XIV, give the fuel 
saving which might be attained by this means alone, irrespective of the 
fuel price and load factor variations which were considered in the fuel 
allocation scenarios. Obviously, combinations of the effects of these vari-
ous alternatives could be used to represent more realistic future scenarios. 
Althou@l SUdl alternatives w~re beyond the scope of the RECAT program, the 
modeling techniques employed in ,the ~lmulations are capable of treating any 
combination of the fuel-conservation options considered in this study. 
Current ATC 
Comparing Option IIa with the baseline results in Table XIV, it will 
be noted that the increase in operating costs and fares results in lower 
demand. The reduction is 5.7 percent in 1980 and decrea,ses to 2.8 percent 
in 2000 because rising incomes overshadow the cost increase in later years. 
As a result of the depressed demand, annual fuel savings, ranging from 7.6 
percent in 1980 to 5.9 percent in 2000, are overstated in the sense of the 
real efficiency gain. As shown, improvements in fuel efficiency (seat-mil 
gal) a,re only 2.6 percent in 1980 and 3.3 percent in 2000. 
Note that there is a minor change in fleet size between the baseline 
case and Option IIa, but a noticeable change in fleet composition, especially 
in 1980 and 1985. Several effects produce this change, none of which is 
dominant. The decrease in demand would tend to reduce fleet size; however, 
lower productivity due to the rise in block time offsets that tendency, and 
fleet size is actually la:-I:;er in Option IIa. Also, the slower growth in 
demand has the effect of delaying the introduction of larger airplanes on 
all routes. Thus there is a shift away from wide bodies (relative to the 
baseline case), and the only types which appear in greater numbers in Option 
IIa are the 2ENBs, the smallest of the in-production models. 
AdVanced ATC 
Although all aircraft types can expect to benefit from :improvements 
in the ATC system, the primary mechanism of these improvements is in the 
elimination of unproductive time in the enroute and term5.nal phases of 
flight. Therefore, it is expected that these block time reductions will 
occur selectively with respect to route, benefits at major hubs being much 
larger than at less busy airports. Since the actual block time advantages 
of an improved ATC environment can only be estimated, the procedure followed 
in this study was to allow a five-minlite reduction in block time at each of 
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Enplaned Air Pass._Miles(109) 
Fuel. _ Total (109 gals) 
_ Savings vs. baseline (S) 
_ Ef.ficiency - pass~ - mi/gal 
_ E.fric:lency - seat - mi/gal 
- Ef!,iciency _ i..c:Iprovcment vs. base-
line (~) 
Fares relative to -1.913 
Total rlights/day 
Load Factor (%,) 
Average stage lengt.h (:ci) 
Average bl.ock time - (hrs) 
(ba:;el,ine ,average st.age length) 
Fleet size - 'tootsl 
- 1l-147 
- DC-~O/L-IOl1 
- Dc-8/1l-701 
- 1l-121-100/200 
- B-731-2oo/ OC-9-10/30 
- -Turboprop 
-- --
1913 1980 
Baseline Baseline Present ATe 
II_/lIb 
101.5 168.a 159.3 
5.808 6.656 6.181 
- -
1.6 
18.51 25.3( 25.14 
36.15 45.53 46.72 
2.6 
1.000 0.995 1.036 
6615 7328 1158 
51.2 55.7 55.1 
639 660 66~ 
1.64 1.68 1.· .. 6 
1372 1549 1512 
65 113 99 
100 240 221 
356 55 58 
533 159 156 
305 318 429 
13 4 4 
F",;:rr--
. , 
Baseline 
n4.1 
8.440 
-
26.56 
46.32 
0.951 
8240 
57.3 
611 
1.72. 
1771 
227 
340 
0 
845 
360 
0 
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TABLE XIV 
OPERATIONAJ~ PROCEDURES OPTION 
(RECAT 600 City-Pair Network) 
1985 1990 
Present ATe Advanced ATe Baseline Present ATe Advanced ATe 
II_ lIb II. IIb 
214.3 235.2 280.5 210.1 294.1 
1.871 8.428 10.536 9.861 10.500 
6.7 0.1 
- 6.3 0.3 
21.22 21.90 26.0;: 2-{.31 28.01 
41.61 48.61 46.17 41 .. 52 46.48 
2.8 4.9 3.0 5.l 
0.986 0.920 0.950 0.915 0.912 
8061 8445 6959 8180 9164 
57.1 51. 4 51.7 57 .6 57.S 
61~ 011; 712 710 708 
1.60 1.67 1.79 1.51 1.15 
1794 1119 199., 201G 1993 
212 263 353 339 394 
332 336 455 44~ 454 
0 0 0 0 0 
838 821 955 965 932 
414 358 228 269 213 
0 0 0 0 0 
2000 
'Saseline Present ATe 
II. 
436.1- 1123.9 
16.400 15.439 
-
5.9 
26.59 21.~o 
4,.86 41.34 
3.3 
0.931 0.955 
11103 10938 
:'d.O 58.0 
1"~ 141, 
1.81 1.94 
255'{ 2592 
~IIO 822 
651 633 
0 0 
950 102~ 
110 Il3 
0 0 
Advanced ATe 
IIb 
456.8 
16.316 
0.1 
21.90 
48.19 
5.1 
0.900 
11440 
51.9 
'{~O 
1.02 
25"{1 
895 
640 
0 
956 
79 
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R76-912036-l6 
23 major hubs and no bene~it elsewhere in the system. Thus, a route 
linking two major hubs would enjoy a ten-minute time advantage over the 
baseline block time, a route linking a major hub with a smaller city 
would bene~it by only ~ive minutes, and there would be no advantage on a 
route between two small cities. The average block time reduction was about 
7 minutes, re~lecting the preponderance o~ major hub routes. 
option lIb, which incorporates the advanced ATe as::n.1Inptiol1s, als 0 
includes the operational procedures changes in Option IIa. Therefore, since 
the impact of the improved ATe system does not appear until 1985, the 
two cases are identical in 1980 (see Table XIV). In the succeeding ~orecast 
years, the benefit of block time reductions with advanced ATe is seen to 
o~~set the penalty in Option IIa so that average block times in Option lIb 
are lower than in the baseline case. Low~r costs and ~ares made possible 
by this improvement stimulate demand, resulting in almoot no net saving in 
annual ~uel usage. On a ~uel efficiency basis, however, there is about a 
5 percent improvement over the baseline case. 
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Retrofit and Modification Options 
In the retrofit/modification options an attempt was made to determine the 
potential fuel saving and other system impacts which would occur if the 
baseline airplanes 'I'1ere modified and/or retrofi tted* to reduce their fuel con-
sumption. Only the baseline airplanes (see Table XV) were considered, and 
retrofits were divided into two groups: (1) those which involve only aero-
dynamic changes (referred to as Option IlIa) and (2) those which involve 
both aerodynamic and engine changes (Option IITb). 
All airplanes benefitted from the aerodynamic retro/mod package which 
involv0d a general drag reduction program and installation of winglets or 
wingtip extensions on existing aircraft (retrofit) as well as on future 
purchases (modification) of in-production models. The first retro/mod 
option, Option IlIa in Table I, consisted of these aerodynamic changes 
which resulted in the fuel saving, operating cost, and modification cost 
characteristics summarized in the first part of Table XV. In the second 
case, Option Tllb, all 4 ENE turboj et and turbofan aircraft were assumed 
to be reengined with JT8D-209 engines (refanned version) in addition to the 
a.erodynamic changes of Option IlIa. Thus, IIIb differs from IlIa only in 
that DC-8 and B-707/720 aircraft benefit from this reengining. The latter 
part of Table XV shows the effects of this engine change on the airplanes 
t.o which it is applied. 
The baseline retirement schedules for the out-of-production aircraft 
were modified by extending the life of retrofitted aircraft by three years 
(five years for reengined aircraft). However, since it was assumed that 
the retrofit program will not start until 1978, baseline retirement schedules 
were used from 1973 to 1978, thereby resulting in a relatively small number 
of out-of-production aircraft remaining in 1980 and 1985. In order to cover 
the possibility that retirements may proceed more slowly than the rate assumed 
in the baseline, an additional pair of options was run in which it was 
assumed that no aircraft were retired between 1975 and 1978. The options 
using the projected retirements until 1978 are referred to as IIIal and IIIbl 
while those assuming no retirements prior to 1978 are IIIa2 and IIIb 2. A 
summary of retirement schedules for out-of-production aircraft in all options 
is given in Table XVI. 
The r~sults of the four forecasts are compared .... ,ith the baseline case in 
Table XVII, with emphasis on each option's fuel saving relative to the 
*Retrofi t refers to changes in airplaTJ.es already in service; modification 
refers to the same changes as applied to future deliveries of in-production 
a.irplanes. 
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TABLE XV 
CHANGES IN AIRCRAFT PARAMETERS USED IN 
RETROFIT/MODIFICATION OPTIONS 
Aerodynamic Retrof'i t 
(Option IlIa.) 
B-747 
DC-IO/L-IOll 
B-727-100/200 1 
B-737-200 
DC9-10/30 
DC-fl-20/30 
DC- (l-50 /B-70 7-100 /B-720B 
DG-8-61 
DC-8-62/B-707-300 
Aerodynamic & Engine Retrof'it 
(Option IIlb) 
DC-8-20/30 
DC-8-50/B-707-100/B-720B 
DC-8-61 
DC-8-62/B-707-300 
Fuel Saving 
C%) 
7.5 
7.5 
4.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
2.0 
28.0 
15.0 
15.0 
12.0 
Operating Cost 
Increase 
($/Block Hr.) 
5 
6 
1 
3 
4 
4 
6 
97 
126 
99 
189 
~'-r~~"~T' 
Cost of' 
Modif'ications 
($106) 
0.25 
0.25 
0.08 
0.15 
o. J.5 
0.15 
0.15 
4.65 
4.87 
4.87 
4.87 
Notes: All aerodynamic modif'ications complete by 1980 except 37% of' B-727-100. 
All engine modif'ications complete by 1980 except 18% of' Dc-8-20/30 
and 17% of' DC-8-61. 
Operating cost increase is exclusive of' cost of' f'uel saved. 
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TABLE XVI 
OUT-OF-PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT FLEET SIZE VS. YEAR 
(REFLECTING DIFFERENT RETIREMENT SCHEDULES) 
600 cr:ry -PAIRS 
i3aseline: Options I and ~IIaO 
Fleet Size 
1973 19'75 1980 1985 
4ENB 356 275 55 0 
B7?7-100 286 286 140 0 
DC9·-10 46 35 10 0 
Turboprop 13 if 4 0 
'l'otal 701 600 209 0 
Aerodynamic Retrofits and Modifications: Options IIIal and IIIa2 
__ J-980 1985 
Option IIIal IIIa2 IIIal IIIa2 
4ENB 115 275 27 102 
B727-100 Itj3 286 102 160 
DC9-10 20 35 0 16 
Turboprop 1+ h 0 0 
Total 322 600 129 278 
Aerodynamic and Engine Retrofits and Modifications: Options nUl and IIIb2 
1980 1985 
Option IIIbl IIIb2 IIIb l IIIb~ 
---
!rENE 115 275 55 177 
B727-100 183 286 102 160 
DC9-10 20 35 0 16 
Turboprop 4 11 0 0 
Total 322 600 157 353 
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~np:a.r.ed Pass. !<!i1es (109 ; 
Fu.e;': 70tal ~:.:~ ~-a:"i:iyr; 
Savings vs. Baseline I~;;~ 
A~tual - AnnuS:: 
- Cu:::U:: at:' ve Since :9~ 3 
Adjus'tea - An::;ual 
- Cunulative Since 1913 
Etticiel>CY: Pass.-~1i./Gal 
S:et!t-~ti /G~ 
Fares 'ITS. 1973 
Total, Flights iDay 
Lead. Fa=tor {% ~ 
Emi$$lor.s (lC 3 W~d~ ~or.s; 
!ioise vs. 1973 
Fleet Siz", ";:O'tal 
B-747 
LC-:::J/:"'l~l:: 
!lC-b/?-707/::!-12C1 
?'-,727-200 
];..727-1001 
B-731-200/nc-9-30 
~~_9_~,')1 
':urboprcpl 
Jew Aircra~ !nves~ent2: 
Since Previous Forecast (109$) 
Ctlmulative Pres~n't 'talue : 109$) 
:;11'3 
Baseline 
:07.50 I 168.83 
5.~~'; I 6.656 
10451 I 2;'.3: 
esc,1 I 45.5 
1.COO I :.995 
06:;; ~3a·5 
::.2 55.~ 
:~~5;"'1 36 .. 25:? 
!37~ 
'. c, 
3:;-:. 
':'4'i" 
286 
259 
-e 
13 
12.1~? 
:.86£ 
1549 
ll3 
"-v 
55 
61, 
;t~ 
:493;: 
5.~0 
--"-.... -.- -~--, 
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TABLE XVII 
AIRCRAFT RETROFIT/MODIFICATION OPTIONS 
(RECAT 600 City-Pair Network) 
Aero 
lIn-Prod. Only) 
IlIaO 
170.01 
6.356 
4.5 
1.2 
5.2 
1." 
26.75 
4&.: 
0.9SS 
7 351 
55.7 
36,,~52 
:" c05 
:553 
114 
2~6 
~5 
c22 
l~~ 
300 
8.2~4 
6.121, 
1980 
, 
Prcj.. RetireI:lents 
~ Aero & Eng. 
IIlal IIIb1 
170.86 
6.436 
3.3 
0.9 
4.5 
I.c 
26.55 
47.1 
0.934 
71.11 
)6.4 
168.94 
6.329 
~.9 
1.3 
5.0 
1.3 
26.69 
47.4 
0.995 
7373 
st. 3. 
3:.13':' 3c.~o6 
0.941 
156: 
13: 
~"J~ 
11.5 
5~1 
1 :~< 
3-1 
2Q 
L 
:'. ~7:: 
l5;,;' 
1:=4 
2~t 
lI5 
551 
183 
3.4!.. 
~:; 
I 7.303 7.601 
I, " Ly, "")0 4 ... (.; 'J.576 
110 75-80 Retinnts. 
~ Aero & Eng. 
I II "2 IIIb2 
170.00 
6.7el 
-\.: .., 
-0.2 
J 
a 
25.37 
44.4 
0.990 
7546 
57.1 
36.29;: 
.!..:':l'c 
15Bt 
139 
139 
;075 
41<1 
286 
298 
35 
4.671 
3.461 
165.47 
".403 
3.8 
1.0 
1.9 
D.5 
25.84 
45.5 
1.014 
7454 
5£. 6 
36.879 
0.901 
1565 
131 
135 
;<75 
3~6 
286 
303 
35 
1. 
5.432 
3.~66 
Baseline 
224.14 
B.440 
26.56 
46.3 
0.956 
8240 
57.3 
1.6.700 
0.958 
.e71 
2; 
3'" 
o 
545 
o 
360 
o 
iJ 
7.836 
9.551 
1 fixed fleet si ze ~ in~ludes c~,s't of retrofitt::'ol! eXit1:ing aircraft 
Aero 
(In-Prod. Only) 
IIIaO 
225.31 
7.987 
5.4 
2.9 
5.9 
3.2 
28.21 
49.3 
0.951 
8251 
57.3 
47.093 
0.958 
1773 
22g 
346 
o 
847 
o 
350 
o 
() 
7.962 
Y.ti34 
---C"E=ci,r."..,...,,,-c~0""7~=~~~"'--~~ 
1985 "'-----, 
Proj. Retirements I No 75-80 Ret; MIl;:" 
~ Aero & Eng. 
Ula1 IIIb1 
225.07 
8.078 
4.3 
2.2 
4.1 
2.1 
27.86 
48.6 
0.952 
8319 
57.4 
224.34 
8.060 
4.5 
2.8 
4.6 
2.8 
27.83 
48.4 
0.956 
8315 
57.5 
47.516 47.328 
0.990 
1782 
251 
305 
27 
769 
102 
328 
o 
o 
7.919 
9.112 
0.980 
1783 
246 
296 
55 
757 
102 
327 
o 
o 
~',690 
9.174 
Aero 
IIIa2 
224.60 
8.176 
8.1 
0.7 
3.3 
1.0 
27.47 
47.7 
0.955 
8381 
57.6 
48.023 
1.027 
1797 
241 
292 ' 
102 
696 
160 
291 
16 
o 
9.202 
7.749 
Aero & Eng. 
IIIb2 
222.21 
8.100 
4.0 
2.3 
3.2 
1.5 
27.43 
47.5 
0.966 
8317 
57.8 
1,7.536 
0.918 
1784 
247 
257 
177 
635 
160 
292 
16 
o 
8.678 
7.918 
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Enplaned Pass. Hiles (109 ) 
Fuel, iotal (109 gals/yr) 
Savir.g5 vs. Baseline (%) 
Actual - annual 
- cumulative since 1973 
Adjusted - annual 
- cumulative since 1973 
Ei"ficiency! Pass-tli/gal 
Seat-I,li/gal 
Fares vs. 1973 
To"tal flights/day 
c.oad. factor (%J 
Emissions (103 vtd. tons) 
Noise vs. .1973 
Fleet Size: Total 
B-747 
DC-lOlL-lOll 
LC-8/Il-707/B-7201 
B-127-200 
B-727-lOol 
B-737-200/DC-9-30 
DC-9-101 
Turboprop1 
Ne.., aircra,ft investment2 : 
Since previous :forecast (109$) 
Cumulative present value (109$) 
(8!' discount) 
.~-----.-~ -~ t~-'-'-' -~ '::; 1 
Baseline 
280.45 
10.536 
--
--
--
--
26.62 
46.2 
0.950 
8959 
57.7 
59.080 
1.059 
1992 
353 
455 
0 
955 
0 
228 
a 
0 
13.871 
13.951 
,. 
TABLE'XVII (cont'd) 
AIRCRAFT RETROFIT/MODIFICATION OPTIONS 
(RECAT 600 City-Pair Network) 
1990 
Aero Proj. Retirements 110 75-80 Retirements 
(In-Prod. Only J ~ Aero &. Enfi. ~ Aero & Ens. 
IlIaO . IIIal IUbl IIIa2 IIIb" 
Baseline 
282.35 281.54 281.35 279.97 278.7il 436.13 
9.940 9.838 9.823 9.737 9.720 16.400 
5.7 6.6 6.8 7.6 7.'[ --
3.8 3.5 3.9 2.6 3.8 --
6.3 7.0 7.1 7.4 7.2 --
4.3 3.9 4.0 2.7 3.0 --
28.40 28.62 28.64 28.75 28.67 26.59 
49.2 49.6 49.7 50.0 50.1 45.9 
0.943 0.946 0.947 0.951 0.955 0.937 
8912 8950 B931 8891 8800 11103 
57.8 57.7 57.7 57.5 57.3 5B.0 
59.559 59.715 59.743 59.765 00.001 92.875 
1.068 1.050 1.052 1.043 1.026 1.213 
1994 1985 1982 1974 1956 2557 
359 332 326 297 300 840 
45B 507 SIB 565 579 651 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
963 942 942 931 900 956 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
214 205 197 181 116 110 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
14.069 14.944 15.364 15.913 16.995 30.256 
14.295 13.G51 14.046 12.795 13.307 19. <;36 
1 fixed fleet size 2 inc!~des cost ot retroritting existing aircraft 
Aero 
(In-Prod. Only) 
Ulan 
439 .05 
15.421 
6.0 
4.9 
6.6 
5.4 
28.47 
49.1 
0.928 
11159 
58.0 
93.594 
1.210 
2568 
854 
642 
0 
971 
0 
100 
0 
0 
30.822 
19.883 
'1_ ,/ 1 '\ 
'" 
"nnn 
Proj. Retirements 
~ Aero & En!:i' 
IIIal lIIbl 
439.09 439.14 
15.337 15.319 
6.5 6.6 
5.0 5.3 
7.1 7.2 
5.5 5.6 
28.63 28.67 
49.3 49.4 
0.930 0.930 
11275 11276 
5B.0 5B.l 
93.793 93.787 
1.207 1.210 
2590 2590 
811 802 
700 713 
0 0 
971 915 
0 0 
107 101 
0 0 
0 0 
29.929 29.549 
19.277 19.404 
'I. 
11 ); 
;II 
... 
110 75-80 Retirements 
Aero Aero & Ens. 
IIIa2 IIIb2 
439.32 439.48 
15.252 15.200 
7.0 7.3 
4.9 5.6 
7.7 8.0 
5.2 5. 4 
28.80 28.91 
49.6 49.8 
0.930 0.929 
11336 11206 
5B.l 58.1 
93.878 93.981 
1.203 1.181 
2593 2555 
774. 783 
761 780 
0 0 
946 B86 
0 0 
113 105 
0 0 
0 0 
28.693 27.B52 
17.997 IB.;357 
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baseline. Annual fuel savings are shown for each forecast year, as well as 
C'lJmulative savings from 1973 through each forecast year. Because revenue 
is balanced against cost to achj :we a 12 percent system ROI, each option has 
a slightly different (generally lower than the baseline) fare level and, as 
a result, a different level of demand (enplaned pass-miles). To put each 
option on a common basis for comparison, adjusted fuel savings were computed 
by dividing the fuel efficiency (pass-mi/gal) of each option into the base-
line enplaned passenger-miles and comparing with the baseline fuel. The 
demand-adjusted fuel savings are shown in Table XVII for each option on both 
an annual and a cumulative basis. In addition, the adjusted fuel savings are 
shown graphically in Figs. 20 (annual) and 21 (cumulative) • 
Options IIIal and IIIbl offer greater fuel savings in 1980 and 1985 than 
the subscript 2 (delayed retirement) options (IIIa2 and IIIb2 , respectively), 
particularly on an adjusted basis. This is because, in each option, the poten-
tial fuel saving from improvement s to the in-production aircraft (B-747, DC-10, 
L-IOll, B-727-200, :3-737-200, DC-9-30) areto some degree offset by the retention 
of larger numbers of out-of-production aircraft (DC-8, B-707, B-720, B-727-100, 
DC-9-l 0) which are less fuel-efficient than the in-production airplanes even 
after retrofit. Since the subscript 2 options retain more out-of-production 
aircraft than subscript 1 options, this phenomenon is more pronounced. 
This observation suggests that greater fuel saving might be achieved 
by modifying only the in-production aircraft and allowing the otrers to be 
retired as per the (more rapid) baseline schedule, hence defining an addition-
al option referred to as Option IIIaO' (Note that there is not an equiva-
lent b option since only in-production aircraft are being modified.) Results 
for this option are shown in Table XVII and Figs. 20 and 21. It can be seen 
that this option does indeed offer superior fuel savings in 1985 and is 
comparable,in 1980, to the best option (IIIbl ) of the four originally 
considered. 
Within each retirement assumption, the aero-p1us-engine options appear 
t<, c,'lffer greater 1980 fne1 savings than the aero-alone options because of the 
improved fuel efficiency of the reengined 4ENB aircraft. A comparison of the 
adjusted savings, shown in Figs. 16 and 17, however, reveals that much of these 
savings is due to the suppressed demand resulting from the higher fares of the 
aero -I- engine opti0ns, which is a result of the higher operating and capj.ta1 
costs of the reengined l.~ENB aircraft. In 1985, the aero + engine adjusted 
savings are slightly less than the aero-alone savings because the aero + engine 
options retain more 4ENB aircraft than the aero-alone options. Even though 
they have been reengined, they are still less efficient than the new aircraft 
''lhich l'Pplace them ill the aero-alone options. 
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After 1985, all four basic scenarios show substantially increased fuel 
savings because of the retirement of all out-of-production aircraft. These 
exceed the llla O savings because of
 lower ratios of B-747 to DC-lOlL-lOll 
(3EWB) aircraft. (The latter are more fuel-efficient than the former, 
particularly at short stage lengths.) This is a reversal of the situation in 
1980 and 1985, when the B-747/3EWB ratio is higher for each of the four basic 
scenarios than for the baseline. In 1980 and 1985, the B-'J47 aircraft fleets 
are larger than in the baseline because, on many routes, the retention of m
ore 
older (and smaller) aircraft raises the required ratio of seats to frequen-
cies to be provided by new aircraft. This results in a greater pref\;\;rence 
for larger new aircraft. Between 1985 and 1990, however, the rapid retire-
ment of the retained older aircraft reverses the situation. More frequencie
s 
must be replaced than in the baseline, while the number of seats to be 
e.dded has not increased proportionately. Thus, the seat/frequency ratio is 
lower, and the smaller 3EWB aircraft are assigned in greater nlwbers. 
Although the subscript 2 options offer slightly greater adjusted fuel savings 
in 1990 and 2000, the subscript 1 options retain a slight advantage in cumul
a-
tive adjusted savings. The lllaO option has the highest cumulative savings
 
through 1990. 
Other differences among the options are also worth noting. All retrol 
mod options exhibit higher load factors than the baseline in 1980 and, to a 
lesser extent, 1985. This is because of the retention of 4ENB aircraft, whi
ch 
on longer routes (beyond B-727-200 range) would have to be replaced by wide-
body aircraft, as in the baseline case. Since the 3EWBs are generally too 
large on these routes, baseline load factors are affected adversely. This 
advantage in load factor contributes to the fuel savings discussed above. 
Because more older, smaller aircraft are in use, these options require more 
flights than the baseline in 1980 and 1985, but not enough to cause conges-
tion problems. 
Four of the five retro/mod options require less investment in new air-
craft than the baseline case (including the cost of retrofitting existing air-
craft) in the 1973-1980 period. This is particularly true of the subscript 2 
options, where the lower investment levels result from postponed retirements
, 
so that larger investments are required after 1980. The aero + engine options 
require more capital than the aero-alone because of the high reengine cost. 
ThUS, the cumulative present values (using 8 percent annual discount) of the 
various investment patterns through the year 2000 may not be substar~ially 
different than t.he baseline, and are in SC'l,:fie cases lower , although these 
amounts do not reflect possible differenceu among the options in the depre-
ciated value of the equipment on hand in 2000. 
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Since the options which involve the largest investments (see Table XVII) 
also achieve the greatest savings in fuel, a trade-off between fuel saved and 
relative investment is suggested. In Fig. 22 all five retro/mod options are 
presented in a plot of adjusted cumulative fuel saved vs. cumulative present 
value saved, where the saving in each instance is relative to the baseline 
case. Since the set of options is not characterized by continuity of these 
parameters, the locus of points for each option deviates from a smooth curve. 
In particular, year-to-year variations in the fleet for all but the IlIaO 
option are drastic enough to cause significant deviations in cumulative 
present value. Therefore, the points have not been joined. However, the 
general. trends in each forecast year have been highlighted by the shaded 
regions bounding each set of points. 
Based on the trends in Fig. 22 it appears that the choice among the five 
retrofit/modification options is very much dependent 0n the desired goal, 
especially with respect to near-term and far-term fuel savings. In 1980, 
for example, the choice ranges between Option IIIaO' in which a modest saving 
in cumulative fuel of 0.6 x 109 gallons can be achieved at an expense in 
cumulative present value of $0.22 x 109 , and Option III~, in which no fuel 
is saved, but cumulative present value of the fleet is reduced by almost 
$2.5 x 109. Any trade-off between these extremes can be had by adjusting 
the retirement rates and degree of retrofit of older-model aircraft. 
Similar results occur in 1985 and 1990, except that thG sprea(l in cumula-
tive fuel saved in each case is greater than in 1980, and the spread in cumu-
lative present value is less. Thus, on t'11e basis of the 1990 results, for 
example, there appears to be a real choice between saving fuel and saving 
investment dollars--2.2 x 109 gal vs. $1.5 x 109 between Options III~ and 
IIIao ' In the distant future, as represented by the year 2000, differences 
in cumulative fuel savings become relatively small, whereas the spread in 
cumulative present value remains large. Therefore, a policy based on these 
far~term results would probably favor the minimum-investment alternative, 
Option III~, in which older aircraft retirements are delayed and retrofits 
do not include I'eengining of ltENB aircraft. 
However, in evaluating these options, emphasis should probably be placed 
on the near-term results (through 1985) because the likely availl:l.bili ty of 
new or derivative aircraft types by 1990 would invalidate these particular 
1990 and 2000 forecasts, and also because more confidence must necessarily be 
placed in the near-term forecasts. From a total system point of View, the 
1II80 option (aerodynamic modification of only the in-production aircraft) 
m~ be preferable because of fuel, noise, and emissions advantages. In this 
case, ()U:fj-of-production aircraft, particularly the LfENB IS, would be retired 
as rapidly as possible and modifications confined to the more efficient 
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in-production types. However, the decision of when to retire the a.ircraft 
may well be an investment decision based on a narrower perspective. The 
financial benefits of a near-term reduction in new aircraft investment could 
well result in lower retirement rates (i.e., the subscript 2 options) in 
which case retrofitting is definitely preferable. Then the aerodynamic-plus-
engine retrofit program would be more desirable than aerodynamic retrofits 
only, particularly if large numbers of 4ENB aircraft remain in the fleet. 
Derivative Aircraft Options 
A total of eight aircraft designs was generated for the derivative air-
craft options. These airplanes, whose characteristics are summarized in Table 
IV, include three variants of the DC-9; the B-727-300; two variants of the 
DC-lO; and two variants of the L-lOll. Basically, the DC-9 derivatives 
featured seating capacHies equal to or larger than the DC-9-30, while the 
DC-lO and L-lOll derivatives consisted of one stretched version and one 
shortened version of each type. 
It was apparent from the results of the UAL economic screen and the 
airplane cost and performance data that most of these derivatives did not 
look attractive enough to justify retention in the study. As shown in Figs. 
11 to 13, the characteristics of many derivatives are poor relative to base-
line in-production models. The aircraft assignment algorithm selects air-
planes on the bases of capacity and 15 percent ROI load factor; if two air-
planes have identical capacities and one attains a 15 percent ROI at a lower 
load factor for all stage lengths because of its superior economics, the 
other airplane will never be assigned even though it may be more fuel-effi-
cient. Two derivatives, the DC-9-30D3, and the L-lOll Short Body w'ere 
dropped specifically for this reason. Furthermore, it was found thac three 
other derivatives, the DC-9-30D2, the B-727-300, and the DC-IO-40D, were 
assigned to only a few routes; therefore, these airplanes were also omitted. 
Thus, of the eight proposed derivativ8s, only threE) appear in the fore-
casts: the DC-9-30Dl, the DC-IO-IOD, and the L-IOIIL. Each of these air-
craft occupies a unique place in the spectrum of seating capacities and 
competes well, economically, with the baseline in-production airplanes. Con-
sequently, these derivatives quickly established themselves in t.he fleet, 
starting with the 1985 forecast, as shown in Table XVIII. 
Of the three aircraft, the L-1011L was found to be particularly attrac-
tive because: (1) it has a veryl.arge capacity (400 seats); (2) its very 
low purchase price gave it the lowest 15 percent ROI load factor over a wide 
,range of short and intermediate distances; and (3) its good fuel efficiency 
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TABLE XVIII 
DERIVATIVE AND NEW NEAR-TERM TURBOFP~ AIRCRAFT OPTIONS 
(RECAT 600 City-Pair Network) 
1973 1980 1985 1990 Baseline ~ Deri vati Vl'.S /le\l ~ Deri VB.ti yes New (No L-I01lL) Near-Term (1'0 L-1011L) Nea.::Term (IVa) (IVb) (\') (IVa) (IVb) (y) 
0 
224.14 228.77 280.45 283.71 Enplaned Pass .-~·:i:'es (10' ~ 107.50 168.83 225.29 223.01 279.20 293.15 Fuel: Total (109 gals) 5.BoB 6.656 8.440 7.961 8.299 8.031 10.536 9.49u 10.256 9.531 Savin£s vs Baseline (r,) 
Actual 
- - - 5.7 1.7 4.B 
- :'.9 2." 9.5 Adjusted 
- -
-
6.2 1.2 6.8 
- 10.9 2.2 13.5 ~f!'iciencY': Pass-mi!£·.l lB.5! 25.37 26.56 28.30 26.87 28.48 26.62 29.88 27.22 30.76 ;""eat-mi/gal 3c'15 45.53 46.32 49.25 46.80 49.58 46.17 51.54 46.95 53.13 Improvement 
vs Baseline 
-
- - 6.3 1.0 7.3 
-
11.6 1.7 15.1 Fare. Relative to 1973 1.000 0.995 0.957 0.950 . 0.960 0.933 0.950 0.939 0.956 0.902 Load Factor (%) 51.2 55.7 57-3 57.4 57.4 57.4 57.7 58.0 58.0 57.9 Flights/Day 6615 7328 8240 B122 8238 7989 8959 8895 9084 8685 Average Capacit:i - seatsJ?li;;ht 136 172 192 1)4 191 200 209 2li 206 222 Fleet Size: Total 1372 1549 1771 1756 1777 1739 1992 19BE 200S' 1961 3-747 65 113 227 137 22~ 12'? 353 1';7 337 62 DC-lOjLlCll 1:: 24;; 31,e 274 317 293 455 2052 363 328 3-727-200 247 619 845 738 745 70e 955 '(74 757 665 3-737 -200jDC-9-3C 259 368 360 332 334 343 228 158 162 196 Other1 7eI 209 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DC-9-:;:lDl 
- - -
1QS' 110 
-
-
220 216 
-DC-IO-IOD 
-
- - 38 52 - - 153 175 
-L-1011-Lone Body 
-
- -
123 0 
- -
281 0 
-UaC-20D-r 
- - - - - 141 
-
- - 369 i !!!lO-400-L 
- - -
- - 136 -
- - 341 I ::ew Aircraft Invesbr.ent: (109$) 
Since Previous Forecast 12.74, 7.932 7.836 7.956 3.077 9.215 13.877 14.036 14.299 15.795 Cumulative 1973 Pr,esent Value r 
- 5.900 9.551 9.607 9.663 10.193 13.951 14.058 14.197 15.202j (8% TIiscount) 
1 DC-e, OC-9-1O, B-707, 3-72C, 3-727-100, CV-880, Turboprops 
~,= •. 
1.", .. t~;::~ 
2000 
~ Deri va ti yes 
-.::::-::::;;';::=" 
~'~::'~:;":'. j 
New 
(No L-I0liL) !!ear-Term 
(IVa) (n'b) (V) 
436.1:' 4l!o.80 432.27 461.68 
16.4oc 13.751 16.007 13.810 
- ~u.2 2.11 15.8 
-
:'7.1 1.5 20.5 
. 26.59 32.06 27.00 33.43 i 
45.86 ~;5.19 46.47 57.57 
-
20.3 2..3 25.5 
0.937 0.922 0.947 0.867 
58.0 58.1 58.1 58.1 
lU03 10901 li259 10883 
249 257 248 269 
2551 2515 2570 2542 
840 231 834 50 
651 294 451 3'70 
956 597 580 481 
liO 51 54 84 
0 0 0 0 
-
275 282 
-
-
339 369 
-
-
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-
- - - 639 
-
-
- 917 
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at short and intermediate stages (see Figs. 11 and 12, pgs. 51 and 52) makes it 
a good alternative to the B-747 on dense routes. By the year 2000, the L-lOllL 
became the most numerous single airplane type in the fleet. 
The oasic derivative option, referred to as Option IVa in Table XVIII, 
resulted in some significant fuel savings relative to the baseline case. 
Annual fuel savings ranged from about 6 percent in 1985 to 17 percent in 
2000, both figures being adjusted for the effect of slightly increased demand 
in Option IVa. As shown in Table XVIII, these savings are achieved by a 
significant improvement in fuel efficiency when the baseline in-production 
airplanes are displaced by the derivatives in the future fleet. 
There are no adverse effects caused by the changeover to derivative air-
craft. Therefo~e, it can be concluded that Option IVa constitutes an accept-
able long-range strategy for saving fuel because it achieves this objective 
without any notable cost or degradation in system performance. Only the 
absence of a short-term (pre-1985) benefit detracts from the value of 
Option IVa. 
Of the three derivatives in Option IVa, the DC-9-30D1 represents the 
smallest departure from a basic design, .while the DC-IO-IOD is a significant 
dep&.rture, featuring both a reduction in size and number of engine's from the 
DC-IO. However, it appears tllat the L-IOIIL is the most unusual derivative, 
because the stretched capacity of this airplane was achieved by a direct 
trade-off of passenger payload for fuel. Thus, the L-IOI1L has the same 
takeoff gross weight as the L-lOll, but its maximum stage length is down from 
3240 mi to 2095 mi. The L-IOl1L therefore occupies a unique position; it is 
either a very large replacement for the B-727-200, or a replacement for the 
DC-lOlL-lOll and B-747 on high-density short-and intermediate-range routes. 
Moreover, it is apparent from Figs. 11 to 13 that the L-1011L is clearly 
the most attractive of all the derivatives. 
On the basig of the results in Option IVa the L-l011L design approach 
appears to be a ;superior derivative concept. However, much of its advantage 
stems from its very low purchase price. In terms of $/seat, the L-lOllL is 
far less expensive than the other derivatives, and is even less expensive 
than the i'Tide-body in-production airplanes (see Table IV). Whether the 
pricing policy that leads to tlds disparity is realistic may be open to ques-
tion, and if it is not realistic, then much of the fuel saving in Option IVa 
is not valid. 
A second derivative option, Option IVb ,was simulated to determine what 
changes would ensue if the L-IOl11 were om.itted. Even without the L-IOIIL, 
the five derivatives eliminated in Option IVa were still not viable aircraft 
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because they i'ail to compete successfully against the in-production models. 
Therefore, Option !Vb involves only two derivatives--the DC-9-30Dl and the 
DC-IO-IOD. 
As indicated in Table XVIII, the effect of removing the L-IOIIL iG to 
shift the fleet back to dependence on the B-747 for the highest-density rout
es. 
The DC-IO-IOD appears in slightly greater numbers, but its effect is small . 
For the most part, the routes captured by the L-IOIIL in Option IVa revert 
back to in-production aircraft in Option !Vb. A consequence of this shift 
is the dramatic decrease in fuel saved relative to Option IVa. Without the 
fuel-efficient L-IOIIL on short- and intermediate-range routes, the existing 
wide bodies must be used, as they were in the baseline case. Thus it is see
n 
that the large fuel savings in Option IVa were almost entirely a consequence
 
of the L-IOIIL, even though fairly large numbers of the other derivatives 
were assigned in Option IVb. 
New Near-Term Aircraft Option 
According to the study ground rule 0 ; t,he new near-terlll aircraft were 
based on current technology in order that availability in the early 1980s 
would be assured. As with the derivatives, the first forecast year in which
 
these new airplanes were assumed to be available is 1985. 
There were three groups of new near-term designs considered in this 
study: 200-seat/intermediate range; 200-seat/long range; and 400-seat/long 
range. Wi thin each group, the manufacturers generated designs based on 30 
¢/gal fuel, 60 ¢/gal. fuel, and minimum fuel. Differences among these designs 
were rather slight, and only to 30 ¢/gal. fuel airplanes were simulated. 
Of the three new near-term designs, the 200-seat long-range airplane was 
dropped because of' its noncompetitive economic performance. As shown in 
Figs. 11 to l3, the N8o-200L offers no advantage over baseline or the 
N80-200I aircraft. Therefore, the simulation involved one internlediate- and
 
one long-range design, each with a good seating capacity for the late-1980 
time period and beyond. The resulting simulation is summarized in Table XV
III 
as Option V. 
The favorable economics of the newly designed N80-200I and N80-400L air-
planes result in significant fare reduction and demand stimulation. There-
fore, the fuel savings achieved are greater on an adjusted than on an actual 
basis. Although the real impact of these airplanes is not felt until large 
numbers have been introduced into the fleet, the adjusted annual savings are 
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already significant by 1985. By 2000, the adjusted savings are over 20 
percent, and 60 percent of the fleet consists of these new airplanes. 
There is a close parallel between Option IVa, the first derivative case, 
and Option V. In both instances, a large, fuel-efficient airplane displaces 
existing wide bodies, thereby saving a large quantity of fuel, but leaving 
the system otherwise unchanged. The new near-term airplane option saves 
somewhat more fuel, but also incurs a greater penalty in required fleet 
investment. 
It is important to realize that both the L-10llL and the NSo-400L offer 
significant advantages over the B-747 at short stage lengths (see Fig. 11). 
As explained in the baseline option, future growth on short, dense routes 
demands use of large-capacity aircraft, of which the B-747 is most notable 
among the in-production models. However, the B-747 is quite fuel inefficient 
at short stages, as indicated in Fig. 11. Therefore, considerable fuel 
savings over the baseline case are to be expected when the B-747 is replaced 
by airplanes like the L-I01IL or the NSo-400L. 
New Far-Term Aircraft Options 
Advanced technology, beyond the present state of the art as represented 
by the 1980 aircraft designs, makes possible some important fuel-conserving 
design features, primarily in the extensive use of composite materials to 
reduce airframe weight, stability augmentation to reduce drag, and in the 
improved fuel consumption characteristics of advanced-technology engines, 
particularly the prop-fan (Ref. 11). Balanced against reliance on these 
high-technology features to conserve fuel is the fact that their incor-
poration in production aircraft is a far-term solution; i.e., such air-
planes are not li1~ely to be available for service until the late 19S0' s. 
Altogether, four new aircraft designs were considered in the far-term 
fuel-conservation options. These included one propfan-powered airplane, the 
NS5-200P, which is a 200 seat intermedia.te-range airplane, synthesized by 
Lockheed, and three turbofan-powered airplanes. As described in Appendix B , 
the turbofan designs were adapted from a Boeing study (Ref. 9) of terminal 
area compatible aircraft. Three far-term aircraft sizes were described: 
200-, 350-, and 5C'0-seat versions. In Table IV they are designated N85-200, 
NS5-350, and NS5-500. The characteristics of the 350-seat airplane were 
such that it. did not provicle an economic advantage over the B-747-200; 
therefore, only the 200- and )00= ;:;eat designs were retained. 
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Four far-term fuel-conservation options were constructed around these 
airplanes. The first two feature the N85-200P, introduced either in 1985 
(Option VIa) or in 1990 (Option VIb). The nominal introduction period 
for the far-term aircraft was the mid-1980's, meaning that the first fore-
cast year in which significant numbers could be in service would be 1990. 
Option VIa was included to test the effect of accelerated R&D on the prop-
fan, which might Tesult in a pre-1985 service entry for the N85-200P. 
The third far-term option, designated Option VIc, is based on the two 
turbofan-powered airplanes entering service in the late 1980's. Option VId 
is similar to VIc except that the N85-200 airplane is replaced by tbe N85-
200P. Although these aircraft have the same sea~ing capacity, the former 
has a much longer maximum stage length (Table IV), while the latter is more 
fuel-efficient at short- and intermediate-stages (Figs. 11 and 12). Thus, 
although only one propeller-driven airplane was provided in the study, it 
appears in three of the four far-term aircraft options. 
Considering the prop-fan options first, the summaries in Table XIX show 
that early introduction of the N85-200P does have a noticeable impact. The 
early start in building the N85-200P fleet results in a considerable differ-
ence in fuel saved between Options VIa and IVb. In both cases, the baseline 
airplanes replaced by the N85-200P are the B-727-200 ruld DC-lOlL-lOll; larger 
and smaller baseline airplanes are virtually unaffected. 
Fuel savings in Options VIc and VId are considerably greater than in the 
first two caees. "i0wever> this is to be expected because these options 
involve two new far-term aircraft while the first two options involve only 
one. Futhermore, the fuel saving advantage of replacing the B-747 with the 
N85-500 is considerably greater than the corresponding saving associated with 
replacing other baseline aircraft with the N85-200 and N85-200P. As in the 
derivative and new near-term aircraft options, much of the fuel savings can 
be traced to replacement of the B-747 with more fuel-efficient designs, 
particularly on short, dense routes which requ:lre a large-capacity airplane. 
The annual fuel savings achieved in Options VIc and VId become quite 
large by the year 2000 when almost half the fleet consists of the new far-
term airplanes. Although the saving in cumulative fuel used in these two 
cases does not really take effect until after 1990, the saving in the last 
decade of the 2r,'-year forecast period is very large, resulting in a 10.6 per-
cent adjusted saving in fuel over the baseline in both cases. As observed in 
other options, this latter period tends to dominate cumulative statistics 
because demand levels are significantly higher than in the early periods --
a consequen.ce of accumulated growth in demand (and, therefore, fuel' used) 
throughout" the forecast period . 
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TABLE XIX 
NEW FAR-TERM AIRCRAFT OPTIONS 
RECAT 600 CITY-PAIR NETWORK 
1985 1990 
"Baseline Turboprop 'B1lr-eline' Turhonrop Turbofan 
(VI,) (VI~) (VIb) ---cvIc) 
221,,14 223.42 290.45 291.15 281.36 295.20 
8.440 8.165 10.536 9.955 10.193 9.649 
- 3·3 - 5.5 3.3 9.4 
-
2.9 - 5.7 3.6 10.0 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Finally, it is noted that the new aircraft investments ~or the new ~ar-term aircraft options are only marginally greater than ~or the baseline 
case, because the di~~erences in aircraft price per seat (Table IV) and ~leet size (Table XIX) tend to compensate. Thus, the fuel savings in Table XIX are achieved without appreciable increments in investment over the base-line case. 
Comments on Prop fan 
It is clear ~rom the results of the far-term o~tions that it has not been possible to treat propfan-powered airplanes ~airly in this study. To 
a large extent this is an unfortunate consequence o~ the lack o~ consistent 
assumptions in defining near-term and far-term technologies, which is in turn due to the lack o~ adequate prop~an data at the start of the study. This technology is only now emerging in terms of credible performance infor-
mation. 
The results of Option VI may appear to conflict with Figs. 11 and 12 which 
show tre N85-200P to compare favorably with the N85-200 in fuel ef:t'iciency. Moreovf:r, the better fuel efficiency of the N85-200P occurs in spite of the fact that it does not benefit as much from advanced airframe design (use of 
composite materials) as the N85-200. However, the N85-200 also has the 
advantage of a much greater range (see Table IV), thereby permitting it to 
compete on many more routes. For this reason its impact was greater, 
although the differences between Options VIc and VId, from which the impacts 
of these airplanes can be compared directly, is quite small. 
As noted earlier, the lack of a large-capacity airplane with propfan power is a major impediment to Options VIa and VIb. On this basis alone, 
a comparison of results among the far-term aircraft options, or between the propfan cases and other options, is not valid. In this regard, it might be 
argued th8,t, on the basis of comparable airframe technology, Option VIc 
might better be compared with Option V. However, lack of a large-capacity propfan-powered design precludes a fair comparison even in this case. 
Therefore, it appears that further analysis is re~uired to determine the true potential of thepropfan as an alternative to the turbofan. In view of the attractive fuel efficiency of the N85-200P, it is probable that this poten-tial is significant if p:r.operly exploited. An example of this potential was explored in an approximate~anner; results are given on pg. 150. 
\ 
Fuel Pc, .1ng!\from Large-Capicity Aircraft 
For many of the options where large savings in fuel are shown, one of the 
. mcs.t important factors has been the replacement of the B-747 on short routes where that airplane is not fuel~efficjent. In view of the major role this changeover ass~~es in the study, it is imr~rtant to understand how it comes 
about. 
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Of paramount importance is the study assumption concerning the future capacities 
of ma.jor hub airports. Data supplied by UAL for ten :major hub airports suggested 
only about a 25 percent expected increase in overall capacity f'or air carrier move-
ments over 1973 (Refs. 2, 13). The implication of this estimate is that an increase 
in demand of more than 25 percent can be accommodated only by an increase in average 
seating ca~acity of aircraft if extreme congestion is to be avoided. Even if this _ 
estimate is conservative, very large increases in capacity will be required to handle 
the demand growth forecasted out to the year 2000. 
Using the estimate provided by UAL as a guideline, the frequency rules described 
earlier were conceived to restrain growth in air carrier movements, particularly on 
the densest routes which invariably involve one or more major hub airports. In gen-
eral, on high-density routes (greater than 16 daily flights) frequency is allowed to 
decrease slightly but may not increase, and on low-density routes frequency may not 
decrease but can increase. The result is that the aircraft assignment algorithm 
tends to favor large airplanes on dense routes and small airplanes on lightly trav-
eled routes. 
Many of the densest routes are of relatively short stage length. For example, 
Table XX summarizes some baseline data for the busiest city-pairs (ranked by fre-
quency) in the study, showing that only one route was greater than 1000 miles. The 
average stage length of these ten city-pairs, weighted for 1973 frequency, is only 
335 miles. The tabJ_e also shows that there is an almost fourfold growth in demand 
during the 27-year forecast period. Obviously, much of this growth must be accommo-
dated by increases in seating capacity. 
The result ,vas assignment of the B-747 to many short-haul routes in the base-
line case. On some important routes, namely short stages involving New York or 
Washington, D.C., the B-747 is ruled out because of limitations at LaGuardia and 
National Airports. This means that frequencies on some other routes must be further 
constrained to avoid congestion, resulting in even more extensive use of wide bodies 
like the B-747. 
An important implication of the use of the B-747 at short stage lengths is its 
poor fuel efficiency over these stage lengths (Fig. 11). As has been" pointed out, 
this means that the more fuel-efficient large aircraft achieve a large fuel saving 
when assigned to replace the B-747. It is important that the ten busy city-pairs in 
Table XX accounted for 10% of the fuel used in the 600 city-pair system. The list 
would have been different if the ranking had been based on fuel usp-d rather than 
frequency; in particular, the average stage length would be much longer (1700 mi) 
and the amount of fuel used would be 18% of the total system fuel, However, the 
advantage to be gained in fuel efficiency at these long stage lengths by introduc-
ing new aircraft is not as great as it is at short stages because existing wide 
bodies are already quite fuel-efficient on long-distance routes; Nevertheless, 
even a small percentage improvement will permit a SUbstantial fuel saving. Two 
significant conclusions can be formulated on the basis of these results: 1) the 
greatest fuel savings are achieved by large airplanes operating on high-volume 
routes, and 2) a large airplane with good fuel efficiency at short stage lengths 
can have a great impact on fuel savings. 
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TABLE XX 
SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS FOR TOP 10 CITY-PAIRS 
(Based on 1973 Flights/Day) 
1973 2000 
Dominant 
Airplane 
Distance (% of 
st mi . * Flights) Flights* PassengerEr Fl~ghts* Passengers 
Los Angeles - San Francisco 335 129.2 10,103 3 ENB(46) 165.6 35,917 New York- Washington 206 64.0 3,408 2 ENB(52) 77.6 12,138 New York - Boston· 182 60.5 3,496 2 ENB(47) 74.3 11,483 New York - Chicago 712 58.6 3,573 3 ENB(62) 67.3 10,217 Los Angeles - San Diego 103 58.5 3,388 3ENB(43) 70.4 14,803 Seattle - Portland 138 38.3 1,518 3 ENB(49) 30.5 5,868 Dallas - Houston 228 37.4 2,088 3 ENB(52) 42.3 9,283 Los Angeles - .Las Vegas 219 36.9 2,048 2 ENB(67) 52.2 11,'756 New York - Miami 1100 33.0 2,516 3 ENB(53) 52.0 10,645 New York - Pittsburg 316 30.4 1,366 2 ENB(53) 29.6 4,361 
-- --
-
TOTAL 335(Avg.) 546.8 33,504 661.8 126,471 
Fraction of 600 City-Pairs 16,,5% 16.6% 11.9% 15.6% 
Increase from 1973:10 city pairs --- --- 21.0% 277.5% 
600 city pairs 
--- --- 67.8% 302.8% 
• Pass./Fli~lt: 10 city-pairs 61.3 191.1 
600- city pairs 61.1 146.5 
i 
Dominant 
Airplane 
(% of Airplane 
Flights) Assigned 
4 EWB(90) 4 EWB 
3 EMB(90) 3 EWB 
3EMB(89) 3 EWB 
3 EMB(85) 3 EWB 
4 EWB(81) 4 EWB 
4 EWB(56) hEWB 
4 EWB(87) 4 EWB 
4 Effl(96) 4 EWE 
4 Effl(88) 4 EWE 
3 EWB(81) 3 EWE 
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IMPACTS ANALYSIS 
Although the technology options considered in this study have fuel 
conservation as the major objective, each option can be exp,ected to impact the 
various sectors of the air transport industry in other ways as well. In this 
section the impacts of each technology option are considered with respect to 
airlines, manufacturers, airports, and government. The impacts are analyzed 
by isolating particular parameters which affect each sector, where the follow-
ing l~_st show's the parameters used in each case. 
Sector 
Airlines 
Manufacturers 
Airports 
Government 
Air Traveler 
Impact Parameter 
Annual Enplaned Passenger-Miles 
Undepreciated Fleet Value 
Fleet Seating Capacity 
Annual Aircraft Deliveries 
Annual Value of' Deliveries 
Annual Airport Activity 
Hub Capacity Used 
Noise Exposure 
Annual Fuel Used 
Annual Emissions 
Cumulative Spending 
Fare 
Servic.e (Enplaned Passenger Miles) 
'rhe impacts are considered in the short term and in the long term, 1985 
being used to represent short~term impacts and 2000 for the long-term impacts. 
All results are presented as percentage differences relative to the baseline 
case; i.e., the impact measured is the percent change of each parameter rela-
tive to the baseline value. As a convenience in idp.ntif'ying the options, 
Table :XXI summarizes all the cases considered in this study, including option 
designations and names, and the aircraft available for assignment in each 
case. This table will 1;e a useful reference in this section as well as in 
succeeding sections. 
Airline Impacts 
Impacts on the airlines are given in Figs. 23 to 25; each chart summarizes 
the comparisons of one impact measure over all technology options for each of 
the two years. The first parameter; annual enplaned passenger-miles, is a 
measure of the volume of airline bUSiness. Therefore, positive differences 
indicate an increase in airline business activity compared to baseline values. 
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J TABLE XXI 
.. KEY ~ UTRC FUEL-CONSERVATION OPTIONS 
°Etion Aircraft Available for Assi~runent 
,-
Ia Baseline Baseline In-Prod. Models* (BIPM) 
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The second parameter, tUldepreciated fleet value, is a crude measure o~ the 
amount of capital invested in the ~leet. Ideally, the ef~ect o~ depreciation 
should be included, but the assumptions which must be made and the complexity 
o~ the computation to include the depreciation e~~ect were considered to be 
unnecessary complications. Fleet seating capacity, the third parameter, is a 
measure of the total capacity of the fleet required to meet the forecasted 
demand. 
In general, it would be expected that ~leet investment and capacity would 
follow demand; i.e., an increase in demand, relative to the baseline, should 
require more seats and a greater investment in the ~leet. However, aircra~ 
size and cost per seat are also important variables among the different 
options. Particularly in the short term, the correspondence between demand 
and ~leet investment is seen to be rather weak. 
From the airlines' point of view, increases in demand are desirable, but 
not if they are accompanied by large increases in required investment. Com-
paring the options on this baSiS, it is apparent that Options lIb and IVa are 
especially good because the airline investments in each case are in line with 
the demand increases achieved. The worst case is option IVb which requires 
greater than the baseline investment in spite o~ lower demand in both time 
periods. Overall, the results show that the most desirable short-term airline 
ef~ects occur in Option lIb because,in this case,the system in which the air-
lines operate presently available equipment is improved.* In the long term, 
Option lIb is still good but Option IVa may be even better because o~ the very 
small required investment ~or derivative aircra~t. 
Manufacturer Impacts 
The manu~acturer impacts, stated in terms of annual aircraft deliveries 
and value of deliveries, are given in Figs. 26 and 27. These figures show 
that ~rom the standpoint of the manufacturer, the retro~it/mod options are 
especially unattractive in the short term because deliveries of new aircraft 
are delayed when lifetimes of older aircraft are extended. Even though the 
value of the retro~it/mod business is included in Fig. 27, the results compare 
unfavorably with most other options. (It should also be noted that at least 
some of the retrofit business credited to the manu~acturers will be performed 
by the airlines themselves.) Also, it can be seen that Option lIb is favorable 
in the short term because system improvements stimulate additional demand, but 
that it is much less attractive in the long term. 
*Although investments in onboard equipment will: be required to take ad-vantage 
of improved ATC, these investments were neglected in this study. 
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It is not surpr~s~ng that the best manufacturer impacts are from the new 
aircraft options " the new near-term aircra.:rt option (Option V) showing up 
especially well because these airplanes are relatively expensive in $ per ~eat. 
Although smaller numbers of aircra:rt are produced, compared with the baseline 
case, because of the aircraft are larger than present models, the value of 
these airplanes is up substantially. In general, manui'acturers appear to 
'. . . 
benefit more than airlines from the new near-term aircraft option. 
Airport Impacts 
The next set of impacts, in Figs. 28 to 30, concern the effects on 
airports. Two considerations drive the results in these figures: 1) the 
frequency and fleet assignment rules which led to steady increases in a1rerage 
seating capacity, and 2) increasing use of airplanes with quiet engines com-
pared with current narrow-body types. 
Since the frequency rules were operative in the baseline case as well as 
in the technology options, relativ~) airport activity grows much more slowly 
than demand in all cases. However, because the new-aircraft options featured 
airplanes of ever-increasing size,airport activity grew still more slowly in 
these cases. As seen in Fig~ 28, significant reductions in activity occur in 
Options IVa and V, and also in the new far-term options (VI), in the long term. 
Lower activity is also evident in Option IIa, but this reduction is a conse-
quence of depressed demand. ~~e impact of Option lIb is somewhat deceptive 
in that it shows higher-than-b:E~seline activity, a consequence of higher demand. 
However, improved ATC ought to benef'i t the airports because it reduces delays 
and because it can augment the favorable impact of the teobnology options. 
Results for the percent changes in hub capacity used, as depicted in Fig. 
29, are closely parallel to Fig. 28. However, a notable exception is the 
improved standing of Option IVa in terms of hub acti vi ty • The differences 
between total system activity (Fig. 28) and activity at hubs (Fig. 29) are a 
consequence of more concentrated use of large aircraft at the busiest airports. 
Since the frequency rules were postulated to contain operations growth rates 
on the densest routes, activity at hub airports grows slower than total activ-
ity in the system. Therefore, options featurin€5 the largest aircraft will 
show up better in Fig. 29 than in Fig. 28, although the basic impact is the 
same; namely, that airport operations are favorably affected by introduction 
of large aircraft.* 
-*Compensating features OI~ larger airplanes are: accelerated runway deteriora·, 
tion, space requirements at gates and on taxiways, and te,rminal congestion due 
to large passenger groupings. ConSideration of these additional factors was 
not attempted in this study. 
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R76-9l2036-l6 
The noise impacts on airports, as summarized in Fig. 30, clearly ~avor 
the derivative and new-aircra~t options because the new aircra~t are consider-
ably quieter than baseline in-production models. The new near-term aircra~t 
case, Option V, gives the most ~avorable results in both years, although it j.s 
closely ~ollowed by Options VIc and vrdin the long term, and Option IVa is 
also good. Noise expOSl~e is an impact ~or which the retro~it/mod options do 
not look attractive because they retain large numbers o~ older, noisier air-
craft.. 
Government Impacts 
Three parameters -- annual fuel usage, annual emissions, and cnmula ti ve R8d) 
spending -- were selected as representative o~ government-related impacts. 
Although Fig. 31 shows that all options result in fuel sa~ings relative to the 
baseline, it is clear that the derivative and new-aircra~t options o~~er the 
greatest reductions in the long term, vhereas short-term impacts are smaller 
and ~airly equal over most o~ the options. The picture with regard to emis-
sions is quite di~~erent, however. Results in Fig. 32 show that only the 
derivative and new-aircra~t options yield appreciable emissions advantages. 
The retro~it/mod options are again seen to be unfavorable, as with noise, 
because older cdrcra~t are retained longer. Fig. 32 shows that an important 
side bene~it o~ the new-aircra~t technology options is the large reduction in 
emissions they' produce. It should also be noted that these results are rela-
tive to the baseline case, in which steady reductions in emissions occur as 
wide-body airplanes are assigned to replace retiring older models. 
As shown in Fig. 33,the options dependent on advanced technology require 
large R&D investments by government, whereas the operational procedU2'es with 
present ATe, retrofit/mod, and derivative options require no outlay o~ f'unds 
over the baseline. Option V appears quite attractive because only a minimal R&D 
investment is required to implement a present-technology, ~uel-conserving air-
cra~t design. 
Air Traveler Impacts 
Impacts on air travelers are described by fare differences compared with the 
baseline case, as shown in Fig. 34. Since passenger demand is inversely related 
to fare, the results in Fig. 34 are qualitatively opposite to those in Fig. 23. 
The options which show up well in the short term are Option rIb and Option V, 
while Option IIa is poor. In the long term, Option V is still superior, but two 
advanced-technology options (VIc and VId) are also .favorable to air travelers. 
Although the percentage differences relative to the baseline are generally small 
for both forecast years, it appears that air travelers benefit most from improve-
in ATe and aircraft technology. The retrofit/mod and derivative options produce 
::;inall impacts. 
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BENEFIT/COST ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
All of the preceding discussion of results has emphasized the fuel-saving 
aspects of the alternative options investigated. The stim~lation of demand~ 
where it occurs due to improved quality of service, was shown to limit the 
absolute fuel saving despite improvements in fuel efficiency which is, in 
itself, a benefit/cost ratio (pass.-mi/gal fuel). However, the fuel savingG 
shown were achieved along wi"t;h other effects (variations in user cost and timQ~ 
and in noise and emissions) and with, usually, a Government spending cost for 
the R&D required to accomplish the fuel saving. 
Since many of these CO:3ts can be significant, and since they vary from 
option to option, a meaningful comparison of alternative options shm;!ld account 
for the costs measured as well as the fuel saving achieved. 
The UTRC Benefit/Cost Methodology is used to combine the various benefits 
and costs of a particular option into a single overall rating without resorting 
to artificial equivalences (to relate such diverse quantities as noise, emis-
sions, Government spending, etc.) in order to evaluate their relative effects. 
This process involves the calculc:.tion of dimensionless, normalized, benefit/ 
cost ratios, which are then combined into a benefit/cost rating using appro-
priate weighting factors for each cost element. The vreighting factors can be 
derived in a pse'tAdo-analytical fashion, as described in Ref. 14, or can be 
developed from an opinion survey as to the relative importance of each cost 
(as d.escribed in Ref. 19). The Benefit/Cost Methodology is fully described 
in Refs. 14 and 19; a brief description of its application in this study is 
given below. 
The first step in calculating the benefit/cost rating is to normalize 
the defjned benefits and costs of each option by the corresponding baseline 
values; thus, 
b. = B./B
o 
and c .. = C .. /C . , 
l 1 lJ lJ OJ 
where Bi and Ci . represent a single benefit and the jth cost associated with 
option i, Bo an~ Coj the corresponding baseline values, an4 bi and cij the nor-
malized values for opticn 1. Fractional benefit/cost ratios, representing the 
amount of benefit provided per unit cost relative to the baseline, are calcu-
lated from 
121 
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f .. = b./c ..• ~J ~ ~J 
A value of f ij greater than 1.0 indicates that option i is superior to the 
baseline with :respect to cost j (i.(;.,.it provides more benefit per unit cost); 
a value less than 1.0 indicates the baseline is better. The benefit/cost 
ratios are combined into a benefit/cost rating using weighting factors Wj for 
each cost: 
R. = 
~ 
1 
Do . 
• J 
J 
Again, a rating greater than 1.0 indicates superiority relative to the base-
line. 
~evelopment of Benefits, Costs, and Weighting Factors 
For the RECAT study, one benefj,t (enplaned passenger-miles) and six costs 
have been utilized in the analysis. The benefit value is taken directly from 
the simulation results; calculation procedures for the six costs for the 600 
city-pair network are deBcribed below. 
User cost and user time: These cost s were calculated for or~g~n­
destination air travelers using all of the cost and time elements of disutility. 
These include both direct expenditures (fare and block time) as well as indi-
rect cost and time, such as access, schedule inconvenience, destination trans-
portation, etc. Since the 600 city-pair air network transport s connecting 
passengers from other city-pairs, the total user cost and time were found by 
expanding the O-D values by the ratio of enplaned passenger-miles to O-D 
passenge:r miles. 
Fuel: Fuel consumed, a direct output; of the simulation program, was 
calC!ulated by applying the fuel-vs-distance characteristics of each aircraft 
to the frequencies determined for each city-pair. 
Government R&D spending: This cost was calculated by dete:r-mining the 
year-to-yearR~~ program costs required to support each option and converting 
them to a tota.l present value. The ousts of separate R&D programs Were esti-
mat ed for options IIb (advanced air traffic control); TV (derivatives); V 
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(new near-t erm aircrq,ft); VIa and Vlb (new far-t erm turboprop s ); VIc (new far-
term turbofans ); and Vld (new far-term turboprops and turbofans). The esti-
mated annual spending for these programs, beyond the baseline R&D progra
m, is 
presented in Table XXI. In addition, an R&D program of $124 million (1973$) 
annually has been estimated as necessary to support the baseline scenari
o. 
This figure is the average annual NASA spending for programs related to 
commercial air transportation for ~{73-FY75. The spending programs were
 con-
verted to cumulative present values using an 8 percent discount rate. This 
is done by weighting each year I s spending by an appropriate factor; the 
result is the amount of money which must be set aside at the beginning o
f the 
period (1973) to fund the total program, assuming 8 percent annual interest. 
The cumUlative present values for various periods for each program are 
presented in Table XXII. These amounts include both baseline spend..i.ng a
nd 
the additional expenditures shown in Table XXI. The Government R&D cost
 
applicable to a pa,rticular option for a particular year is the cumulativ
e 
present value for the period ending with that year taken from Table XXI
I. 
Noise: The noise characteristics of each aircraft type actually used in
 
t.he various options are presented in Table XXIII. Using these data, the
 air 
system noise was estimated rela,tive to 1973 for a fictitious average airp
ort 
having 260 takeoffs and 260 landings per day in 1973. This alrport, def
ined 
to be typical of the air transportation network, is simllar to the "23-
Airport Ave,-age" of Ref. 15. The areas within the 15, 20, 30 and 40 NEF 
noise contours were est.imated (assuming 15 percent of the flights are night-
time operations). Next, the number of people highly annoyed by airplane noise 
was calculated by the method of Ref. 14 assuming an average popUlation d
ensity 
over the noise-impacted area. This process was repeated for each foreca
st 
year and option using the mix of airplane types and the operational fre~
uencies 
appropriate to each case. The assumption was also made that the populat
ion 
within the l5-NEF noise contour would increase at the same rate as the to
tal 
proj ected population growth (1 percent per year) for the 247 SMSA I S in the 
study. 
Emissions: Airplane emissions were estimated based on the EPA landing 
and take-off cycle for each airplane type. The EPA cycle measures the p
ollu-
tants produced during operations, including: 26 minutes at idle power se
tting, 
0.7 minutes at t.ake-off power, 2.2 minutes at climb power, and 4.0 minu
tes at 
approach power setting. This cycle was used to estimate five classes of
 
pollutants for each airplane: carbon monoxide (CO), unburned hydrocarbonS 
(UHC), oxides of nitrogen (NOx ), oxides of sulfur (SOx), and particulate matter 
(FM). The SOx estimate was based on an average sulfur content of aviation gas 
turbine fuel of 0.065 percent. by weight as reported in Refs. 16 and 17. 
Since 
the classes of pollutants are not e~ually noxious, a combined emissions inde
x 
1 
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TABLE XXII 
GOVERNMENT R&D PROORAMS 
Annual Spending Beyond Baseline (106 1973 $) 
New New Far-Term Aircraft 
Adv. Near-Term Turboprops 
Year ATe Derivatives Aircraft 1985 1990 Turbofans TP +TF 
(IIb) (IV) (V) (VIa) (VIb) (VIc) (VId) 
~ 1976 0 1.5 4 7 7 7 9 
1977 10 0 13 35 32 35 38 
1978 20 0 0 65 49 60 66 
I 
: 
1979 20 0 0 91 61 110 121 
1980 20 0 0 102 61 101 121 
1981 20 0 0 25 54 43 74 
i, 1982 10 0 0 0 36 19 46 
i j 
1983 0 0 0 0 20 0 20 
1984 0 0 0 0 5 0 5 
1985-2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 100 1.5 17 325 325 375 500 
I- ff ~ ff f i 
1 
.J.;-.a 
~: n 
r ! ; 
~- ! 1 
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TABLE y.xIII 
GOVERNMENT R&D COSTS 
Total CUmulative Present Value (106 1973$,8% Discount) 
I-' 
[\) New New Far-Term Aircraft 
'01 Adv. Near-Term TurboEroEs 
Period Baseline ATC Derivatives Aircraft 1985 1990 Turbofans 
TP +TF 
(I,IIa,III) (lIb) (IV) (V) (VIa) (VIb) (VIc) (VId) 
1973-1980 712.6 754.5 713.7 724.~ 890.7 839.0 898.1 922.7 
1973-1985 980.1 1036.6 981.2 991.9 1170.7 
1160.7 1195.9 1259·0 
1973-1990 1162.1 1218.6 1163.2 1173.9 1352.7' 1342.7 
1377.9 1441.0 
1973-2000 1370.3 1426.8 1371.4 1382.1 1560.9 1550.9 
1586.1 1649.2 
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TABLE XXIV 
AIRCRAFT NOISE AND EMISSIONS CHAR~CTERISTICS 
Type 
B-747 
DC-10/LlOll 
DC-8/B-707 
B-727-100!200 
B-737-2GO 
DC-9-10/30 
Turboprop 
DC-8ER!B-707ER 
DC-9-30Dl 
DC-9-30D2 
B-727-300 
DC-l0-l0D 
DC-10-40D 
L-l011-S:10rt 
!"-lOll-Long 
NSO-200-1 
NBo-200-L 
N80-400-L 
N85-200 
r-rBS-350 
HaS-SOO 
T:8S-200P 
Noise (EPNdB) 2) 
Takeoff(l) !@.nding( 
106.3 
99·3 
116.7(JT4)/112.8(JT3D) 
99·7 
96·5 
96·5 
105.7 
105.2 
107.1(JT4)!116.6(JT3D) 
106.9 
108.0 
108.0 
97.6 ~(JT8D-209)- 102.0 
96.5 
9E .5 
99·3 
95.6 
105.5 
92.7 
95.6 
92.7 
108.0 
103.2 
105.2 
102.3 
104·9 
10l-l-.3 
107.2 
104.3 
(1) 
(2) 
3.5 nmi ~rom brake release 
1.0 nmi ~rom threshold 
Total Emissions 
(lb!EPA cycle) 
242 
182 
242 
76 
51 
51 
13 
102 
51 
57 
81 
147 
212 
132 
203 
102 
64 
182 
50 
80 
96 
28 
CO!llbined Emissions Index 
(lb!EPA cycle) (lb!EPA cycle/seat) 
71 
53 
35 
23 
16 
16 
4 
32 
16 
18 
24 
43 
62 
53 
61 
29 
19 
53 
15 
24 
29 
12 0.06 
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(eEl) was det ermined as set forth in \Ref. 18: 
eEl ::= PM + + 
eo 
107 
This equation is based on an assumed index of physiological tolerances; i.e., 
the body is 1.37 times more tolerant of NOx than of particulates, 3.82 times 
more tolerant of SOx than of particulates,'.... etc. Table XXIII summarizes the 
emissions per cycle and eEl per cycle for tl;1e airplane types defined in the 
study. Since airplane usage varies with eac~ option and forecast year, the 
eEl values in Table XXIII for each airplane Were multiplied by their respective 
yearly operations rates and summed over all ai~planes to obtain the total 
pollutant s • 
The annual benefits and costs for each year and for each option are sum-
marized in Tables XXIV-XXVII. As noted above, the noise impact was related 
to the 1973 value for a fictitious airport merely to avoid 'the necessity to 
expand noise-impacted population to the total sy~tem, a parameter which could 
be subject to misinterpretation, yet no more useful for the benefit/cost 
analysis. 
The following weighting factors were used to dombine the six individual 
benefit/cost ratios into a single benefit/cost rati~. These weighting 
factors represent an average of calculated values and the results of a survey 
of UTRC and NASA staff members (Ref. 19). 
User Cost 0.151 
User Time 0.240 
Fuel 0.243 
Government R&D 0.093 
Noise 0.128 
Emissions 0.145 
Benefit/Cost Results 
The methodology described above was used to derive the benefit/cost 
ratings presented in Table XXVIII. The interpretation of these results can 
be assisted by references to the individual fractional benefit/cost ratios 
(f .. ) which are presented symbolically in Tables XXIX-XXXII. Taken in combi-J.J . 
natJ.on, these tables can be used to illustrate the strong and weak points of 
each option in each forecast year. 
(Text continued on page 137) 
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Option 
I Baseline 
Ia 60¢/gal Fuel 
Ib Fuel Allocation: 70% Load Factor 
IIa Operating Procedures: Present ATe 
JllaO Retro/Mod: In-Prod. Only 
IlIa1 Betra/Mod: Aero, Praj. Ret. 
IIIb1 Retra/Mod: Aero + Eng. Proj. Ret. 
IIIa2 Retra/Mod: Aero, Delayed Ret. 
IIIb2 Betro/Mod: Aera + Lng. Del. Ret. 
TABLE XXV 
1980 BENEFITS AND COSTS 
Pass.- User User 
Miles Cost Time 
(109) (109$) (106hrs) 
168.8 8.09 470.2 
143.4 7.57 403.2 
164.9 7.88 468.5 
159.3 7.84 451.2 
170.0 8.11 473.5 
170·9 8.13 476.1 
168.9 8.09 470.4 
170.0 8.12 473.7 
165.5 8.03 460.5 
Gov't 
Fuel R&D Noise 
(109 gals) (106$) (rel. to '73) 
6.656 712.6 0.882 
5.587 0.884 
5.315 0.723 
6.187 0.863 
6.356 0.885 
6.436 0.941 
6.329 0.875 
6.701 1.076 
6.403 0.901 
Emissions 
(103 tons) 
36.3 
30.5 
'30.6 
34.3 
36.6 
37.1 
36.5 
38.3 
36.9 
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I 
1a 
Ib 
option 
Baseline 
60r}/gal Fuel 
Fuel Allocation: 70% Load Factor 
\0 IIa Operating Procedures: Present ATC 
lIb Operating Procedures: Advanced ATC 
IIlaO Retro/Mod: In-Prod. Only 
1IIal Retro/Mod: Aero, Proj. Ret. 1IIb1 Retro/Mod: Aero + Eng., Proj. Ret. 1II~ Retro/Mod: Aero~ Delayed Ret. 
IIIb2 Retro/Mod: Aero + Eng., Del. Ret. 
IVa Derivatives: 
IVb Deri Va ti ves: No L-l011-Long 
V New Near-Term Turbofans 
VIa New Far-Term T'Props: 1985 avail. 
J.<; 
TABLE 'XXIII 
,1.985 BENEFITS AND COSTS 
Pass.- User 
Miles Cost 
(109) (109$) 
224.1 10.62 
191.2 10.01 
216.0 10.22 
214.3 10.35 
235.2 10·91 
225.3 10.63 
225.1 10.64 
224.3 10.62 
224.6 10.6!} 
222.2 10.59 
225.3 10.62 
223.0 10.59 
228.8 10.66 
223.4 10.60 
'.,,' •• >J 
User 
Time 
1""'.:.:',::.1 
--~ 
~ ~.~ 
~ .,.~-
Gov't 
::~:_..-.~~" :t ;1 __ .... ,'. 
'It~ ~, 
Fuel R&D Noise Emissions (lOb" hrs) (109gals) (106$) (r~ 73) (103 tons) 
626.5 8.440 980.1 0.958 46.7 
J 
539.0 7.117 0.877 39.6 
622.7 6.404 0.603 39.7 
608.9 7.871 0.936 44.6 
656.8 8.428 1036.6 0.951 49.7 
629.9 7.987 980.1 0.958 47.1 
629.1 8.078 
I 
0.990 47.5 
626.9 8.060 0.980 47.3 
627.5 8.176 1.027 48.0 
621.1 8.100 0.978 47.5 
631.0 7.961 981.2 0.895 45.0 
623.5 8.299 981.2 0.915 46.3 
643.3 8.031 991.9 0.863 44.6 
625.1 8.165 1170.7 0.918 44.2 
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TABLE XXVII 
1999 BENEFITS AND COSTS 
Option 
I Baseline 
Ia 60¢/ga1 Fuel 
Ib Fuel Alloca t:i.on : 70"/0 Load Factor 
IIa Operating P~c~Euures: Present AT~ 
Ilb Operating Procedures: Advanced ATC 
IIIao Retro/Mod: In-Prod. Only 
IIIal Retro /Mod: Aero, Proj. Ret. 
IIIblRetro/Mod: Aero + Eng., Proj. Ret. 
IIIa2 Retro/Nod: Aero, Delayed Ret. IIIb2 Retro/Mod: Aero + Eng., Delayed Ret. 
IVa 
!Vb 
V 
VIa 
VIb 
VIc 
VId 
Derivatives: 
Derivatives: No L-1011-Long 
New Near-Term Turbofans 
New Far-Term T'Props: 1985 avail. 
New Far-Term T'Props: 1990 avail. 
New Far-Term T'Props: 
New Far-Term T'Props & Fans 
~.-".'- 'l 
1r?~~ 
l ><'~ • "':!e 
'-"'ri-.~P&I· .. n.~.J 
~ : 
\f.,;,..tU~~ 
Pass.-
Miles 
(109) 
280.5 
240.8 
270·5 
270.1 
294.7 
282.4 
281·5 
281.4 
280.0 
278.7 
283.7 
279·2 
293.2 
281.2 
281.4 
285.2 
284.3 
Ii' '~ 
1It-~ 
II:" . ~ 
ik_ 
User 
Cost 
(109$) 
13.40 
12.73 
12.89 
13.13 
13.78 
13.43 
13.42 
13.41 
13.39 
13.36 
13.45 
13.40 
13.56 
13.41 
13.42 
13.49 
13.46 
'': l 
~~,~. 
User 
Time 
(liT-hrs) 
789.8 
681.5 
791.2 
772.6 
828.5 
795.1 
793.2 
792.5 
788.5 
785.3 
800.9 
786.2 
833.6 
793.3 
792.7 
806.6 
803.7 
'f 
",,~~~ .. 
Govtt 
Fuel R&D Noise Emissions 
(109gals) (106$) (rel. to 73)(103 tons) 
10.536 
8.982 
7·791 
9.867 
10.500 
9.944 
9.838 
9.823 
9·737 
9.720 
9.494 
10.256 
9·531 
9·955 
10.193 
9.649 
9.620 
.~' ,,\ ',' t 
_4 
1162.1 
I 
I 
1218.6 
1162.1 
I 
1163.2 
1163.2 
1173·9 
1352.7 
1342.7 
1377.9 
1441.0 
"" , 
...--.1 
J,::':y~~ 
1.059 59.1 
0.997 ·50.6 
0.526 50.0 
1.046 57.0 
1.061 62.7 
1.068 59.6 
1.050 59·7 
1.052 59·7 
1.043 59·8 
1.026 60.0 
0.962 55.3 
0.974 58.4 
0.873 53.7 
0·973 52.7 
1.020 54.7 
1.002 51.4 
1.006 51.5 
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TABLE XXVIII 
2000 BENEFITS AND COSTS 
Pass. User User Gov't 
Miles Cost Time Fuel R&D 
.9Etion (109 ) (109$) (106 hrs) (log-gals) (106 $) 
I Baseline 436.1 21.25 1246.0 16.400 1370.3 
Ia 60¢/gal Fuel 379.2 21.4.5 1087.0 14.156 I Ib Fuel Allocation: 70% Load Factor 425.0 20.66 1253.3 12.516 ITa Operating Procedures: Present ATC 423.9 20·92 1228.7 15.439 I-' 
lJJ ITh Operating Procedures: Advanced ATC 456.8 21.'79 1300.9 16.376 1426.8 I-' 
IIIao Retro/Mod.: In-Prod. Only 439.1 21.28 1254.2 15.421 1370.3 
IIIa1 Retro/Mod.: Aero, ?roj. Ret. 439.1 21.30 1253.8 15.337 I IIThl Retro /Mod.: Aero & Eng., Proj. Ret. 439.1 21.30 1253.8 15.319 IIIa2 Retro/Mod.: Aero, Delayed Ret. 439.3 21.32 1254.1 15.252 IIIb2 Retro/Mod.: Aero.& Eng., Delayed Ret. 439.5 21.31 1256.1 15.200 
IVa Derivatives: 440.8 21.25 1264.6 13.751 1371.4 
IVb Derivatives: no L-I011-Long 432.3 21.22 1235.5 16.007 1371.4 
V NevT Near-Term TurbofahS 461.7 21.47 1337.9 13.810 1382.1 
VIa New Far-Term T'Props: 1985 availability 436.3 21.23 1250.7 15.386 1560.9 
VIb New Far-Term T'Props: 1990 availability 436.4 21.25 1250.4 15.417 1550.9 
VIc New- Far-Term Turbofans 448.0 21.26 1300.3 12.168 1586.1 
VId Ne~ .. Far-Term T'Props & T'Fans 447.1 21.25 1295.7 12.168 1649.2 
--'/"I 
L--i---~7- -1=,:-- t--~- _u.' i--J., ----~ 
ri:f~.' -.~-.i 
Noise Emissions 
(rel to 73) (103 tons) 
1.213 92.9 
1.161 81.0 
0.562 78.8 
1.208 90.3 
1.206 98.6 
1.210 93.6 
1.207 93.8 
1.210 93.8 
1.203 93.9 
1.181 94.0 
0.970 85.0 
1.032 92.7 
0.868 79.7 
1.008 81.6 
1.024 81.5 
0.903 58.7 
0.935 59·0 
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TABLE XXIX 
BENEFIT/COST RATING~ 
Option 1980 1985 
I Baseline l.000 1.000 
60 ¢/gal Fuel 0.965 0.9t,3 In 
Ib Fuel Allocation: 70% Load Factor l.091 l.127 
IIa Operating Procedures: Present ATe 0.985 0.992 
IIb Operating Procedlll'es: Advanced ATC 0.985 l.020 
IIIao Retro/Jl.1od: In-Prod. Only 
l.015 l.016 
Retro/Mod: Illal Aero, Proj. Ret. l.005 1.007 
IIIb1 Retro/Mod: A.ero & Eng. Proj. Ret. l.013 l.007 
IIIa2 Retro/Nod: Aero, Delayed Ret. 
0.970 0.996 
IIIb2 Retro/Hod: Aero & Eng. Del. Ret. 0·990 0·999 
IVa Derivatives: 1.032 
IVb Derivatives: No L-10ll-Long l.008 
V Ne1fr Near-Term Tu:rbofans 1.046 
VIa Ne1fT Far-Term T'Props: 1985 avail. l.003 
VIb Nevi Far-Term T'Props: 1990 avail. 
VIc New Far-Term Turbofans 
VId Ne1fT Far-Term T'Props & T'Fans 
."\'\. fI'"-" iii " .. g 
K·-:~:;":'1""" 
1990 
1.000 
0.960 
1.169 
0.994 
l.022 
l.017 
l.019 
l.019 
l.018 
l.017 
l.056 
1.015 
1.096 
l.029 
l.013 
l.045 
l.038 
~'T;:G"': ~ :··c>~ 
'.pl">5~''.:'" 
2000 
l.000 
0.960 
1.179 . 
0.997 
1.021 
1.019 
l.021 
l.021 
1.023 
l.026 
l.096 
l.020 
l.155 
l.046 
l.045 
1.197 
l.185 
Average 
1973-2000 
l.000 
0.967 
l.123 
0.993 
l.010 
l.015 
l.011 
l.012 
l.004 
l.008 
1.040 
1.009 
1.064 
1.017 
l.012 
l.051 
l.047 
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TABLE -.xxx 
1980 FFAC'T'IOHAL BEnEFIT/COST RLl..TIOS 
User 
Option COGt 
(0.151.)* 
I Baseline 0 
Ia 60 ¢/ gal Fuel 
Ib Fuel Allocation: 70% Load Factor 0 
IIa Operating Procedures: Present ATe 
IIIao Retro/Mod: In-Prod. Only 0 
ITIal Re~ro/Mod: Aero, Proj. Ret. 0 
IIlbl Retro/Mod: Aero & Eng., Proj. Ret. 0 
TIla2 Retro/Mod: Aero, Delayed Ret. 0 
IIlb2 Retro/Hod: Aero & Eng., Del. Ret. 0 
Benefit/Cost Ratios 
* Ifeighting Factor KEY: 0 0.98-1.02 
1.02-1.05 
1.05-1.10 
1.10-1.20 
+ 
User 
Time 
(0.240) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.95-0.98 
0.90-0.95 
0.80-0.90 
++ 
+-1+ 
+-1++ >1.20 ---- <0.80 
Fu.el 
(0.243) 
0 
0 
++-1+ 
0 
++ 
+ 
++ 
0 
0 
Gov't 
R&D Noise 
(0.093) (0.l28) 
0 0 
+++ 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
Emissions 
(0.145) 
0 
0 
+++ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Overall 
Rating 
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TABLE XXXII 
.' 
1990 FRACTIONA_L BEnEFIT/COST RATIOS 
, 
; 
i, 
I" 
I-' 
W 
\Jl 
Option 
I 
Ia 
Ib 
Ila 
lIb 
IIlaO 
IlIa1 
IIlb1 
IlIu2 
IIIb2 
IVa 
!Vb 
V 
VIa 
VIb 
VIc 
Vld 
Baseline 
60¢/ga1 Fuel 
Fuel Allocation: 70% Load Factor 
Operating Procedures: 
Operating Procedures: 
Present ATC 
Advanced ATC 
Retro/Mod: 
Retro/Mod: 
In-Prod. Only 
Aero, Proj. Ret. 
Retro/Mod: 
Retro/Mod: 
Aero -; Eng., Proj '. Ret. 
Aero, Delayed Ret. 
Retro/Mod: Aer 0 + Eng., Del. Ret. _,-
Derivatives: 
Derivatives: No L-IOII-Long 
New Near-Term Turbofans 
New Far-Term T'Pr0ps: 1985 avail. 
New Far-Term T'Props: 1990 avail. 
New Far-Term Turbofans 
New Far-Term T'Praps + T'Fans 
User 
Cost 
(0.151) 
0 
0 
o 
+ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
+ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
*\-Jeighting factor 
User 
Time Fuel 
* (0.240) (0.243) 
0 0 
0 0 
++++ 
0 + 
0 ++ 
0 ++ 
0 ++ 
0 ++ 
0 ++ 
0 ++ 
0 +++ 
0 + 
0 +++ 
0 ++ 
0 + 
0 +++ 
0 +++ 
Key: 0 
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Gov't 
R&D 
(0.093) 
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D 
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0 
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+ 
Noise 
(0.128) 
o 
++++ 
+ 
0 
0 
0 
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+++ 
++ 
++++ 
++ 
+ 
++ 
++ 
Benefit/Cost Ratios 
0.98-1.02 
1.02-1.05 
1.05-1.10 
1.10-1.20 
> 1.20 
Emissions 
Overall 
Rating 
(0.145) 
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TABLE "XXXIII 
2000 FRACTIONA.L BENEFIT/COST PATIOS 
User User 
TLme Fuel 
option 9.£rt (0.151)* (0.240) (0.243) • ( i' o 
~ 
ru 
H r~ q 
;'1 
1.1 
til 
r I f:! 
d\ 
t: 
I 
¥, I 
"j 
I::,  " , 
f-' 
lJJ 
0'\ 
I 
Ia 
Ib 
IIa 
IIb 
IIlaO 
IIIal 
IlIbl 
IIIs'2 
IlIb2 
IVa 
IVb 
V 
VIa, 
VIb 
VIc 
VIa 
Baseline 
60¢/gal Fuel 
Fuel AllocatiQr,: 7c:J1/o Load Factor 
Operating Procedures: Present ATC 
Operating Procedures: Advanced ATC 
Retro/Mod: In-Prod. Only 
Retro/Mod: Aero, Proj. Ret. 
Retro/Mod: Aero + Eng., Proj. Ret. 
Ret.ro/I'lod: Aero, Delayed Ret. 
Retro/Mod: Aero + Eng., Del. Ret. 
Deriv~.tives : 
Derivatives: No L-1011-Long 
New Near-Term Turbofans 
New Far-Term T'Props: 1985 avail. 
New Far-Term T'PropS: 1990 avail. 
New Far-Term Turbofans 
New Far-Term ~'Props + T'Fans 
*neighting factor 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 ++++ 
0 0 + 
+ 0 + 
(\ 0 ++ 
0 0 ++ 
0 0 ++ 
0 0 ++ 
0 0 ++ 
0 0 ++++ 
0 0 0 
+ 0 ++++ 
0 0 ++ 
0 0 ++ 
+ 0 ++++ 
+ Q ++++ 
Key: '] 
+ 
++ 
+++ 
++++ 
~ 
-.:J 
0'\ 
I 
\() 
I--' 
I\) 
0 
l,)) 
0'\ 
I 
f-' 
0'\ 
Gov't Overall 
R&D noise Emissions Ratir!€ 
(0.093) (0.128) (0.145) 
0 0 0 0 
0 
++++ +++ +++ 
0 0 
0 ++ 0 + 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 + 
0 0 0 + 
0 0 0 + 
0 + 0 + 
0 ++++ +++ ++ 
0 +++ 0 + 
+ ++++ ++++ 
+++ 
++++ +++ + 
+++ +++ + 
++++ ++++ +++ 
++++ ++++ +++ 
Benefit/Cost Ratios 
, 
0.98-1.02 
1.-02-1.05 0.95-0 .98 
1.05-1.10 0.90-0.95 
1.10-1.20 0.80-0.90 
> 1.20 < 0.80 
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Effect of Fuel Allocation Measures 
Referring to Table XXVIII, fuel allocation measures as applied to the 
baseline case (Ib) are seen to have the highest benefit/cost ratings of all 
options. These high ratings are directly related to higher load factors 
(70 percent rather than 58 percent). Tables XXIX to XXXII show that the 
fractional benefit/cost ratios which are most influential in these ratings 
are those with respect to noise because of heavy use of the relatively quiet 
B-747 and DC-10/L-l01l aircraft. Other ratios substantially greater the.n 
1.0 are for fuel and emissions. Ratios less than 1.0 occur for user time 
(lower frequencies) and Government R&D (same cost as baseline, but lower 
benefit) • 
The 60¢/gal fuel cost scenario is consistently inferior to the baseline, 
with its major weak points being low benefit/cost ratios with respect to user 
cost, noise, and. Government R&D. User cost increases because the higher fuel 
cost results in a fare increase. The fare increase depresses demand, thereby 
reducing the benefit, and as noted below, noise does not decrease corre-
spondingly with the reduced demand. 
Effect of Techno~iLogical Fuel-Conserving Options 
As shown ill Table XXVIII, the operating procedures option s (IIa and lIb) 
have benefit/c(h3t ratings near 1.0, where improved procedures without benp.fit 
of advanced air traffic control (ATC) are less cost-beneficial than the base-
line case (R < 1.0) despite a fuel saving; the provision of advarl.ced ATC 
makes the opt jon more beneficial than the baseline case (R > 1.0) despite the 
fact that very little fuel is saved because of increased demand. In addition 
to the increased demand, which helps all benefit/cost ratios (Tables Xlrx 'co 
XXXII), Option lIb is also favorable with respect to user cost, becaUSe of a 
fare reduction, and with respect to noise, since noise does not increase in 
proportion to demand*. The higher demand also manages to balance the R&D 
expenditure shown for the improved ATe in Table XXVII. 
The retrofit/modification options (Options III) also have benefit/cost 
ratings near 1.0; as shown in Tables XXIX to XXXII, their only significant 
advantage, in benefit/cost terms, is due to the fuel savings achieved. In 
'all other factors except noise, their benefit/cost ratios are either neutral 
or slightly negative; in terms of noise, these options which retain the older 
aircraft (a1, a2 , bl , b2 ) show a distinct noise penalty in 1980 and 1985 (,Tables XXIX and XXX). 
* With regard to noise, it appears that, for a given mix of airplanes, noise 
exposure does not vary appreciably with changes in demand. Therefore, in a 
case such as Option lIb, in which demand is higher than the baseline, the 
improved benefit is not balanced by a correspondingly higher noise exposure. 
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Among the technological options, the highest benefit/cost ratings 
(Table XXVIII) are associated with those options providing a replacement for 
the B-747 on short routes (i.e., IVa, V, VIc, and VId). As show~ in Tables 
xxx: to XXXII, all of these options offer substantial advantages (high benefit/ 
cost ratios) in terms of fuel, noise, and emission~. The high Government 
spending incur'red by the development of advanced technology, which shows up 
in adverse benefit/cost ratios for this cost item, is more than balanced by 
these favorable benefit/cost ratios. The turboprop-only options (VIa, and 
VIb) and the derivative option without the L-101Th (IVb) have lower ratings 
because of the limited impact achievable with new aircraft of 200-passenger, 
and smaller, sizes. The all-turbofan option (VIc) and the turbofan-plus-
turboprop option (VId) are nearly identical in the overall ratings; the only 
significant difference being the higher combined R&D costs of the two devel-
opment progr alns . 
Summary of Benefit/Cost Results 
In the near term (to 1985), significant gains can be achieved by the 
introduction of derivative aircraft (if the favorable characteristics of "the 
L-101Th can be achieved), and further gain~ can be obtaj.ned by the introduction 
of new near-term turbofan aircraft. 
In the far term, the development of new far-term aircraft, either turbofan-
powered alone, or with both turbofan and turboprop powerplants, is decidedly 
cost beneficial, though through the year 2000 best results are achieved with 
only new near-term airplanes. In any case, the imposi"\:;ion of a fuel-allocation 
"~asure can enhance both fuel saving and benefit/cost rating, as evidenced 
by fu4:. gains due to this measure in the baseline case. 
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REGULATORY IMPLICATIONS 
Introduction 
The aviation industry is currently subject to a great deal of regulation, 
both economic and safety-related. Economic regulation by the Civil Aeronautics 
Board (CAB) embraces entry and exit, fares, industry structure and viability, 
and, less directly, many other aspects of the industry. At the present time 
there is extensive debate over the future of aviation regulation. The Admin-
istration favors significant deregulation, and the Congress is interested in 
some of the consumer benefits associated with such a change. The CAB itself 
has considered experimental deregulation a!1d is pushing for procedural reform. 
Regulation is pervasive in its effects on the aviation system and must be 
taken into account in any attempt to project, or promote, systffin changes. In 
this section selected resultB having possible regulatory implications are sum-
marized, and the regulatory impacts or changes are discussed vTith respect to 
these specific points. 
RECAT Results with Possible Regulatory Implications 
Frequency Restraints/Increased Load Factors 
In a fuel allocation scenario, frequency reductions, or constraints on 
frequency growth, are essential. Even without fuel allocation, frequency 
grov~h limitations are required to avoid airside congestion. Carriers would 
be reluctant to do this voluntarily and might tend to reduce frequencies on 
noncompetitive or unprofitable routes rather than on competitive; high-
frequency routes. As a result, maximum fuel efficiency with minimum adverse 
impacts would not be achieved. Thus, more government regulation ,Jf capad.ty 
might be required. The number of carriers in a given market, the types of air-
planes they would be permitted to operate, etc., might be regulated, over and 
above present regulatory policy. 
The operating cost economies brought about by very high load factors in a 
fUel allocation scenario would raise carrier profits. Lowering fares so that 
profits would be reduced to reasonable levels would stimulate demand, thereby 
increasing fuel use. To prevent this, the Government might tax this excess 
revenue, possibly using it to fund fuel-conserving technology developments or 
to subsidize the price of synthetic petroleum fueL 
R76-912036-16 
Investments in New Aircraft 
Fuel conservation in the near term can be effected by either retiring 
older-model turboj et- and turbofan-povTi;;red airplanes or by retrofitting them 
for improved fuel economy; aerodynamic modifications and reengining are the 
likely ways to reduce their fuel consumption. However, even after these 
changes, the older-model airplanes would still be less efficient than the new 
airplanes (current wide bodies) which would replace them, and retrofitting 
w01;.ld delay replacement by from three to five years, possibly longer. There-
fore, it appears that rapid retirement of older airplanes, particularly 4ENB 
models, would save fuel if the cost burden of replacement by new airplanes 
could be eased by Government policy, perhaps using tax credits, or by fostering 
sale of these airplanes to foreign carriers. Additional benefits would accrue 
in noise reduction and emissions if 4ENB aircraft are replaced in the U.S. 
fleet. 
The impacts of fuel-conserving aircraft are more favorable to the public 
(through reduced noise and emissions) and to manufacturers (through sale of 
new, high-technology airplanes) than to airlines. However, these :favorable 
impacts will not come about unless airlines are able and willing to purchase 
the new aircraft. Since the net present value of high-technology aircraft 
fleets is only slightly greater than fleets consisting of additional units of 
presently available aircraft, the problem is not one of influencing the choice 
of new pUTchases. Rather, what appears to be needed is a more attractive 
environment for carrier investment in new equipment, regardless of type. 
Improvements in air traffic control (ATe) would tend to redUCe delays and 
therebY promote air transport system efficiency in terms of time as well as 
fuel.. flJ.though the costs of such improvements are not borne directly by the 
airlines (ticket taxes pay the bill via the Airport/ AinTays 'l'rust Elma) , imple-
mentation of ATe improvements may require that carriers refit their airplanes 
with special equipment to attain CC-TIr.f!8tibility with the new ground-based ATe 
eqlupment (e.g., microwave I1S, vortex alleviation devices). If the cost of 
such equipment exceeds carrier expectations of potential savings, ATe improve-
ments may not be effected, or may not achieve the maximum benefit. 
Discussion of RegulatoJ::';I Im1fdcat.ions 
Flight F:r·.~qUencY/10ad Pactors 
The regulatory ilnplications of conserving fuel by reducing or slowing the 
growth of flight frequency arc extensive and complex, whatever means lue used 
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to achieve the frequency change. Ava
ilable means include the allocation of 
fuel, which directly forces each carri
er to restrict operations, and the dir
ect 
regulation of service :frequency by the
 CAB. They also include less direct 
measures such as a change in the "Dom
estic Fare Investigation" standard load
 
factor upon which fares are based (thus providi
ng a strong economic incentive 
to the airlines), approval of voluntary interli
ne agreements to reduce capac-
ity, and expansion of charter-type ope
rations. 
Regulatory issues surrounding these ap
proaches include: 
1. Who shares in the resulting effici
ency gains? 
To the extent that it is the consumer 
who benefits through lower fares, 
the resulting increase in demand for a
ir travel nlay reduce or negate system 
fuel savings. To the extent that it i
s the carrier who benefits, there are 
regulatory (and public policy) questions. The 
CAB is unlikely to freeze fares 
while increasing load factors and thus
 reducing costs. It would be pOSSible
, 
through direct regulation of frequency
 or manipulation of the CAB fare formu
-
lae, to share the benefit between cons
umers and carriers. It is also possib
le 
to create a tax which allows fares to 
remain near current levels but prevent
s 
the carriers from realizing unreasona
ble profits. This would of course req
uire 
legislation and is not considered like
ly. 
2. In what markets will the frequency
 reductions occur? 
The danger is that direct allocation, w
ith the airlines free to institute 
frequency cutbacks, will result in low
-volume, low-profit service being cut 
rather than the highly competitive, h
igh-volume markets. Such a result is 
probably unacceptable as a practical m
atter. The other approaches would, or 
could, be implemented so as to affect 
the high-volume markets. Capacity agr
ee-
ments, however, which have been permi
tted in the past to reduce frequencies,
 
are currently looked on with disfavor 
by virtue.lly all agencies of the feder
al 
government (including the Department of Justice
, the Congress, and the CAB) • 
Significant e)~ansion of charter-type 
operations raises many questions and i
s 
-unlikely unless it results in a sharp
 drop in travel cost (raising the deman.d-
stimulation problem noted above). Direct regul
ation of frequency could clearly 
be tailored to achieve reductions (or control g
rowth) in particular types of 
markets and in a way that either limit
s or permits demand increases. It doe1
3 
represent an additional form of regula
tion and thus goes somewhat against th~
~ 
grain of current thinking directed at 
less regulation. 
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3. What degree o~ load ~actor increase represents an unacceptable 
degradation in service? 
The current load ~actor standards were not pulled out of thin air. 
Rather, they were the result o~ extensive deliberation and balancing o~ vari-
ous economic, service, and social ~actors. Clearly there is a point at which 
high load ~actors imply service which is unacceptable in terms o~ ability to 
get a seat at a desirable time. This is o~ course more acute in low-volume 
markets but is o~ general concern. The standard is currently under review by 
the CAB. 
New Aircra~t 'fechnology 
The ~el-conservation options involving the adoption o~ new aircra~t 
technology include aerodynamic improvements, engine refit, derivatives, and 
entirely new aircra~t types. From the perspective of regulatory implications, 
each presents a similar problem, differing largely in degree. That problem is 
how to gain adoption o~ new technology in the absence of clear economic advan-
tage to the airlines. 
The problem is particularly difficult at a time when capital formation 
within the industry is o~ wide concern, Recent rates of return on investment 
~or the trlull~ industry as a whole ranged ~rom 1.4 percent to 7.8 percent 
(1970 - 1974), consistently below the rates identified by the CAB and most 
observers to be reCluired to maintain a financially healthy industry. Individ-
ual lines, o~ cOUl'se, have seen losses which have at times raised doubts about 
their ability to provide service. 
In this setting, an approach involving mandatory adop'tion of new 
technology seems problematic. The precedent i"hich exists in the area of' noise-
reducing technology is not en.::!ouraging in terms of the ease with which such 
adoption for fuel-conservation purposes might be mandated. Solutions involving 
mandatory adoption of new aircraft types seem unlikely. 
Nonmandatory approaches would involve providing the airlines with the 
economic incentive to proceed "lith adoption of the new technology. This could 
be done by mOllifying current regulatory policy, An example is to favor, in 
route award decisions, air carriers which are adopting the desired eCluipment. 
There is currently little interest at the CAB in this type of modification of 
policy. 
More direct incentives, such as tax incentives or direct subsidy, are 
possible, although either would reCluire legislation. Informed observers 
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believe that sul.lvidy of airlines from the Airport/Airway Trust Fund or general 
revenues, for the purpose of encouraging adoption of f'Uel-conserving aircraft 
technology, is an extremely remote one. 
Advanced Air Traffic Control 
The development and implementation of ~proved methods of Air Traffic 
Control (ATC) as a means to conserve f'Uel presents few problems in terms of 
regulatory implications. Historically, the federal goverrLment has directed 
and funded such activities primarily, but not solely, for safety-related 
reasons. Continuing improvement of the ATC technology is f'Unded out of the 
Trust Fund supported by the ticket tax. 
Demonstrable fuel savings resulting from new ATC technology, as estimated 
in Option lIb, may be a factor in the Congress' determination of appropriate 
funding levels for development and.introduction of a next generation of ATC. 
Requirements fo~ on-board instrumentation for commercial aircraft to 
provide compatibility with new ground-based ATC does not present significant 
regulatory problems. Other preced.ents exist with many requirements for safety"'" 
related devices. Even though new systems may be in part intended to conserve 
fuel, the major justification for significant advances will be safety in an 
increasingly congested airspace. 
Summary 
The majo.'!' regulatory implications of f'Uel-conservation measures boil down 
to three potential conflicts: 
lomel Conservation vs. Promotion of Air Travel 
Current law identifies as a goal of aviation policy the promotion 
of air travel. Any proposal to conserve fuel by means that involve the 
limiting of demand, or the failure to lower the cost of air travel if 
otherwise feaSible, will be ver;r difficult to implement. (The 55-mph 
speed limit is a rare instance of acceptance of a demand-dampening 
change in 'transportation policy. It is only partly analogous, however, 
since it involves safety as well as fuel conservation among its 
justifications. ) 
2. Fuel Conservation vs. Service 
To the extent that a conservation measure involves reduction in 
service it will face tough scrutiny in the CAB and the Congress. 
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Service to smaller communi ties ils of particular importance, but even 
service reductions in high-volume markets will be difficult to achieve 
as they begin. to affect the ability of the traveler to travel at about 
the time he or she chooses. 
3. l!''uel Conservation vs. CarriE.~r Viability 
Although of less regulatory! importance than the two potential 
conflicts above, the current fi~ancial position of the carriers is 
of great concern. Conservation; measures which significantly reduce 
carrier viability, such as une1onomic acceleration of new equipment 
adoption, "Inll be difficult to limplement. 
I 
In summary, the problems and plptential conflicts between fuel conservation 
measures in aviation and other aspetts of aviation policy are real. Successful 
achievement of con~erva~ion.goa~s ~~ll require a coordinated consideration of 
regu1.8.tory and legJ.blatJ. ve l,mPllcat!10ns. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Although the major objective o~ this study has been to compare technological alternatives to achieving fUel conse~vation in the air transpor-tation system, it has been shown that "actual" fUel usage in not the only con-
sideration. I~ it were, then a solution which incurs enormous cost to the 
system, thereby raising operating costs and ~ares) thus reducing demand, would 
a:ppear most attractive. Obviously, some balance must be struck between abso-lute fUel savings and maintenance of a viable air transportation system. 
Comparative Measures 
In this study, several devices have been used to express the relationship between ~uel usage and system costs. Fuel efficiency, expressed in passenger-
miles (or seat-miles) per gallon of fUel used, is a parameter which is appro-priate to measure system performance as regards the way fUel is used. In 
ef'f'ect, it modif'ies the parameter "actual fUel used" by introducing demand 
served as a consideration o~ equal importance. However, the drawback to fuel ef'f'iciency as a comparative measure is that it crulnot be used to determine 
cumulative ~uel used. 
Another device which i']'as employed in the presentation of results is 
"adjusted" f'uel usage. With this par!L!lleter it becomes possible to compare 
o:ptions on the basis of c1rmulative fUel, and the problem o~ demand variations 
among options is eliminated by normalizing demand to the baseline value in 
eadl case. Thus, adjusted fUel used is a convenient measure of' the "savings" in fUel relative to the baseline case. 
Finally, the use o~ benefit/cost ratios has been utilized because it is a 
means of bringing additional considerations, such as noise, emissions, and government spending,' into the comparisons. Fuel, user cost, and t:r-ip time 
enter, directly or indirectly, into the calculation of' disutility which deter-
mines demand. Theref'ore, these parameters have an implicit effect on fUel 
used (actual or adjusted) and on fUel efficiency. However, noise, emissions, and government spending do not enter into the calculation of these other 
measures; they are considered only in the benefit/cost analytical process. 
Summary of Results 
In an attempt to summarize the totality of results for all options and to 
com:pa,re the fuel-conservation potential of each alternative, a set of summary 
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charts has been prepared in which the measures noted above have been employed. 
General results for cumulative demand, cumulative fuel saved, and average gain 
in fuel efficiency (defined as the ratio of cumulative demand to cumulative 
fuel used) are presented for the near term (1973-1985) in Fig. 35, and for the 
far term (1973-2000) in Fig. 36. These charts, which also give the benefit/cost 
ratings for each option, express the differences of each parameter relative to 
the baseline case, giving not only the absolute difference in the cumulative 
parameters (on the scale), but also the percentage differences (on each bar). 
An adQttional chart, Fig. 37, provides summaries of actual and adjusted cumu-
lative fuel savings for selected options over various segments of the forecast 
period. 
Considering first the near-term results in Fig. 35, note that, in terms 
of "goodness ", all parameters have beE:n selected to be better \vhen they are 
positive and numerically high. In the case of benefit/cost ratings, numbers 
greater than 1.0 indicate an improvement relative to baseline values, whereas, 
in the other parameters presented, numbers greater than zero represent improve-
ments. Also, results for the baseline sensitivity options are indicated by 
dashed lines to differentiate them from the technology-oriented results. Since 
fuel price and load factor variations may also be applied to any other option, 
these results are not meant to suggest altern?,t,ives to the tec1mology options 
but additive effects which could be expected ii~se measures were adopt eo, in 
combination with the other options. Therefore, their inc].usion is primarily 
for reference rather than comparison. 
The near-term results show that differences among the technology options 
are relatively small. Since derivative and new-aircraft fleets are rather 
small up to 1985, the beneficial effects of these advanced-technology options 
are not evident in J!'ig. 35. Respectable fuel savings are achieved by the 
operating procedures and retrofit/modification options, but the largest of 
these savings (IIa) is clearly due to depressed demand. This leaves only 
retrofit and modification as practical methods of conserving fuel in the near 
term. Of the five retrofit/mod options studied, the best are: IIIao ' in 
which no retrofits to out-of-production aircraf't are performed, and baseline 
retirement schedules are used; and IIIbl , in which both aerodynamic and enGine 
retrofits and lnodifications are performed with retirement schedules for out-
of-production aircraft delayed only slightly (3-5 years) from the baseline. 
Far-term results, as depicted in l!'ig. 36, are quite different from near-
term results. Improvements occur in all cases, but the optimum derivative ruld 
ne'w'-aircraft options g8.in proportionally more than Options II and III. The 
end resu.lt h~ that the options tend to improve with advancing technology level, 
i.e., tQwart~ ·the right in the figure. As noted before, the retrofit/mOd 
options merge to a common result in the long term, 'with cumulative fuel savings 
of about 5 percent ruld average fuel efficiency gains of about 6 percent. 
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However, the advanced-tec~~ology options achieve considerably more impressive 
long-term improvements· over the baseline case. Particularly notable is Option 
V which combines the largest demand stimulation with a respectable cumulative 
saving in fuel and, in terms of average fuel efficiency, ranks with options 
VIc and Vld. The basic derivative option, IVa, also provides sign:i.ficant 
improvements over the baseline, and about double the retrofit/mod improvements. 
As noted earlier (page 101), the computed results do not reveal the 
full potential of the propfan because a large propfan aircraft design was 
not made in the RECAT study. If it is assumed that a large propfan-
powered airplane would. have the same fuel efficiency ~dvantage over a 
till'bofan-powered airplane as it has in th~200-passenger size, and that 
the economic performance is about the same, then an all-propfan case can 
be estimated as shown in Case VIe of Fig. 36. These results, which are 
indicated by dashed lines to :i.dentify them as estimates, show that 
significant additional fuel savings may be achieved with propfans. 
When consideration is taken of the benefit/cost ratings, the above 
discussion need not be qualified. In the near Lerm, the ratings are all very 
close to 1.0, and those technology options which appear most attractive (IIIao 
and IIIbl) do not suffer from the additional considerations included in cal-
culatinp.: the benefit/cost ratios. There are, however, some gains in relative 
ranking by Options IVa and V which place them in a slightly more favorable 
light. Considering its moderate fuel saving and superior benefit/cost rating, 
Option V may be a good near-term alternative from this broader perspective. 
In the long term, the fuel saving advantages of the advanced technology 
options are further augmented by their high benefit/cost ratings. Furthermore, 
it appears that Option V achieves a slight edge because it has the highest 
benefi t/ cost rating (due to much lower Government spending 1'ela.ti ve to Option 
VI) and close to the highest fD.el efficiency. 
Thus, despite the many additional factors considered in the benefit/cost 
analysis, the implications are not significantly different than were found in 
the earlier comparison made primarily on the basis of fuel saved, thereby 
enhancing the confidence with which the study results can be regarded. This 
rapport iv.'3 fortunate because it means that striving to save fuel is not incon-
\ 
sistent \~~h efforts to improve the overall air transrort system as measured 
by benefi t/c.ost ra,tings. 
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Actual and Adjusted Fuel Savings 
Some additional insights can be gained by comparing the options on the 
basis of actual and adjusted cumulative fuel savings continuously over the 
forecast period. This comparison is made in Fig. 37 for those technology 
options which achieved the best results in Figs. 35 ahd 36. The advantage ?f 
this presentation is that it makes possible a determination of the best opt~on 
for any period out to the year 2000. Rankingl3 in actual fuel saved in the 
previous two figures appear on the bottom half of Fig. 37 for 1985 and 2000. 
Also i~dicated are the numerical standings for all other years. Since the 
curves intersect in many places, it is apparent that these numerical rankings 
are strongly dependent on the period of years chosen. 
Furthermore, it can be seen that the relative standings of the various 
options are not the same for adjusted savings as they are for actual savings. 
Since actual savings may be somewhat deceptive as an indication of fuel 
efficiency, the adjusted savings provide the better comparison. Based on this 
measure, three options (lIb, IIIao ' and V) are the best alternatives for fuel 
conservation throughout the period. However, whereas lIb is the best choice 
up until 1979*, it is ultimately the worst choice (among the options depicted) 
by 2000. Similarly, Option V does not emerge as the best choice until 1988, 
and although Option IIIao is dominant in the middle period, it is a poor long-
term choice. Note that,at the very end'of the forecast period,Option VIa 
becomes better than Option V by a small amount. However, due to the steep 
slope of the Option VIc curve, it would predominate in later years. 
Further insight into the relative potential of alternative options 
can be gained by.examination of the fuel efficiency trends presented in 
Fig. 38. These curves are not cumulative results, as in Fig. 37, nor 
are they gains over the baseline, as in Figs. 35 and 36; rather they are 
actual values of fleet fuel economy for each of the selected options in 
each of the forecast years connected by smooth curves to show the probable 
continuity. It is evident that a SUbstantial gain is achieved, even 
in the baseline case, as brought about by· both the ground r~les of the 
study (load factor of 58 percent, 10/90 first Class/coach split) as 
compared with historical (1973) practice, and the substitution and addition 
of the more-efficient wide-body aircraft into the fleet. The effects of 
those measures are felt strongly out to about 1980, but very little 
further gain is R,chieved in later years because of the limited opportunity 
to introduce a gre1:,ter fraction of the newer aircraft, and because the wide 
bodies are used at increasingly shorter stages. 
*For the period prior to 1980 Options rIa and lIb are the same. 
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Above the baseline are shown the additional gains in fuel economy achieved by 
the alternative options. Crossovers among the options are similar to those seen in 
Fig. 37 except that the effects of the more advanced options show up immediately upon 
introduction of the option rather than as effects accumulate, as in Fig. 37. Thus, 
crossovers occur earlier, an effect most noticeable in the case of the far-term air-
craft option (VIc) which dominates beyond about 1992 rather than 1999, as in Fig. 37. 
Although Fig. 37 is probably the single most descriptive exposition of the 
results which emerge from this study, it must be interpreted with care. Because the 
individual options defined for this study are very selective; i.e., each one specifies 
a particular fuel-conservation alternative, and combinations of options are not con-
sidered, not one of the individual options, including the baseline, can be thought of 
as a future scenario. Therefore, the interpretation of Fig. 37 must be that the sav-
ings indicated for any given option are probably the minimum that might be achieved . 
Additional savings can be achieved if certain options are combined, particularly if 
system improvements, such as ~ption lIb, are combined with aircraft technology im-
provements, such as Options IVa, V, and VI. On the other hand, some of the retrofit/ 
mod options may not be very compatible with the advanced-technology options because 
retention of olaer-model aircraft may delay assignment of new designs, thereby 
reducing fuel savings. 
To a first approximation, some of the options given in Fig. 37 are additive. 
For example, the combination of Option lIb with Option V would result in a cumulative 
adjusted fuel saving of about 15 percent in the year 2000, and the combination of 
Option lIb and VIc would save about 6 percent. Because of the problem noted above in 
connection with the incompatibility of retrofits and new-aircraft options, such com-
binations are not quite additive. For example, the combination of Option IIIao with 
Option V results in a 14.2 percent saving in 2000 rather than 15.5 percent which 
would result from adding the two. Similarly, the combination of Option IIIao and VIc 
results in 15.5 percent rather than 17 percent. 
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APPENDIX A 
TOTAL FUEL USAGE BY U.S. CERTIFICATED CARRIERS 
Since the ~uel use ~igures given in the main text re~er speci~ically to 
the 600 city-pair system, it is o~ interest to consider the extrapolation o~ 
these data to the total domestic system. At the same time, the fuel used by 
U.S. carriers in cargo and international service can be added to the baseline 
domestic figures to obtain an estimate o~ total fuel usage by all U.S. certi-
~icated carriers. 
The extrapolation of fuel from the 600 city-pair system to the domestic 
total is based on the 1973 enplaned passenger-mile and air system ~uel effic-
iency data in Table VI. In any ~orecast year, total domestic ~uel usage is 
determined by scaling the 600 city-pair ~uel figure using the ratios of 
enplaned passenger-miles and fuel efficiency in the first two columns. If 
FY600 is the 600 city-pair fuel in a forecast year, total domestic fuel in 
that year, FyTOT ' is: 
F YTOT 1. 35 F y600 
This conversion reflects the fact that the ~uel efficiency in the 600 ci ty-
pair system is higher than the system average because the average stage-
length and average airplane capacity are higher. In effect, it indicates 
that almost 3/4 of the domestic fuel is burned on the 600 city-pair routes. 
Cargo and International Fuel Use 
Estimates were made of the fuel used by U. S. all-cargo and international 
carriers in the forecast years. The procedures used to make these estimates 
do not approach the level of detail included in the estimation of fuel used 
in domesti c passenger operations. However, they account, in a relatively 
crude way, for ~uel used in these (..lperations and, when added to domestic con-
sumption, provide a figure representative of total U.S. air carrier fuel 
us age. In the ~ollowing paragre,phs, the methods of forecasting cargo and. in-
ternational fuel consumptions are described, and the results are presented 
for the entire forecast period c f study (1973--2000). 
Projection of Fuel Used in AII-Ga.rgo Operations 
Inasmuch as the study emphasizes the projections of passenger travel, it 
does not consider explicitly the energy reQuirements of freigh~ transportation 
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except as an adjunct to passenger transportation through the use of belly cargo 
compartments in passenger aircraft. Belly cargo is, of course, not insignifi-
cant and, with the advent of wide-body aircraft, has often been blamed for the 
failure of the air cargo market to develop as rapidly as had been predicted. 
Nevertheless, a significant all-cargo market does exist and its fuel require-
ments should be projected along with those of passenger air transportation. 
The worldwide freight market has been predicted (Refs. 20 and 21) to grow 
as shown in Fig. 1. Pertinent segments of this market (U.S. domestic and 
North American international) are also shown in Fig. 1 as projected in Ref. 
21. In these ,references, the 1975-to-1985 worldwide growth is about 10 percent 
annually, where the U.S. domestic freight growth is 9.5 percent, and the com-
bined U.S. domestic plus North American international growth prediction is 
about 10.6 percent annually. For the post-1985 period, average annual RTM 
growth rates of 9 percent worldwide and 8.6 percent for combined U.S. domestic 
plus North American intern~tional were assumed. 
From CAB statistics (Ref. 22), all-cargo revenue ton-miles (RTM) were 
calculated for the years 1970 to 1973 and are also shown in Fig. 1. These 
values must be calculated by summing the operations of the different types of 
operators (trunks, all-cargo, etc.) and airplanes (~-turbofan regular body, 
etc.) because only scheduled values are given in a summarized statistics such 
as are presented in Ref. 23. It is seen that there was growth in all-cargo 
operations between 1970 and 1972 but a significant decrease be+,ween 1972 and 
1973. While a two-year period is not statistically meaningful in establishing 
a trend, the 1970 to 1972 period showed an average annual growth of 8 percent. 
This is considerably lower than the total air freight growth in the various 
segments noted in this period, but a lesser all-cargo growth should be ex-
pected because of the introduction, in this period, of the wide-body passenge:e 
airplanes whi ch offered large belly cargo capacity. 
If one were to ratio the all-cargo operations growth in this period (8 per-
cent) to the growth of total cargo operations (13 percent) and apply this 
ratio to the approximate 10 percent growth of the total market predicted for 
the 1975-to-1985 period, a resulting growth ra.te for all-cargo operations 
would be about 6 percent annually. However, with the introduction of Vide-body 
all-cargo aircraft as is currentJy being done 1)y Northwest Orient, Seaboard 
World, and Continental, it is expected that all-cargo operations will capture 
a larger share of the total cargo market, particularly as the growth of the 
passenger fleet capacity (and belly cargo) is e:K:pected to be lower (6 percent 
to 8 percent, Ref. 20) than freight. Accordingly, a projection of 8 percent 
annually has been assumed from the last data point (1973) available for all-
cargo revenue ton-miles. As shown in Fig. 1, this results in aU. S. all-
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freight market of' about 8.8 billion RTM in 1985 and 28 billion RTM i
n the year 
2000. 
Y,fuile the fuel used in all-cargo operations can be calculated f'or p
revious 
years using the CAB statistics (Ref. 22), it is not logical to merely apply a 
growth rate based on RTM to these values because the introduction a
nd increas-
ing use of the fuel-ef'ficient wide-body aircraft will produce fuel 
savings 
which can be at least estimated. Accordingly, an attempt was made 
to project 
the RTMs expected for each aircraft type, and then apply a fuel int
ensity value 
to calculate the fuel used by each type, values which can then be s
ununarized 
for an overall fuel projection of' all-cargo operations. 
Based on CAB data (Ref. 22), the revenue ton-miles of the aircraft types 
in operation up to 1973 were calculated and are shown in Fig. 2*. 
Because 
four-engine regular-bOdy cargo aircraft tend to be loaded more hea
vily by all-
cargo carriers, and produce better fuel economy, these types were s
eparated 
between trunk and all-cargo carriers. As shown in Fig. 2, the data do not 
lend 
themselves to establishing a clear trend. Therefore, it has been a
ssumed that 
the RTM for these aircraft will reach a level of 1.100 RTlvi/;;rr in 1975 
and will 
remain at that level out to 1985, at Which time they will begin a d
ecline 
assumed to reach 100 million KIM. in the year 20(10. Beyond 1975, all-cargo 
growth is assumed to come in the form of' the introduction of wide-b
ody all-
cargo aircraft. Based on the trend shown in Fig. 2, the use of 3-e
ngine regu-
lar-body all-cargo aircraft appears headed down-wg,rd and the trend h
as been 
simply extrapolated to 10 million RTM in 1985 and phased out after t
hat. 
Adding the trends for the regular-body carGo aircraft shown in Fig.
 2 and 
Subtracting f'rom the projected RTM for all-cargo operations given in Fig. 1 
leaves t'1e RTM expected for wide-body cargo aircraft, as shown in E
'ig. 2. It 
is really too early to tell how this will be split between 4-engine
 (B-747) 
and 3-engine (DC-IO) aircraft; orders currently on the books suggest about a 60/ 
40 split in RTM. The precise split is not too important for the p
rojection of 
all-cargo fuel use since both aircraft are quite fuel-efficient com
pared .ri th 
conventional aircraft. Using the assumed split, the RTM trends are
 as shown 
in Fig. 2. 
CAB data (Her. 22) permit the calculation of fuel intensity (gal/RTM) of 
all-cargo aircraft for those types in operation in 1973. Since ,,,id
e-body all-
cargo aircraft were not in operation in that year, the fuel intens
ity of such 
* Note that turboprop aircraft, though included jn the historical c
alculations, 
are not shown in Fig. 2 because their productivity was less than 60
 million 
RTM after 1970 and were phased out between 1973 and 1914. 
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aircraft must be estimated b"ased on the fuel consumption and speed ch
aracter-
istics of' wide-body passe;nger aircraft and known cargo capacity of' wi
de-body 
all-cargo aircraft. These calculations are given in Table I, and sum
marized 
values of' f'uel intensity estimated for the present study are shown be
low: 
Operator Aircraf't Gal/RTM 
T:nmk 4TF, R-B 0.218 
All-Cargo 4TF, R-B 0.163 
3TF, R-B 0.280 
4TF, W-B 0.102 
3TF, W-B 0.160 
4TP 0.255 
Applying these fuel intensity values to the revenue ton-mile projections of 
Fig. 2, the estimate of fU,el used, shown in Fig. 3, is obtained. It 
is seen 
that whereas the all-cargo RTM projection represents an 8 percent annual growth 
to 1985, the improved fuel ef'ficiency of the wide-body aircraft now be
ing in-
troduced results in an ovel'all fuel projection having only 5.8 percent annual 
growth to 1985. Projections beyond 1985, based on the extrapolated RTM data 
gi yen in Fig. 2, give an average growth in fuel cons umed of 6.7' percent /year. 
Projections of Fuel Used by U.S. International Passenger Carriers 
Fuel comn.hl1ed by U.S. international passenger car:ders Was estimated 
by a 
method similar to that used for cargo. Projections were first made for the 
traffic volume in revenue passenger miles (RPM), fuel intensities were speci-
fied for each aircraft type appropriate to the forecast years, and fu
el usage 
was projected as the product of' these components. 
Of the various proj ections of future RPM growth in the international pas-
senger market, t1:lose presented in Ref's. 20, 21, and 24 represent a sp
ectrum of 
viewpoints, including manufacturer, operator, and independent forecas
ters. 
These forecasts rar.ge from optimistic to pessimistic, as shown in T
able II, 
They are in agreement in only two respects, namely the marked decline
 in 
grovTth relative to historical data and the uneQual gr0wth by sectors. 
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TABLE I 
FUEL INTENSI1Y OF TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
(1973 ·C~A~B. Data) 
OPERATOR OPERATION A/C TYPE REV. TONS GAL/BL. HR BL. SPEED GAL/RPM 
Trunk Dom., Pass. 4TF, W-B 19.0 3388 456 0.39 
Trunk Int., Pass. " 24.9 3598 470 0.307 
Trunk Dom., Pass 4TF, R-B 8.2 1765 412 0.52 
Trunk Int. , Pass. " 9.9 1866 447 0.422 
Trunk Dom. , Pass. 3TF, W-B 12.6 2236 412 0.431 
Trunk Int. , Pass. " J5.5 2652 449 0.381 
Trunk Dam. , Pass. 3TF, R-B 6.6 1313 357 0.557 
Trunk Int. , Pass. " 6.9 1503 386 0.564 
Trunk Dom. , Cgo. 4TF, R-B 20.9 1860 420 0.212 
Trunk Int. , Cgo. " 19.1 1876 451 0.218 
Al1-Cgo. Dom. , Cgo. " 29.6 20LJ. 416 0.166 
All-Cgo. Int. , Cgo. " 29.5 2166 452 0.162 
Trunk Dom. , Cgo. 3TF, R-B 12.0 1377 410 0.280 
AII-Cgo. , Cgo. 4TF, W-B "'76.5* '" 3600 '" 460 0.102 
All-Cgo, Cgo. 3TF, W-B "'37.5* '" 2600 '" 430 0.160 
, Cgo. 4TP 8.7 675 273 0.255 
* 
Cargo Load Factor estimated at 60% in years subsequent to 1974. Bc.:Jed on 
trend of system load factor for all-cargo operations starting at 51% in 1970 
and reaching 59% in 1974. 
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Sector 
Atlantic 
Pacific 
Latin America 
TOTAL 
TABLE II 
Summary of RPM Growth Rates 
International Air Passenger Carriers 
Ref. 20/Ref. 22/Ref. 24 
RPM Growth Ra.'0es in Percent 
- Historica1_ 
1960-1970 1970-1974 
16.5 2.9 
13.5 
-0.6 
17.1 0 
15.9 1.1 
... 
1970-1975 
4.5/-/-
12.7/-/-
13.0/-/-
8.8/7.4/-
/ 
, 
, 
.' 
Projected. 
1975-1980 
6.9/-/6.4 
l4.0/-/8.1 
13.5/-/9.0 
10.4/8.9/7.5 
.. 
1980-1985 
5.4/-/-
11.0/ -/- " ~ 
12.1/-/-
8.6/7. 0/-
! ' 
I~ 
t--"-«o,----
I 
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A .stmmlary of RPM projec'tions adopted for this study is shown in Fig. 4. 
The growth rates by sectqr, which are noted in the inset, were adapted from 
the data in Table II. The contrast in future RPM growth relative to the 1958-
1913 period is apparent. 
Considering the base year for this study (1973) it is of interest to see 
how RPMs and fuel were distributed by aircraft category. Using Ref. 23 as the 
source of these data, Figs. 5 and 6 were prepared to show this breakdown. 
Note that four-engine wide-body aircraft generated the most RPMs of any air-
craft type, but were second to four-engine regular-body aircraft in fuel usage. 
Of the remain~ng categories, turboprop and turbojet aircraft accounted for only 
minor shares of RPM and fuel, and both have declined further since 1973. 
Three-engine wide-body aircraft had not made a significant impact in 1973, 
but their utilization on international routes can be expected to increase at 
the expense of three- and four-engine regular-body aircraft. Assuming that 
these latter aircraft types will be phased out by the late 1980s and early 
1990s, wide-body aircraft will eventually dominate in all sectors. A summary 
of this assumed changeover is given in Table III in terms of both RPM and fuel 
consmned. by sector and by aircraft type. The RPM data were tMen from Fig. 4 
and fuel intensities for each aircraft category were based on the following 
1973 data from Ref. 23. 
Aircraft Category Average 1973 Fuel Intensity, Gal/RPM 
Four-Engine Wide-Body Turbofan 0.04120 
Four-Engine Regular-Body Turbofan 0.05262 
Three-Engine Wide-Body Turbofan 0.04577 
Three-Engine Regular-Body Turbofan 0.05891 
Four-Engine Regular-Body Turbojet 0.06708 
Four-Engine Regular-Body Turboprop 0.06270 
As the more-fuel intensive aircraft are retired, overall fuel int,ensity of 
the international passenger aircraft fleet decreases with time, as shown at the 
bottom of Table III. Thus, the growth of fuel usage is less than RPM growth. 
The estimate of total fuel is illustrated in Fig. 7 by sector and by year 
throughout the forecast period. .--
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TABLE III. 
n 
Summary of aRM and Fuel Projections 
International AirPas~enger Carriers 
" n i 73 80 85 90 95 , 100 
, 
i , 
Zone Type RPM Gal RPl~ Gal RPM Gal Ra.! Gal Ra.! Gal ',Ra.! Gal 
-.~'""-- --
~)~ iJ.Q§l iJh J.J£l Ufb ru§l UQ§J. ru§l ~ L~ Usb 
--} U 
Atlantic 4EWB 10,424 418 17,850 735 26,132 1077 34,056 1403 43,500 1792 53.600 2208 
I I~ERB 6,525 336 2,520 133 1,112 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 I , 
I 
3ERE 630 48 630 37 I 556 33 344 20 0 0 () 0 
4l?l'J 547 36 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 C1 \) I 
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r I r---- ---1 
1 I 
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PROJECTION OF FUEL USED BY U.S. CARRIERS 
IN INTERNATIONAJ- PASSENGER SERVICE 
BASED ON 1973 FUEL INTENSITIES 
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Summation of Fuel Usage 
Using the scaling law derived earlier for domestic passenger-carrier fuel, 
the baseline 600 city-pair forecasts in Table VI~ the cargo fuel projection in 
Fig. 3, and the international fuel projection in Table III, an estimate can be 
made of anticipated fuel use by all U.S. certificated carriers. This summation 
is shown in Fig. 8. Since the growth rates are different in each of the three 
sectors, the percentage of total fuel used by domestic passenger carriers de-
creases from 75.8% in 1973 to 64.3% by the year 2000, while in the same period, 
cargo fuel use grows from 6.6% to 10.2%, and international fuel use from 17.6% 
to 25.5%. 
Two qualifications should be noted with respect to Fig. 8. First, the 
slow growth in fuel use between 1973 and 1980 is related to the assulUf'!d seating 
densi ty and load factor increaSes included in the RECAT ground rules (Table V*). 
Second, the fuel estimate for domestic passenger carriers is based on the de-
tailed simulations described in the text, whereas the cargo and international 
projections are less credible in their derivation. However, since the deriva-
tion of cargo and international fuel data is well documented in the tables and 
figures of this appendix, variations in these projections CaG be easily incor-
porated into the results in Fig. 8. 
* Main text. 
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FUEL USAGE BY US CERTIFICATED CARRIERS 
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SurnmJ.ry of RPM and Fuel Projections 
International Air Passenger Carriers 
.-
.' 
'73 '80 '85 '90 '95 2000 
~.3i 
~-')", 
Zone Type RPM Gal RPM Gal RPM Gal RPM Gal RPM Gal RPM Gal 
-- --
(106) 0.fb UQ§J. (106) (106) u£J. u® u® wb (106) il9.~ 1Jlb 
'1.: 
, 1; 
'~ i-
~-; Atlantic 4EWB 10,424 418 17,850 735 26,132 1077 34,056 1403 43,500 1792 53,600 2208 
~. 
11 
· ~i 
.., "* 
4ERB 6,525 336 2,520 133 1,112 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
3ERB 630 48 630 37 556 33 34!f 20 0 0 0 0 
4El'J 547 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
" ~ i ~ 
J ~' 1 
--
---
Total 18,126 838 21,000 905 27,800 1170 34,400 1423 43,500 1792 53,600 2208 
.. 
Pacific 4EWB 4,440 191 11,647 480 16,660 686 23,630 974 33,150 1366 47,515 1958 
j 
~ , ~ 
-~ 
P J 
" ! t, ~ R i1 ~ 1 
· 
i ~ 
!fERB 3,339 185 1,946 102 784 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3EWB 212 10 437 20 2,156 99 4,170 191 5,850 268 8,385 384 
3ERB 81 9 71 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
--
'. 
--
Total 8,071 394 14,100 606 19,600 826 27,800 1165 39,000 1634 55,900 2342 
f! 
~ 
· 
" 
{'i: Latin !~EI1B 1,971 85 8,554 352 16,545 682 28,946 1193 !f2,028 1732 62,252 2565 
iI 
li America 
~ ., p 4ERB 5,389 282 3,960 208 3,110 164 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3EWB 1,572 71 4,118 188 8,33~ 381 ~ !! 14,564 666 24,472 1120 36,248 J.659 
;'1 
3ERE 2,389 131 3,168 187 3,110 183 2,290 135 0 0 0 0 ..... ~ ~ 
If: 
.... !: 
'1.' ;j I , h " ~~
.1 
4El'J 257 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
41"I'P 66 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 1l,643 591 19,800 935 31,100 1410 45,800 1994 66,500 2852 98,500 4224 
TOTAL 37,840 1823 54,900 2446 78,500 3406 108,000 4582 149,000 6278 208,000 8774 
Overall 0.04818 0.04!156 0.04339 0.04243 0.04223 0.04219 
Fuel 
Intensity (gal/RPM) 
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APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF NEW FAR-TERM TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT 
The task described in this appendix concerns the derivation of new, 
far-term, fU.el-conserving airplanes from the Boeing study, "Fuel Conservation 
Possibilities for Terminal Area Compatible Aircraft" (Ref. 9). The Terminal 
Area Compatible Aircraft (TACh as a generic type, uses composite material in 
the primary stl~cture, advanced-technology engines, stability augmentation, 
and a high-aspect ratio wing with supercritical airfoil sections. In addi-
tion, the TAC airplane includes the following features to improve its fuel 
consumption and reduce the delay time associated with terminal area operations: 
• Trailing-edge flap scheduling to mlnl~ze vortex 
strength and permit one- to three-mile separations 
on approach 
• Adequate takeoff thrust to achieve an 8- to 10-deg 
takeoff gradient, and a high-aspect ratio (12) wing 
with 25-deg sweep. The TAC airplane has improved 
low-speed aerodynamics, low noise, and uses less fuel 
in takeoff tha,n a conventional aircraft. 
• Rapid deceleration on the ground combined with a 
high-speed turhoff capability to reduce runway 
occupancy on landing 
• Powered wheels to allow terminal area compatibility 
without the need for towing 
-In this study, some of the benefits made possible by these terminal-area-
compatible featfu'es'-oannol PE? achieved because they require system changes 
(ATC and aircraft-based equip~~i1tr·wh1dt.ar..e. ... p.ot assumed as nominal. There-
fore, the object being to define an advanced ~irpla.lle, .. which will conserve fuel 
independently of overall system improvem.ents, changes we~e 'mad-e . .'t;;o the TAC 
airplane as described below. In addition, scaled-up versions wer~·def:i.ned 
(357 and 512 seats, compared with 201) to provide some flexibility in the fleet 
assignment process. The characteristics of these aircraft are summarized 
in the table below: 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF NEW, FAR-TERM TURBOFAN AIRCRAFr 
Designation N85-200 N85-350 N85-500 
Range (nIDi) 3,000 3,000 3,000 
Cruise Mach No. 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Takeoff Field Length (ft) 8,300 8,300 8,300 
Capaci ty with 1,0/90 Split (seats) 201 357 512 
Gross Weight (lb) 254,200 432,100 528,700 6 
Initial Cost with Spares (1973 $) 16.56 x 106 29.00 x 106 35.31 x 10 
Engines: 
Number 4 4 4 
BPR 6 6 6 
SL Static Thrust (lb) 15,200 24,600 29,500 
Performance and Economic Characteristics 
Block Time 
The Eoeing estimate for block time incorporated TAC time-saving features 
which are not consistent with the RECAT study. Therefore, Boeing's estimate 
w'as increased by nine minutes to be compatible with the expected level of 
ATe dela;ys postulated for the mix of airplanes in the study. The resulting 
block time equation is 
Hour (1) 
where R is in st. mi., and the numbers in brackets l,'efer to 201-, 357-, and 
512-seat aircraft, respectively. 
Block. Fuel 
The only adjustment made to block fuel was an allovTance for the 
additional delay time nnplicit in Eq. (1). At a load factor of 58 percent, 
the block fuel is given by Eq. (2). 
{
580} 
Fuel = 960 
1140 {
1.97} 
+ 2.99 
3 •. 57 
(2) 
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Operating Cost 
The total operating cost of this airplane was estimated based on a 
modified 1967 ATA equation, for the DOC, and the Lockheed IOC method using 1973 
coefficients. The crew cost in the ATA method was increased by 42 percent to 
be compatible with assumptions being us ed by the other RECA'l' con tractors, 
giYing $210 per block hour compared with a Boeing estimate of $275 per flight 
hour. Other DOC assumptions are listed below: 
Depreciation - 16 years with 10 percen.t residual values 
Spares - 15 percent of airplane first cost 
• insurance rate - 1 percent of first cost per year 
• Maintenance Labor Rate - $6.10 per hour 
60 percent of the ATA cost per cycle 
75 percent of the ATA cost per hour 
Maintenace burden - 1.8 times the direct airplane and 
H;.gine labor cos ts 
• Utilization - 9 hom':,,\ per day (assumed constant) 
The resulting total operating cost less fuel 
{
1153 } 
Toe = 1 Less Fuel 753 
2136 
+ 
177 
{ ~~;~} 
3756 
tB 
is given in Eq. (3). 
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APPENDIX C 
DEMAND AND MODAL SPLIT MODELS* 
An innovative transportation demand forecasting 
method is presented which is particularly suited to 
the analysis of the impact, on travel demand, either 
of new modes or of changes to &xisting modes. The 
approach consists of two distinct but related steps. 
First, the total demand for travel between two cities 
is forecasted; this dem .... md is then divided 1IJ'I:"lng the 
competing modes through the use of a modal-s.,it 
model. Both calculation~ are sensitive to the charac-
teristics of the transportation system being analyzed. 
The paper discusses the derivation, calibration, and 
application of the two models • 
Modal-Split Model 
Theoretical Background 
The modal-split model divides the total demand 
for transportation between two cities among th~ compe-
ting modes based on the total travel cost of eadl mode 
to the user. This total cost, referred to as disutil-
ity, includes money costs, travel time, and measures of 
inconvenience combined into a single quantity by means 
of a value of time. In an ideal situation, with all 
travelers evaluating the disutilities of two competinG 
modes, Da and Db, identically, and basing their deci-
sions solely on disutility, the modal split would 
appear as in Fig. 1, all travelers choosing the mode 
with the lower disutility. In reality, hgwever, each 
traveler will perceive the situation dif~~~ently and 
the disutilities calculated by the analyso will repre-
sent average values at best. Consequently, the actual 
modal split will be as shown in Fig. 2, a probabilistic 
distribution based on the relative values of the modal 
disutilities. 
SHARE a 
____ ----11.0 
FIG. 1 Ideal modal split. 
+ 
*Based. on technica:'" paper, Ref. 25 
MORE SENSITIVE 
+ 
Ft,.:. 2 Actual modal split. 
Formalization of the modal-split model and extension 
to multiple-mode scenarios require that the disutil-
ities be normalized in some way, preferably to an 
appropriate mean. After some experimentation it was 
concluded that this can best be done with a harmonic 
mean defined for the n-mode case as 
1 n 1 
== E -..,.,. D'" i=l D{' 
where Di is the disutility of the ith mode. The 
harmonic mean represents the overall dis utility of 
travel, considering allmodes. It is always less than 
the lowest modal dis utili ty, but is very near the lowest 
dis utili ty if all the other disutilities are much higher. 
Wi thout the exponent, it is analogous to the overall 
electrical impedance of several impedances in parallel, 
an apt analogy since the traveler ("current") can. choose 
anyone mode ("impedance") to complete his journey. The 
exponent of 2.0 was found to improve the model corre la-
tion by keeping the harmonic mean closer to the lowest 
disutili ty. The modal-spli t model gives the modal share 
of mode k as 
where ~(x) j,s the cumulative area under the normal 
distribution curve, given by 
.p(x) = IX 1 e - y2/2dy 
-",J2n 
and 
n l 
L: i)Zi i=l 
(i~k) 
(Le., the harmonic mean of all modes compe~ing with 
k). The parameter A is a sensitivity coefficient 
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determined by regression analysis; its effect on the 
modal split is shown qualitatively in Fig. 2. High 
values of A result in modal splits more sensitive to 
disutllity differences, in the limit approxiwating the 
ideal modal split. Low values of A are characteristic 
of less sensitive modal. splits; a value of zero would 
indicate a completely L'andom modal split independent of 
disutility -- a horizontal line passing through the 0.5 
share ..,rdinate. 
The above modal-split model can be classified ali 
an aggregate model since the modal shares are deter-
mined by one calculation involving the average 
traveler (i.e., all the travelers are aggrclgated 
together for the purpose of determine the modal split). 
In models which employ a dis aggregate approach, trav-
elers are divided into groups by trip pt~pose, income 
level, travel party size, etc., and ~ separate modal 
split is determined for each group. Since disaggre-
gate models x'equire substantial data both for calibra-
tion and forecasting, as well as more computation, the 
aggregate model appears more practical. However, one 
step toward disaggregation has been taken with the 
use of separate modal splits for business ,and per,..·onal 
tra\·elers. There are three reasons for this breaklb¥f!i! 
(1) the dissimilarities between business and personal 
travelers are greater than for any other traveler 
subgrotl!l; (2) sUfficient data for calibration and 
fOl'ecp,sting are available, as described below; and 
(3) this type of disaggregation is often desired by 
users of transportation ft.-recasting models. 
Definition and Computation of Disutility 
Disutility, the basis for the modal-,split coml'u-
tat ion, is defined as 
(trip time) + (trip ;ost)/(value of time) 
and represents the total time of the trip including the 
tL~e-equivalent of the trip cost. (In earlier versions 
of the model, disutility was measured in dollars (cost 
+ time x value of time). The formulation ~ras changed 
i'or compatibility with the demand model, as described 
later, but the change d0es not affect the modal-split 
model.) Disutility, in hours, is computed on a per-
traveler basis for a one-way trip. Compon?nts of 
trip time j.nclude intercity travel time, local access/ 
egress 'l.nd t ... 'rminal time, and the tillll=-equivalent of 
schedule inconvenience. Trip costs include intercity 
fare, local access/egress and terminal costs, enroute 
meal and lodging cost~, and the cost cf local trans-
portation at tbe destination. Definition and compu-
tation of each dis utility component aN described 
below. 
Intercity travel time is t\1e terminal-to-
terminal time, for public modes, or aV<1rage door-
to-door driving time, for ~uto. Times can ue taken 
directly from schedules far existing modes or calcu-
lated for new modes. In the case of auto, nonstop 
"='rlvinfl times' taken from tables often found in \1igh-
,fay atlaser. are increased by 10 percent to allow for 
fuel, mrlal, Lad rest stops. 
Local access/egress and terminal times and costs 
'represent the time and cost of getting .from the local 
180 
or~g~n to and through the terminals of public modes 
(and vice-versa at the destination). 
Schedule inconvenience is conyerted to an 
equivalent time based on the assumption that the 
traveler's preferred departure time is independent of 
the service schedule. If t\1e service frequency is high, 
the schedule inconvenience is one-half the average 
headway, or (8/F) for F departures spread over sixteen 
hours of operation per day. In a low-frequency situa-
tion, however, travelers will probably rearrange their 
affairs to accommodate the schedule, and the perceived 
schedule inconvenience >Till be less than (8/F). 
Assuming that (1) the maximum schedule inconvenience is 
four hours for 1 or less departures/day, (2) 32 depar-
tures/day constitutes high-frequency service, and (3) 
schedule inconvenience is a continuous function, the 
schedule inconvenience time is givbn by: 
4 (F<l) 
4/FO. 8 
S/F 
(1 <F<32) 
(F>32) 
This funcc'ion is shown in Fig. :J; ~t has been 
empir;cally verified as part of the modal-split model 
calibration. 
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FTr,. 3 Schedule i.nconvenience function. 
Tnterci.t~r far(>'1 can be taken from publiahed data 
or calculated. Premium fares are not considered 
since the amenities purchased with the fare premium 
(1vider seats, better meals, prestige) are difficult 
to quantify. In situations involving fare discounts, 
such as in the current air system, the average fare 
paid, rather than the published full fare, should be 
used; this results in different fares for business and 
personal travelers because of the more lddespread use 
of discount fares for personal travel. For auto, the 
"fare" is the operating cast, plus tolls, divided by 
travel party size to apportion the total cost amon~ 
those sharing the trip. Since intercity trips are 
not the major use of most automobiles, operating 
costs include only mileage-related costs (fUel, tire 
wear, repairs and maintenance), omitting fixed owner-
ship costs such as depreciation and ins~ance. 
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Enroute meal and lodging costs account ~or the 
extra travel expenses associated with the longer 
periods a1;ay ~rom home resulting from longer travel 
times. Although these costs are more significant 
for the slower modes, they are appUed to all modes 
since any nonzero travel time increases the li~eli­
hood of extra expens es of this type. Even a two-
or three-hour journe~' will cause some travelers to 
spend an extra night away from home, although the 
expenses may actually be incurred at the destination 
rather than "enroute". Meal and lodging costs are 
figured by converting the total travel time (including 
access time but excluding schedule inconvenience) into 
travel days or a fraction thereof, which is then mul-
tiplied by the meal and lodging cost per person per 
day. Because of their smaller travel party size, 
business travelers have higher (per person) lodging 
costs. For those modes offering complimentary meals, 
meal costs are arbitrarily halved. 
cost of local tr~nsportation at destination is 
included in the disutility of public modes because the 
auto traveler bas his own car with him at his destina-
tion to provide convenient, lmv-cost transportation, 
while the p·.lbllc mode traveler does not. The cos t of 
destinatioll transportation is given by 
where MnT = 1 - MJ) x Dn. EDT represents the daily 
rate for substitute transportation, which is generally 
independent of travel party size, PS' and is therefore 
apportioned among the travel party members; ST repre-
sent8 the length of' stay at the destination i~ 
days; the f'lictor 2 is introduced to apply half of 
the total cost to each one-way leg of the round 
trip, since the total cost is incurred only 
once during a round trip; and MDT represents an 
!\djustment multiple based on the density of tb·' des-
tination cit.y, DD, expressed in 103 persons/llli2 • 
The form of MoT reflects the observation that the 
relative cost of not having one's own car for local 
travel decreases as the destination density incl'eases, 
probably because public transportation is more plen-
tiful and local travel distances are shorter. In 
the extreme (New York), congestion and high parking 
fees would make a car a relative burden, resulting in 
a zero or negative value for MnT' (A negative cost 
of destination transportation represents an advan-
tage for public-mode travelers relative to aUGo 
travelers, just as a positive value indicates a 
relative disadvantage.) The density multiple Mn is 
determined in the model calibration described below. 
The daily rate EDT can represent the actual cost 
of car rental, taxis, etc. or can represent the 
abstract inconvenience of not hav5.ng one's own car. 
In practice, EDT is based on rental car costs. Since 
the daily cost of renting a car generally declines 
'Hith the rental period, RDT is a function of SL 
derived from an analysis of car rental schedules. 
RDT is calculated assuming that the car is driven 
100 miles per day and crediting the rental charge 
with the cost of operating the traveler's own car 
this distance (i.e., CDT represents the extra cost 
incurred by not having one's own car at the destJ.na-
·tion. 
181 
Model Calibration 
The data source for the modal-split model calibra-
tion is the 1972 Nat1 anal Travel Survey (NTS t. This is 
is a survey of intercity (i.e., 67 straight-line miles 
(108 km) or more) trav€l conducted at about five-year 
intervals by the U.S. Census Bureau; in 1972, 24,000 
househOlds were surveyed and information on 75,000 
trips obtained. Pertinent data for each trip are stored 
as a separate data r<;lcord on a public-use computer tape, 
a copy of which was purchased and processed for thj s 
study. T1>10 of the data elements in each record are the 
trip's origin and des tination cHles or Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA). (All trip 
records are for round trips, "ith the origin being the 
traveler's residence and the destination being the 
i'arthest point on the b.·ip' s itinerary.) It iE thus 
possible to extract data for specific city-pairs. The 
amount of such data is limited, however, by the f·act 
that many trip origins and/er d~st:inations lie outside 
SMSA's. Furthermope, the Census Bureau suppresses such 
data unless the specific origin or .:lestination Sl-!SA 
appeared in 400 or more records; th1ll', only 29 oX'igin 
and 26 destination SMSA' s, out of a total of 247, are 
specifically identified. Twenty-two cities appe~Lr as 
both origins and destinations, 7 aE prigins only, and 
4 as destinations only; a total of 7964 records llad 
both the origin and destination SMSA identified. 
Twenty-five city-pairs were finally selected for 
inclusion in the calibra~'ion data base; each had at 
least 20 trip records reported by at least 10 different 
households in each travel category (business and per-
sonal). The total number of records for each city-pair 
varied from 5l to 383. Although in most cases the data 
cannot'be considered a representative sample for each 
city-pair, it is assumed that a model calibrated against 
the behavior of a subset of travelers based on the 
specific characteristics for that subset will correc.tly 
predict the behavior of all travelers when prov1.ded .vi th 
the appropriate general characteristics. As "ould be 
expected, 17 of the 25 city-pairs lie ,vi thin the! 
densely traveled Northeast and California corrio.ors, 
and most of the rest are under 500 miles (800 km) apart. 
The specific data extracted from the data tape for 
each city-pair inCLuded bUSiness/personal fract10ns of 
total travelers and separate values of average party 
size, length of st8if at destination, air share, i~nd 
value of time for business and for personal travl~lers. 
Value of time 1'las calculated as follows: 
(Annual Householdrncome/2080)/(Travel Party Size) for 
business travelers 
(Annual Household rncome/2080)!(Household Size) for 
personal travelers 
'l'he factor 2080 coilve'.ts annual income into an hourly 
rate (52 forty-hour weekS). The use of travel party 
size for busineas travel in determining per~persoll 
income is appropriate since a principal wage earner 
is probably included in a business travel carty. Since 
this is not necessarily true in the case·of personal 
trave}., income is appo ·tloned among aa the members of 
the hOl'sehold. Appropriate data describing the rr12 
modal characteristics were also collected for these 
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city-pairs, including: air, bus, and rail fares; travel 
times, service frequencies, and access data; and auto 
driving times, distances, and tolls. ALL of tbis infor-
mation was used to calculate ~1isutilities, which were then 
used to calibrate the modal-split model against the air 
share data. (Only air shares were used because, in 
general, bus and rail shar""s are too small to be statis-
tically reliable; as a result, the auto share is 
approxin~tely (1 - air share) and is therefore redun-
dant.) OVerall air shares varied from 0 to 89.5 per-
cent. Several of the assumptions and procedures used 
in the dis utility calculation, as descrl.bed above, 
were varied to test their correctness. The results 
are summarized below. 
1) The determination of value of tl.me described 
!Lbove was verified. Although a slight improvement in 
the model's accuracy was obtained when business values 
of time were l.ncreased, the improvement was not signi-
ficant enough.o justify values of time higher than 
those already used. 
2) Values of Mn (multiple of destination-city 
density in the cost of destination trunsportation) 
of 0.050 for business travelers and 0.025 for personal 
travelers were obtained. The value of MoT is thus 
+0.65 for Los Angeles and -0.32 for New York for busi-
ness travelers; corresponding values for ~ersonal 
travelers are + 0.825 and +0.34. This difference 
indicates that business travelers are less 
inconvenienced by the lack of an automobile, particu-
larly when traveling to relatively dense cities. A 
probable explanation is that business travelers are 
more likely to visit the central city area where public 
transportation is more convenient and one's own car is 
more likely to be a li.ability. To the extent that the 
local transportation cost biases the modal split towards 
auto, the higher value for personal travelers could 
serve as a surrogate for an unquantifiable preference 
for thaI:. mode. 
3) Although the sensitivity coefficient for per-
sonal tl'c'lelers tends to be higher than for business, 
equality can be forced with negligible loss of accuracy. 
A val'le of A '" 1.60 was obtained, resulting in a stan-
dard er:c6r (rr) of 9.8 percent in the es time ted air 
shares and a correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.85. 
When only two modes are involved, the modal-split 
model reduces to 
and 
The share of mode 1 as a function of the dis utility ratio 
(Dl/D ) is shown in Fig. 4. Tile modal split is fair4--sensi~ive to this ratiO; a 20 percent inCl'<laSe in (Dl/D2) 
from LO to 1.2 red'"ces the share of mode 1 from 50 per-
cent to 34 percent, lihile a 20 percent decrease (to 0.8) 
increases the share to 70 percent. 
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FIG. 4 Modal split for two modes (A=1.6). 
Mode]. Application 
3.0 
In order to apply the modal-split model, it is 
necessary to know various traveler characteristics for 
each city-pair, including travel. party size, value of 
time, length of stay at destination for both business 
and personal travelers, and the overall business/per-
sonal fra~tions. Party size is needed to compute the 
per-traveler cost of local uestinatj?n transportation, 
enroute lodging, and inter!!:>' ty 1).uto "fare"; length of 
stay at destination is also required for the destina-
tion transport.ation cost; ani the nl=ed for value of 
time is obvious. The business/personal fra~tions of 
total travel are used to combine the separate modal 
splits into an overall modal split for the city-pair. 
As indicated above, a sufficient quantity of data to 
determine these characteristics lfi th statistical sig-. 
nificance is available for very few city-pairs. Con-
sequently, for most city-pairs it is necessary to use 
appropriate average values derived from analysis of the 
NTS data. Since forecasts are made for ci ty-to-city 
travel, it was decided to include in the calculation 
of these average values only those NTS data records 
which indicate both origin and destination as being 
In rul SMSA. 
Travel Party Size. An analysi~ of these records 
showed that the average travel party size depended 
~ainl.Y on trip purpose; there appeared to be little, 
~f any, correlation with trip distance or traveler 
income. The average party size, Ps ' is 1.4 persons fer business trips and 2.8 for personal. 
Value of Time. The aVerage value of time computed 
as described above, was found to be $2.ll/hour' for 
personal travelers and $7.58/hour for business travelers. 
Since the average per-capita income f?r all SMSA's in 
1971 (the time period reflected by the NTS income data) 
~ras $45C8/year: or $2.17/hOur based on 2080 hours/year, 
the value of tl.me is about 1.0 times average income 
for personal travelers and 3.5 times average income 
for business travelers. These parameters are called 
value-of-Ume multiples and can be applied to the per-
capita income of any particular SMSA, as forecasted 
for any year, to obtain appropriate values of time. 
The higher multiple for business travelers reflects 
both tbe different conversions between household 
income Rnd value of time and the tendency for business 
travelers to have higher incomes than personal travelers. 
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The value of 1.0 for the personal traveler value-
of-time multiple is not a definition but a coinci-
dence. In actuality, those with higher incomes travel 
more, so that the average personal traveler has a 
higher income than the population in general. However, 
income data included in the NTS and reflected in the 
modal-split model calibration are as stated by the 
survey respondents, while income data and forecasts 
for SMSA' s are computed by economis ts • The latter 
data :Lnclude income which most people 'fOuld not con-
sidf;r, such as employer-paid insurance and pension 
benefits and the potential income of owners' equity 
in their homes, and is thus higher than survey data. 
By coincidence, these two effects cancel each other, 
so that the average value of time for personal trav-
elers is the S!lJlle as the average per-capita income. 
The effect of substantially higher val~es of time 
for business travelers is to make faster, hi~ler-cost 
modes, such as air, m:)!" attractive to them relative 
to slower, lower-cost modes, such as auto. This 
is reinforced by the smaller party size for husiness 
travelers, 'rhich causes their per-person auto operating 
cost and enroute lodging cost to be hi<;:;her, and by 
their lower perceived cost of not having a car at 
their destjnation. 'lhus, forecaste:! air shares are 
higher for 1Jusiness travelers than for personal 
travelers. The same phe:lomenon also occurs in the 
analysis of other fast, high-cost, modes, such as 
V/STOL '1r ',ligh-speed rail. 
Length of stay at Destination. The length of 
stay at destination (number of days) was found to 
depend upon both trip purpose and trip distance as 
shown in Fig. 5. Business trip lengths increase 
with distance to a maximum of 6.9 days for distances 
of more than 1300 miles (2090 kID). ~ersonal trip 
lengths reach a maximum of 14.6 days for distances 
of 2000 miles (3220 kIn) or more. The apparently' 
excessive business length of stay probably results 
from the inclusion of ouly the major trip purpose in 
the National Travel Survey data. Many combination 
bUSiness/pleasure trips are reported as business 
trips (as indicated by the presence of family members 
in the travel party), thereby inflating the average 
business stay length when compared to trips whose 
sole purpose is business. 
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FIG. 5 Length of stay at destination. 
Business Fraction. The business fraction of 
the total travelers for a particular city-pair was 
found to be a function of both distance and the 
cities involved. Since the business fraction varied 
so much from city-pair to cit.y-pv,ir, it was decided 
to incorporate data for specific city-pairs whenever 
possible. Thirteen of the 25 city-pairs used in the 
model validation ~Tere judged to have a sufficient 
number of records (100 or more) reported by a suf-
ficient number of different hOllsel:olds (35 or more) 
to provide meaningful busines2 fractions. When data 
for these city-pairs were removed, it was found that 
the business fractions for the re~aining city-pairs 
could be represented by 
"here d is the city-pair distance in statute miles, 
and Fa and Fn are origin and destination city correc-
tion factors. The uncorrected business fraction, 
(FEon/FoFn), is sho'ffi in Fig. 6. Note that FBij I-
FB. ,; cons ider, for example, New York - Miami. siffiharly, Fol Fn fOl' a particular city considered as 
both origin and destination. Sufficient data were 
available to calculate unique correction factors for 
17 origins and 24 destinations, including 1;; cities 
for which both FO and FD wex'e calculated. All other 
values of ~·O and FD are uni'ty. Values of FO range 
from 0.86 (Cleveland) to 1.39 (Boston); and FDfrom 
0.30 (Honolulu) to 1.50 (Atlanta). 
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FIG. 6 Uncorrected business fraction of total travelers. 
It is apparent that the disutility computation 
for a traveler baving origin i and destination j (i.e., 
an i-j-i rotmd-trip traveler) is different than the 
disutility for a j-to-i traveler (i.e., j-i-j round 
trip). There are three differences: (1) the origin 
city average income used in computing 'vll., values of 
time; (2) the destination city densit:l' t'"= in the 
cost of destination transportation; am' (3) the busi-
ness fraction correction factors. ThUSl there is a 
total of four seta t.r disutilities and foux modal 
splits for each city-pair (business and personal for 
each diredion). The overall city-pair demand for a 
part.icular mode is fOllne! ty- combinine; the buciness 
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and personal modal shares for one dh'ection into an 
overall share and then applying this share to the 
directional demand. (See the following discussio~ 
of the denltlnd model.) The overall share of mode i is 
given by 
"here SBi and SPi are the shares of the business and 
personal travelers selecting mode i, and FB is the 
business fraction of the total travelers. This pro-
cess is then repeated for the other direction and 
the t1-ro directional modal demands are added together. 
Another consideration in disutility computation is 
that traveler characteristics for the City-pair a~ 
a whole are used rather than tho~e for a specific 
mode. Thus, for example, the srune party size is 
used in computing the disutilities for all modes, 
even though the travelers choosing auto will tend 
to have larger party sizes. This equivalent size 
is used so that all modes will be evaluated on a 
common basis with respect to the average traveler. 
Reliance on traveler characteristics extracted 
from the 1972 NTS for forecasting future years natu-
rally leads to thc question of whether these charac-
teristics change with time. Data from the other three 
National Travel Surveys -- 19572 , 19633, and 19674 --
were analyzed in an attempt to answer this question. 
'Unfortunately, the fotw surveys are not strictly com-
parable since each used different definitions, ques-
tionnaire phrasing, and sampling methods. Since the 
older surveys are available only in summary report 
form, it is not generally possible to extract consis-
tently defined data. 
Da.ta for size of the average travel party (bus:1.-
ness and personal), bUsiness traveler fraction, and 
length of stay at destination f1'om the four surveys 
~lere compared. The travel party sizes and business 
fractiOl1S' ",ere virtually identical after adjustment 
for inconsistent definitions. Length of stay at 
destination did show a moderate decline in the 1957-
1972 period; however, it is not clear that the trend 
can be extrapolated into the future. Furthermore, 
the available data are for all travel; data for travel 
between SMSA' s are available only for 1972. In 
summary, there are insufficient data to forecast future 
valties of the traveler characteristics used in the 
modal-split model. Since the 1978 data are the best 
available, and slnce there is no indication of sub-
stantial variation:; ovcr a fifteen-year period, it 
is reasonable to ,~se 1972 value;:; i.n forecasting 
£'nture years. 
Demund Mode 1. 
Theoretical Eackcround 
The demand model forecasts the total (i.e., via 
all mOdes) demand for transportation between two 
ci ties. Many attempts to predict travel dema.nd between 
twa points have evolved from E.nalogy to the expression 
tal' the gravitational attract::'on between two bod' aEl. 
In th(' tra.J1flportation demand analogy, populations ()"[~ 
the :Lnteracting cit-ies are analogons to the masses of 
attractir,g bodies l l1nd the dts tance is taken as the 
184 
impedance to ·havel. Thus, the classical "gravity" 
model for travel demand Qij is: 
where %.j is the number of travelers per year between 
ci ties i and j, Pi and p. are the populations, nnd d 
is the distancle betwe~n ~he cities. K ~d Ci are empir-
ical constants determin".d from regression analyses of 
historical datia. In the transportation context it is 
not ne~essary that the exponents of Pi and Pj should 
,'e unity, and it is clear that, if' Pi and Pj are used 
to represent the T,lotential for travel interactions, 
Eome situations will require a re]!resentation of this 
potential by factors other than the population itself. 
One might expect that the gravity model would 
yield a reasonably consistent representation of total 
demand in a re:tatively homogeneous medium such as the 
domestic United. States. However, in most cases where 
analysts have ·tested for coefficient repeatability, 
they have been disturbed by the instability of' the 
coefficient K. That is, this coefficient as derived 
from regression analyses of historical data is very 
volatile in itll value with respect to the choice of 
data points seJ.ected. This coefficient instl.lbilit·y 
of the classicl~l gravity model leads one to sm:pect 
the validity of' the model. A clear illustration of 
this coefficient instability is an order-of-magnitude 
discrepancy bet~een the regression lines for travel 
demand in the C alif'ornia Corridor in 19Eo and the 
Northeas t Corrj dor in the same yeat.5• Concei vat-ly 
this could be c:alliled by differing per-capita travel 
habits. HOyleV"r, an examination of the statistics 
in various U.S., Travel Surveys indicates that the per-
eapita travel '1 ~v~,ls in California are only about 50 
percent higher than in the Northeast. 
The reas or:. for th1 s dis cr",pancy, which was firs t 
postulated and later validated, ~ppears to be related 
to the number cf travel choices available. Given 
a. reasonably constant propensity to travel, as noted 
~Dove, the tri1' demand between two centers having a 
given travel ai,traction (product of populations) will 
vary depending on the number of alternat,i ves available. 
As a result of the availability of many other trip 
opportunities (oth~r cities), travel between two 
cities in a dense region will be much less than the 
travel between two other cities (having the same 
travel propensity as measured by population and.dis-
tance) io. a sp'lrsely settled region. 
nlUS, the simple gravity model, as stated, will 
not be eenerall;r truc, but an improved lin-body" 
gravity mod~l can be derived from it. To do this> it 
is a'lsUlIled that the basic gravity model, ;rhile inca-
pable of weasurin~ the absolute level of demand for 
a city-pair, can be used to measure the relati:.re level' 
of demand. nlU~, the fraction of the to(;al trips 
originatin;; in city i which is attracted to 'city j is 
given by 
:':(CA P a. 
k 1k i 
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where the form of both the numerator and denominator 
(sUJmlation) is analoghus to the gravity model. The 
sUlTanatioll in the denor. inator is called the n-body 
term and represents the demand dilution due to alter-
native destinations. In practice, it includes all 
ci ties among the 247 SMSA' s uefined by the Census 
Bureau which are more than 67 miles (108 km) from the 
origin. This minimum distance defines inte~city travel 
in the 1972 U.S. Travel survey1 and is used to elim-
inate from consideration commuter-like travel between 
very close city-pairs such as Ba1timore-I>Tashington 
and New York-Newark. An attraction factor Aij, uni-
que to ea~h city-pair is used to quantify the non-
population characteristics of city j which attract 
travelers from city i; it is especially important 
for destinations such as Miami and Las Vegas. \>Then 
attraction factors are used, the model coefficients 
need not account for large city-pair to city-pair vari-
atiQns in demand, thereby improving the accuracy of 
the model for more typical situations. In the above 
expression, distance has been replaced by disutility, 
Dij, which is a more accurate meastU'e of impedance 
to travel. The disuti1ity term, Dij' is calculated 
in the modal-split computation and is the harmonic 
mean of the disuti1ities of the competing modes. 
Since two harmonic means are calculated for each 
city-pair (for business and personal travelers) an 
average value weight.ed by the bnsiness/personal 
traveler fractions is used in t~.f; demand model. 'rhe 
exponents band c are universal constants to be deter-
mined by regression analysis to historical data. 
Completion of the demand model derive.tion requires 
an expression for the total number of tri,ps to all 
\'iestinations originating in city 1. This demand is 
postulated to be 
"here 1(, a, and d are universal constant determined 
via regression analysis. nle average disutj~ity 
I)f a trip originar.; np: in city i is 'Oi' whj ch is 
given b:y 
Z Q. D d 
-d k( ik ik) Di = 
EQ. 
k ik 
From Eq. (1), the above definition can be.rewritten 
as 
b c-d 
r. (A r In ) 
k ik k ik 
Z(A p bin C) k tk k ik 
(2) 
which is more readily computed. Thp average dis utility 
teI'il1, Di' cau!,es the total demand to be sensitive to 
changes in the overall disutiUty of travel. System-
wide changes, such as a change in the air fare 
structure, will affect the total level of travel. On 
the other hand, a disutility change affecting only one 
city-pair (i.e., a change in Dij)' while having a mini-
mal impact on TIi and hence on total demand, will alter 
the distribution of the demand, as shown by Eq. (1). 
Although income does not explicitly appear in Eq. (2), 
it is a cOlnponent of disutility; hence, an increase in 
income levels \·/ill reduce the average disutility (by reducing 
the time-equivalent of the trip cost), thereby resulting 
in an increase in total travel. Because of this effect, 
an income term in tlle total demand expression is unneces-
sarYi also, the relatively high correlation between 
population and per-capita income can cause statistical 
difficulties when explicitly including income. 
The final form of the demand model is fOllild by 
combining Eqs. (1), (2), and (4), 
or 
K Pia 
~ij =v 
i 
l: (A P bin c) 
k ik k ik 
E (A P bin C-d) 
k ik k ik 
(6) 
The above expression gives the number of travelers 
originating in city i and having destinations in city 
j (Le., i-j-i round trips). A coq)letely analogous 
expression can be vritten for Qji' the number of j-i-j 
round trips. Hoy/ever, from the definition of att;:ac-
tion factors it is clear that Aji does not necessarily 
equal Aij; also, in the modal-split model discussion 
it was pOinted out that Dji does not equal nij' The 
total demand for travel between i and j, in terrrk~ of 
rOill1d-trip travelers, is given by 
The total flow of passenge~'s is 2Q, s~,nce each round-
trip traveler makes two one-way trips. 
140del Calibration 
Calibration of the demand model. requires demand 
data for a reasonable number of city-pairs, preferably 
spanning several years. Auto demand data are generally 
unreliable and exist for only a limited number of short-
haul markets. Ho,/ever, air demand data. are both abun-
dant und reliable due to the CAB'S Origin-Destination survey~ which is hased on a 10 percent sampling of all 
airline tickets. ConseqUently, it was decided to esti-
mat.<! total demand data by dividing air demand data by 
air shal'l~s ().ll calculated by tM moilal"split model. 
Although this introduces errors into the data bas~, 
these ar,e minimized in the case of long-haul city-pairs. 
Since long-haul air shnreJJ are known to be large, modaJ.-
split estimation errors have a relatively small effect 
on the total demand estimate. With this approach, 
total demand data were obtained·for a much 1a:r'5er 
variety of distances, regions, and years than was pre-
viously porsible. 
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The years selected for the demand model calibration 
were l~')B, 1966, and 1972. These years span the tran-
sition from propeller to jet aircraft on domestic 
routes, a period marked by a large g~'owth in air travel 
resulting from a sUbstautial reduction in travel dis-
utilities. By calibrating the model against a wide 
range of input data, its validity in making long-range 
fUture forecasts is enhanced. Also these three partic-
ular years lie close to the 1954-1974 growth ~rend 
line. The top ranked eighty-four city-pairs (by air 
passenger-miles) .,ere selected; they range 1'rom 182 to 
2716 miles (293 to 4373 kID) in distance and had 1972 
air demands varying from 28,000 to 2,800,000 round-
trip travelers. Collectively they accounted for 46 
percent of the total 1958 air passenger-miles and 37 
percent of the air origin-destination travelers, 
declining to 32 percent and 31 percent, respectively, 
in 1972. Individual average, annual city-pair growth 
rates during the 1958-1972 period varied from 4 per-
cent to 15 percent, compared to a domestic average of 
10 percent. The demand model calibration data thus 
include a broad cross-section of the domestic travel 
market. 
The modal characteristics for each city-pair were 
obtained for each year from appropriate issues of the 
Official Airline Guide, rail and bus schedules, highway 
atlases, etc.; the modal-split model was then used to 
calculate the disutilitj~s and air shares. 
As may be expected, calibration of an expression 
as complex as Eq. (6) is not straightforward. As a 
start, Eg. (6) is rewritten to simplify the l'ig,.'1t-
hand side: 
[ Q
ij l: (A P biD C-d)] 
Aij k ik k ik 
~ K pap b /D c 
i j ij (7) 
Assumed initial values of the attraction factors and 
the model parameters b, c, and d, along .,ith air demand 
and population data and calculated dis utilities and 
air shares, are used to compute the left side of Eq. 
(7). Taking the logarithm of each side of Eq. (7) per-
mits the use of a standard multivariable linear regres-
sion computer program to compute 'those values of K, a, 
b, and c ',hich minimize the standard error of the 252 
data points (84 city-pairs for each of three years). 
Equation (7) can be rewritten to solve for Aij; hO',;-
ever, although there are two attraction factors for 
each City-pair, only the combined air demand is 
available. To obtain a unique solution, it is 
assi.lJJled that the attraction is either equal in both 
directions (Aij '" Aji) or entirely unidirectional (A .. = 1 Or A.. '" 1). The former assumption is appli-
catie for mOfii~city-pairs while the latter is appli-
cable mainly when one city is a resort. Since attrac-
tion factors are obtained i'or each city-pail' for each 
of three years, a geometric mean of the three values 
is computed for each r.ity-p~ir. UsinB these ne¥ 
values of attraction factors and e~ponents, the left 
side of Eq. (7) can be re-evaluated and the entire 
process repeated; thic is continued until the model 
coefficiento converge, which usually requires no 
more than three oz' four comp:).ete cycles. Since the 
exponent d does not ~ppear on the right side 01' Eq. 
(7), the entire rebl'ession analysis must be repeated 
186 
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for various values of d until satisfactory results are 
obtained. 
Computation of the summation term in Eq. (5) or (7) 
requires knowledge of the B.ttraction factor Aik and 
travel disutility Dik between the origin SMSA and all 
other SMSA's more than 67 miles (108 kro) dibtant. 
Although these are known for some city-pairs, it is 
obviously impossible to collect all of the modal data 
necessary to calculate Aik and Dik for the remaining 
city-pairs. In these instances, Aik is assumed to be 
unity while Dik is estimated from nominal modal charac-
teristics expressed as functions of distance. 
The model coefficients determined from the calibra-
tion are: K = 1009; a = 0.90; b = 0.75; c = 1.l5; and 
d = 1.85. The corresponding correlation coefficient 
(R2) was 0.99 while the standard error of the 252 data 
point estimates was 15.6 percent. Aggregate errors 
(i.e., errors in estimating the total 84 city~pair 
air demand) were +0.8 percent, -1.1f percent, ani! +1.7 
percent for 1958, 1966, and 1972, respectively. OVerall 
aggreg~te error for all three years was +0.5 percent. 
The very high correlation coefficient and very low 
aggregate errors indicate a good representation of the 
air demand data. Part of this is due to t;he existence 
of a aeparate attraction factor for each city-pair; 
however, since there are three data values for each 
city-pair (one for each year) and onl"' 01,; attraction 
ractor, there are still modeling errQrs. The standard 
error is considerably hiGher than the agg;regate error, 
indicating that the error in forecasting the total 
demand for a netvrork of city-pairs is likely to be 
lower than the errol' for cach individual city-pair. 
The generali ty of the demand model vras tes ted by 
significantly reducing the size of the calibration data 
base (eiHler the number of city-pairs or the time 
span of the data) and recalibrating the model. ~le 
coefficients did not change significantly. Thisfinding 
lends support to the application of the model to city-
pairs and time periods beyond the calibration base. 
As examples of the results obteined with the 
demand and modal-split models, data are presented in 
Table I for three important city-pairs taken from the 
demand model calibration data base. Washington-New 
York and Nel1 Yorlt-Los Angeles are, respectively, typi-
cal short- and long-distance higher density city-pairs, 
While San FranciSCO-LOS Angeles is a unique l'lituation 
chosen to illustrate the power of the models. The 
costs, disutilities, and air shares shol;n in Table I 
are averages for business and personal travelers. 
These averages were calculated specifically 1'or this 
presentation; ordinarily, separate costs, disutilities, 
and modal shares are calculated for each travel purpose 
categol~, as explained in the discussion of the modal-
split model. Between 1958 and 1972, the constant-
dollar total cost of an air trip, reflecting changes 
in the ail' fare structure, rose for short trips and 
fell for long trips. In California, however, the intro-
duction oflo;,-c08t, intrastate, air carrier servi::e 
resulted in a sharp drop in air fare on the S.F.-L.A. 
route. In terms of total air time, the change from 
propeller t.o jElt aircraft resulted in a SUbstantial 
reduction on long routes, but only a modest reduction 
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TABLE I 
DEMAND AND MODAI, SPLIT MODE:i:, RllSULT.'l 
Washington - San Francisco- New York -
New York Los AnE:;eles Los Angeles 
1958 1972 1958 1972 1958 1972 
Distance - Miler- ,km) 
Total Air cost*- 1970$ 
Total Air Time - Hours 
Air Disuti1ity - Hours 
Mean Disutility - Hours 
Air Share 
206-(331) 335-(539) 2453-(3$147) 
Di - Average Disutility - Hours 
L:QiWPi - Trips/CapHa 
Fij 
Air Demand - 103 Round Trips Estimated 
- Actual 
24 
3.2 
14.7 
7.0 
28% 
20.7 
1.7 
0.165 
342 
357 
29 45 
2.9 4.5 
11.5 22.2 
5.5 10·9 
2% 2&{o 
14.7 35.1 
3.1 0.6 
0.142 0.457 
783 ~20 
620 498 
35 205 168 
3.2 11.5 8.2 
12.8 88.3 !f9.7 
8.1 70.0 43.4 
60'/0 78% 93"/. 
23.0 20·9 15.2 
1.3 1.4 2·5 
0.435 0.007 O.OlD 
2666 195 592 
2796 194 552 
* Including fare, access, meals and lodging, and destination-transportation costs. 
on short routes where access time 1s often greater than 
block time. In the case of S.F.-L.f •• , however, the 
intr.oduction of service at satellite airports in both 
cities had a significant impact on access times, p.on-
tributing to a sharp drop in total air time. The air 
times and costs are combined using the appropriato 
values of time ;Thich reflect inCOme increases from 
1958 to·1972, to obtain the air disutilities in 
Ta.ble I. Air dis utility reductions for S.F.-L.A. 
(42 percent) and N.Y.-L.A. (~4 percent) are more pro-
nounced than for Wash.-N.Y. (22 percent) where rislnr, 
air cost partially offset the drop in air time and 
the increase in value of time. The harmonic mean 
disutilities shown reflect the impl'oveJ'lents in other 
modes -- faster auto and bus times, 10,Ter costs rela-
tive to income, t4etroliner service for Wash.-N.Y., 
etc. Application of the modal-split model results 
in the air shares shown. In the case of Wash.-N.Y., 
air improvements are offset by improvements in the 
other modes, resulting in little change in the air 
share, a typical short-haul situation. On t,he other 
hand, a dramatic increane in air share occurs in the 
S. F. -L.A, market, ;rhere the greatly improved intra-
state carrier service has made air the dominant mode. 
Although substantial air improvements also occurred 
for N. Y. -L.A., the effect of approachin/s saturation 
(i.e., modal shares can neVer exceed 100 percent) 
limits the increase in air share. 
The average disutili ties sho,Tn in Table I are for 
alL trips originating in the first-named city of each 
pair; ,they reflect the modal improvements and income 
increanes discussed abOVe, showing about 30 percent 
decline from 1958 to 1972. The higher values for 
San Francisco, compf,l.red ;,ith Washinr,ton and lIe'l York, 
are consequences of the loncer average travel dis-
tances prevrl..mt outside the Northeast. The reduc-
tion in average disutHities results in the increase 
in travel propensities (trips per capitf,l.). It should 
be emphasized that the demand model is fer S~~A-to­
S~mA travel; therefore, the travel propensities shmln 
are for travel to other SMSA I s only. San Franciscans 
do not travel le~s, but many more of their trips are 
187 
to non-SMSA destinations. The term Fij represents 
the fraction of the total trips originating in city i 
which is attracted to city j. The three-fold differ-
ence in values between Wash.-N.Y. and S.F.-L.A. reflects 
the n-body effect; San Franciscans have fe;, nearby 
S~SA travel alternatives and, ~s a result, a large pro-
portion of their trips are attracted to Loo Angeles, 
The decline in Fij for the t;ro short-haul situations 
is ,lue to the fact that the changes in the air trans-
portation system between 1958 and 1972 caused a larger 
decline in long-haul dioutilities than in short-haul. 
As a re~ult, a greater fraction of travel is attracted 
to more distant destinations, as indicated by the large 
relative increase in Fij for N.Y.-L.A. 
The combined results of the demand and modal-split 
models give the estimated air demands 0110;r)1. Compari-
son with the act'Aal data shows that the mOdels have 
reproduced these three very different l~JWth patterns 
quite ,rel1. The model estimates shown in Table I com,,, 
directly from the demand model calibration and reflect 
attl'action factors calculated from data for n'.l three 
years. Thus, "forecacts" of 1972 based soleeyon 1958 
attraction factors would show larger errors. Also, 
errors in madeline a future scenario (populations, 
incomes, modal characteristtcs) ~lould result in fore-
casting errors not reflected in tl1esc examples. 
The three examples presented in Table I display 
markedly different 6'l:'owth rates in air demand. The 
factors influencing the demand for travel via n speci-
fic mode in a particular market are discussed below. 
Population, of b.Jth origin and destina.tion cities, 
directly affects total demand through the demand model. 
Demand does not increase a.s rapidly as oriein popula-
tion (i.e., the exponent "a" is less than 1.0) becaUBe, 
in a larger city, intracity trips resemble stlort inter-
city trips in terms of disutility and because more of 
those needs ;,hich are potential ca\mes of travel can be 
satisfied locally. 
" 
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Income influences demand through disutility in 
three -w;;:ys: (1) rise in income level will cause the 
average trip disutility (Di ) of the oriein S~flA to 
fall, thereby increa~ing the total amount of travel; 
(2) by lowering the time-equivalent of travel cost, 
an increase in income will increase the attractive-
nese of more expensive (longer) trips relative to 
less expensive (Shorter) trips, causing a larger por-
tion of total travei to be drawn to more distant des-
tinations; and (3) within each city-pair the faster, 
more expensive modes (air, high speed rail) will 
become more attractive relative to the lower-cost, 
sleMer modes (auto, bus) when incomes rise, and their 
market shares will increase. 
Modal characteris cics influence demand through 
the same three mechanisms as income, since the two 
are combined to form disutility. Changing the modal 
characteristics for a particular city-~air will alter 
the modal split, directly affecting qsch mode's demand. 
Furthermore, the change in the mean disutili ty will 
make a particular destination more or less attractive 
relative to others, thereby increasing or decreasing 
the fraction of the origin's t"t,al travel (Fij ) 
attracted to it. Finally, a gelleral change in the 
air or auto moae will cause the average trip dis-
utility CDi) to chan(le, stimulating or depressing 
the total level of travel. 
("odel Implementation and Application 
Computer Program structure and Usage 
The modal-split a!ld demand models form the hlsi::; 
of a large transportation simulation and forecasting 
c.omputer program. This program has been applied to 
a number Qf corporate- and government-sponsored 
studies 7 ,tl,9, including st,~dies of VTOL, STOL, RTOL, 
and hi(lh-speed rail systams, and studies of the 
impact of possible future changes in the CTOL sys-
tem. The following paragraph~ describe the typical 
forecasting procedure. 
1. Program construction. Various subroutines 
are compiled and assembled to form an executable pro-
gram element. Included in the packa(le are the SMSA 
populations and incomes for the specific years to be 
forecasted, which are automatically extracted from the 
SMSA data base. This data base contains population 
and income data for all SI1SA I S for a munber of past 
yearf'., as ,rell a.I'~ forecasts for future years prepared 
by the Bur"an of Economic Analysis of the U.S. 
Connnercc Dc. wtment. lO Also contained in thc data 
base are density d(,ta 1'01' computation of the cost of 
destlnat;~n transportation and longitude and latitude 
data Med for intcrci ty distai"lcc computation. Sincc 
several adjacent m1SA'" ;;ometimes share t1\e same air-
port(s) and ttUG constitute a ::;int~lE' air mnrket, it 
i G necessary to combine these individual St'\sA' s into 
a lareer entity. I:Kumples are !lew York/northeast 
llBlv Jersey {4 SMSA ':;)/F'airficld County (Conn.); Los 
An,:eles/ Anaheim/Riv('rside; and San Francisco/San 
Jose. 
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2. Program initialization. Model parameters, 
the city-pair list, base-year modal data, and actual 
base-year demends (total or for a particular mode) are 
read from a specially prepared data file. Individual 
city-pair attraction factors are computed from the 
base-year data, as described in the section on the 
demand model. This involv.es computation of the dis-
utilities and modal shares for the base-year followed 
by iterative use of the demand model wltil the errors 
between estimated and actual demand are sufficiently 
small. Since the attraction factors are valid as long 
as the base-year data are not changed, the attraction 
factors are saved for futUJ.·e reuse without recalcula-
tion. 
3. Disutility and modal-split computation. The 
disutilities for each mode are computed for the first 
forecast year. Usually, baseline modal characteristics 
for each year are stored in data files and read prior 
to the dis utility computations; only ch~nges from the 
previous year are needed. Any deviations from the 
baseline required for a particular run are read sepa-
r~tely after the baseline data. As discussed in the 
section on the modal-split model, the four sets of 
disutilities computed for each city-pah'--one for 
each trip purpose (business, personal) and for each 
dirp.ction--form the basis for four modal splits. 
Using the bUSiness/personal traveler fractions, the 
two sets of modal shares and two harmonic mean dis-
utilities for each direction are combined into average 
values. In cases where a mode is not available for 
all city-pairs (e.g., rail) or when its share would 
be negligible (e.g., bus or rail on lonG-haul routes), 
a mode can be omitted from the disutillty and modal-
split computations for the appropriate city-pairs. 
4. Demand computation. The total demand is 
computed using the dem~nd model and the mean dis-
uti~itie~ from the modal-split computation. The n-
body term, althoueh requiring substantial computation, 
need only be calculated once for each individual City, 
regardlcss of the number of city-p\l.irs in '-Ihich that 
city appe.'1.rs. Application of the modal shares to the 
total derrand gives the dcmand for each mode. 
5. Mode adjustments. It is often desirable 
that modal characteristics reflect the demand for that 
mode. For e~ample, service frequency can be matched 
to demand to give a reasonable load factor; fares carL 
be \l.djusted to yield a specific return-on-investment; 
bloclt times ean be adjusted to reflect terminal cC'nges-
tion resultine I'rom the frequencies required to serve 
the demand; etc. Once the characteristics of a mode 
have been chanced, it is necessary to r(lpe~t steps 3 
and 4 (disutility, modal-split, and demand computat-
tions) to account for the impact on de~and. Thus, the 
forecasting process is iterative; steps 3, 4, and 5 
are rereated until eonvereence, which usually requires 
bebreen three and seven cycles. Once convergence has 
been reached and the forecast completed, new data are 
read for a new forecast year, or for a different 
ocenario for the current year, and the entire process 
is repeated. 
Although the forecasting proc\";lure inVOlves sub-
stantial computa!;ion, the amount of computer time 
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required is not excessive due, in part, to careful 
programming and the use of several computational. short-
cuts. 
Model. APpLication Considerations 
Many modaL-split models, incl.udincr the UTRC model, 
are susceptibLe to the so-caLled "rcd bUS/bLue bus" 
probLem. That is, ~Then one mode ill subdivided into two 
modes, the two components will. have a combined share 
larger than t.he -or 19inaL mode. Thill occur~ even if the 
division was made on an arbirtary basis such as vehicle 
coLor and despite the fact that th~ component modes 
have lower service frequencies, anu therefore higher 
disutiLities, than the original mode. This is not 
necessarily a "Teakness of the model, however. It could 
be argued that a new travel service would attract more 
travelers if it 'Tere perceived a~ n, distinct modal 
choice rather than an addi Hon to E.::tother mode. As a 
separate mode it would be conside:r2," by all travelers 
on the sRlIle basis as the other mOfleo, while as part 
of an existing mode it would only b" .:!onsidered by 
those travelers who first. selected that mode. Even 
though the new travel sel'Vice would enhance the 
existing mode and increase its market share, the 
demand 1'or the ne,-T service would probably oe less than 
1'or a separate mode. 
This phenomenon can cause dif1'iculties in 
selecting the approach to oe used in the analysis of 
ne'" modes. For exampLe, when &. new air mode, such as 
VTOL, STOL, or RTOL, is introduced in a market already 
served by CTOL, it can be treated as a separate mode 
or as part of the ail' moele. In the former approach, 
a single-stage modal split is calculated for all modes 
(auto, bUS, rail, CTOL, V/S/RWL); 1.n the latter, a 
four-mode modal split (auto, bus, rail, air) is fol-
lowed by a tva-mode split (CTOL, V/S/RTOL) of the air 
share, resulting in 10\.,er CTOL and V/SjRTOL shares. 
A third approach is to perform both tlm single-stage 
and two-stage modal. splits and average the results. 
In past studies, either the t,TQ-stageor average method 
has been selected because they are more conservative; 
analysis as separate modes is probably appropriate 
only 1'01' truly ne" modes, radically c1il:ferent from 
any existing mode. 
In the two-stage method, the characteristics of 
the composite mode (ail.') are synthesized fr~m i,1105e 
of its components (V/SjRTOL and CTOL); service fre-
quencies are added together while fares and block 
times are averaged, using fl.'.3quency as a weighting. 
Special ~·.ccess values are used which consider all of 
the terminals of both modes, thereby resulting in 
access as good as or better than either component. 
The composite-mode disutility should be lmTer than 
either of the component disutilities because the com-
pnsite mode offers additional travel choices beyond 
either component mode. The composite-mode disutUity 
calculated as described in this way is usually lower 
than either component disutility, due to improved ser-
vice frequency and access. Exceptions occur ,Then 
one component has a hil')1 fare 01' bLock time relative 
to the other; in these instances the calculated diG" 
utility is teplaced by the lower component-mode dis-
utility, 
erwttamr 
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APPENDIX D 
BENEFIT/COST ANALYSIS 
Definition of Costs &ld Benefits 
The usual costs associated with, transportation are user costs (fare) and, 
occasionally, passenger time costs as quantified by a value of time. However, 
many other costs can be identified which may be referred to as "common costs." 
Conunon costs include, of course, environmental and resource costs., wheJ}e 
a prime example of the latter is energy consumption. Another common cost 
would be government spending not recovered in user fees. Common costs are 
viewed as being dis:l:;inct from individually perceived costs inasmuch as it is 
expected that the vast maj ori.ty of individual travelers will continue to make 
their decisions primarily on the basis of out-of-pocket costs, the time 
required to make the trip, and elements of personal convenience. 
Common costs. will be most strongly influential in the attitude of the 
public at large, including those elements of the public who do not travel 
often on specific modes such as air transportation, and who are anxious to 
protect their neighborhoods against change and eagerly look to newly found 
environmental and resource issues as allies in this concern. These common 
costs will be dominant in the consideration, by public bodies, of transpor-
tation alternatives (note the widespread requirements for environmental im-
pact statements). 
The usual benefit associated with transportation is passenger-miles 
served by the system. It is, in reality, a "common" benefit since the in-
di vidual traveler rarely vievls the maximization of passenger miles as an 
individual benefit as long as his personal needs are served. Other common 
benefits could include employment provided by the transportation industry, 
contributions to a favorable trade balance, congestion relief in the public 
sector (notably at airports), auto-miles diverted from the highways as a 
means of reducing congestion and improving energy consumption, and the 
increase in land value and economic development which often results from the 
location of a new transportation system or expansion of an existing one. 
However~ in the present study, only the prime common benefit -- passenger 
miles -- is considered. 
Conceptual Evaluation 
If all costs could be quantified to a common base, transportation modes, 
or systems, could be characterized by a single unit of cost (including common 
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costs) and alternative systems compared on the basis of least cost. If', fur-
thermore, the "benefits " (including common benefits-1 of transportation systems 
could be quantified, a cost/benefit ratio could be used to add a f'urt
ner di-
mension in the comparison of alternative systems, and a comparative a
nalysis 
could be illustrated as follows: 
Total 
Cost 
Benefits 
Cost/Benefit Designs 
As shown, System A has lower total costs than System 13 and, in a subo
ptimized 
analysis, would be favored. But accounting fo;r, benefits as well as c
osts makes 
it possible to reveal a possible situation in which increa~ed benefits
 compen-
sate for increased costs such that System B, having a lower cost/bene
fit ratio, 
would be the favored system. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to quantifY environmental and resource
 
costs, and other common costs and benefits~ in dollar units without m
aking 
arbitrary assumptions which are open 'to question. The analyst is the
n sub-
ject to the charge that he has selected his dollar values so as to insure a 
fa.vorable result for a preselected system. 
Accordingly, UTRC developed a "fractionalized benefit/cost method" 
which involves the definition of "fractional" costs and benefits for 
modes 
or systems being compared) in order to avoid the problem of dissimilar units. 
For example, in the present study, a number of fuel-conserving option
s are 
being analyzed for overall merit. Each option is characterized by &
calcu-
lable cost for each of several different types (user cost, user time, energy 
used, emissions generated, etc.), and each option is characterized by a diff-
erent value for the transportation "benefit" (pe.Gsenger-miles). A strict 
adherence to the benefi t/ cost methodology, as des cribed in Ref. 14, would 
ca.ll for the formation of a fractional cost by dividing the cost for 
each 
option by the sum of the costs for all options> and similarly, for th
e for~ 
mation of a fracbional benefit by dividing the benefit for each optio
n by 
the sum of the benefits for .3.1.1 options. Dividing the fractionaUzed
 bene-
fits by the fractionalized costs then provides the benefit cost ratio
s which 
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would then be combined as discussed belo~ • 
However, since all fuel-conserving options in the present study are to 
be compared ,'lith the baseline, considerable s'implification can be achieved 
by merely normalizing all benefit and cost values to those for the baseline. 
Thus, the normalized benefit, bi, and the normalized costs', Cij, are as 
follows: 
and 
where Bi and Cij represent a s.ingle benefit and the jth cost associated with 
option i, and Bo and Coj represent the corresponding baseline values. Frac-
tional benefit/cost ratios, representing the amount of benefit provided per 
unit cost, relative to the baseline, are as follows: 
A value of f ij greater than 1. 0 indicates that option i is superior to the 
baseline "ri th respect to cost j (L,'., it provides more benefit per unit 
cost); a value less than 1.0 indicates the baseline is better. 
For a system with only one type of cost and one benefit, the use of the 
simple benefit/cost ratio defined above provides the required evaluation. 
For a system with multiple costs (j > 1), the benefit/cost ratios individ-
ually evaluate, for each benefit-cost combinatioIl, alternative sys·tems. 
However, in this case, the analysis is not completely d~finitive because a 
transport system m~ look good in terms of one benefit/cost ratio and bad 
in another; hence, a method is needed to estimate the relative importance 
of benefits and costs such that ratios can be combined to result in a com-
posi te rating. 
Derivation of Weighting Factors 
One way to approach this question is to ascertain how important each 
transportation cost is relative to all such costs. For example, how impor-· 
tant is transportation air pollution relative to all s'ources of air pollution, 
or how much energy does transportation use relative to all energy consumption? 
If the transportation fraction of total air pollution is lower than the trans-
portation fraction of total energy consumed, then the air pollution "cost" 
may be considered as less important than the energy "cost" and weightings 
assigned on the basis of these fractions. In this way, a series of cost 
weightings, Wj' can be derived, where 
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Wj = 
Transportation costs of type j 
A1l type-j costs 
Such analytically deri~ed weighting factors are theoretically free of 
bias on the part of the analyst but, when many costs are being considered, 
such weighting factors have only an incidental relationship to each other" 
and when compared among the number of costs being considered, the relative 
values m8iY" violate the analyst's judgement. 
Because it has been found that bias tends to creep into the analytical 
process used for deriving weighting factors, it is possible that a purely 
judgmental process can yield meaningful values, individual bias being mini-
mized by averaging judgmentally derived factors over a large number of 
raters. The value of this approach is that derived weightings m8iY" be more 
acceptable in relative terms, at least in a ranking sense, but has the dis-
advantage that proper separation of numerical values may not be achieved. 
Accordingly, a survey of some 57 respondents was conducted to deter-
mine a set of weighting factors"based on pure judgement, which could be 
compared with the analytically-derived set described above. The normal-
ized weighting factors derived in these two w8iY"s are summarized as Case A 
(calculated weightings) and Case B (survey weightings) in Fig. 1 for the 
specific costs considered in this study. The primary observation that 
emerges from a comparison of these two approaches is that all survey 
weightings fall within a fairly small band of numerical values (i.e., the 
highest (0.198) is only 45% greater than the lowest (0.137)), whereas the 
calculated weightings vary over a much wider range of values (the highest 
(0.311) is over six times the lowest (0.047)). It is thus apparent that 
the survey weightings will have relatively little impact as modifiers on 
individual benefit/cost ratios when combining them into benefit/cost rat-
ings. A second observation is that the survey respondents perceive user 
time, user cost, and energy as being the most important, and in that order, 
whereas the calculated values indicate energy as. being most important, with 
user time slightly less important, and emissions and user cost about equal 
and much less important than the fi,rst two costs. 
In assessing the two techniques, the numeril~al significance of the cal-
culated weightings is an appealing feature e:ven though the individual costs 
bear only incidental relative significance. On the other hand, the survey 
weightings have an appealing relative significance, but the numerical quani-
ties are strongly dependent on how the survey was made and provide little 
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separation among costs. Inasmuch as there is no straightforward way of 
deciding on which technique is better, a simple-minded (and very arbitrary) 
way of accounting for these differences is to simply average the survey 
values and the revised calculated values to result in Case C of Fig. 1. 
This process picks up some of the "relative" aspects of the survey weight-
ings and some of the "absolutel! aspects of the calculated weightings. 
Formation of Benefit/Cost Ratings 
The purpos~ of deriving the cost weightings is, of course, to make it 
possible to combine individual benefit/cost ratios into an overall benefit/ 
cost rating. The weightings can be applied in either an arithmetic or a 
geometric averaging process: 
~w·f .. j J lJ 
~w. j J 
1 
~ 
. J 
R. = [rTf w.]J 
. l j ij J 
arithmetic 
geometric 
In practice, it has been found that the geometric process is preferred since 
it leads to a more reasonable mean value When widely differing individual 
values are encountered. As in the case of individual benefit/cost ratios, 
a value of the benefit/cost rating greater than 1.0 indicates superiority 
of the option being examined, relative to the baseline option. 
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